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PREFACE

Symposium LL, "Rapid Prototyping Technologies," was held December 3-5 at the
2002 MRS Fall Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts. The symposium highlighted a broad range
of international research activities in the areas of direct-write (DW), solid freeform (SFF) and
microstereolithography (MSL). Five sessions were held, covering layered manufacturing and
laser sintering, solution and spray processing, direct-write of microelectronics, nanoscale rapid
prototyping, and biological tissue engineering and biomedical applications. In total thirty-five
papers were presented, with a good balance achieved between invited reviews and presentations
of the latest research results.
This was the third MRS symposium on rapid prototyping (RP) and related technologies,
following successful symposia at the Spring 2000 and Fall 2001 Meetings. This year we were
able to continue themes developed in the earlier meetings, while also expanding the scope to
include new and exciting developments, particularly in the areas of nano-scale patterning and
biomedical applications. The standard of presentations was extremely high throughout, and all
five sessions were well attended by audiences keen to engage in lively discussion and debate.
This volume contains a selection of twenty-four papers from the symposium. Papers
from all sessions are included, with particularly good coverage of the sessions on layer
manufacturing, nanoscale RP, and tissue engineering and biomedical applications. The volume
provides a comprehensive overview of RP technologies, together with an update on the most
recent advances in the field. It will be of interest both to the RP community, and also to
researchers in other fields who have an interest in the development of new materials and
structures that cannot be realized by traditional manufacturing techniques.
We wish to thank the staff of the MRS for their help with the organization and running of
the symposium, and for their assistance with the production of this proceedings volume. We
gratefully acknowledge the financial support of the Defence Advanced Research Projects
Agency, the National Science Foundation, and the Office of Naval Research.

Alberto Piqui
Andrew S. Holmes
Duane B. Dimos
April 2003
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Microstereolithography: a Review
Amaud Bertsch, Sebastien Jiguet, Paul Bernhard', Philippe Renaud
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne (EPFL), STI - IMM - LMIS4
1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
'Proform AG, Route de Chdsalles 60, ZI les Fontanettes
1723 Marly, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
Microstereolithography is a technology at the interface of the microengineering and rapid
prototyping domains. It has evolved from the stereolithography technique, and is also based on a
light-induced layer-stacking manufacturing. As the resolution of the microstereolithography
technique is far better than the one of rapid prototyping technologies, this technique is of
particular interest in the microengineering domain where its 3D capability allows the production
of components no other microfabrication technique can create.
The first developments of the microstereolithography technique have started in 1993 and
different research teams have developed machines since, using different approaches. This paper
reviews the major microstereolithography processes developed until now.
Microstereolithography is starting to be a commercially available manufacturing process. As
the market for miniaturized products grows rapidly, there is an increasing need for highresolution small size prototype parts. If the production of small mechanical components is the
first commercial application of microstereolithography, this technology can also produce useful
components for the microrobotic, microfluidic, microsystems and biomedical fields. Current
research in the microstereolithography field is focused on using ceramic composites as material
to manufacture complex three-dimensional parts that can be sintered to produce pure alumina
microcomponents.

INTRODUCTION
Microstereolithography is the general designation of various microfabrication technologies
based on the principle used in stereolithography, a rapid prototyping technology patented in
1984[1,2] and used in the automotive and aerospace industries as well as in all industrial and
technological fields requiring the manufacturing of three dimensional prototype parts. If the
word "Microstereolithography" is now commonly accepted by almost every user and developer
of this technology, many different names (micro-photoforming, IH process, spatial forming, 3D
optical modeling, microstereophotolithography, optical forming, etc...) have been used by the
research teams who published the first reports on this technique, corresponding to variations in
the design of the built apparatuses. Nevertheless, whatever their name can be, all
microstereolithography machines have the same aim and the same basic principle: They allow to
build small-size, high-resolution three-dimensional objects, by superimposing a certain number
of layers obtained by a light-induced and space-resolved polymerization of a liquid resin into a
solid polymer.
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IMPROVEMENT OF THE STEREOLITHOGRAPHY RESOLUTION
To understand how stereolithography, a rapid prototyping technology with a 150am
resolution, could evolve towards microfabrication, a quick recall on its principle and on the
photo-polymerization mechanism will show the possible paths that have been followed by the
different research teams working in this field.
Of course, many factors (machine-, software-, process-, resin-related, etc..) affect the
resolution of the stereolithography parts. The aim of this section is not to inventory all of them,
but to define the principal directions that can lead to an important improvement of the resolution
and which can be the starting point in the creation of high-resolution stereolithography processes
for manufacture of small-sized parts.
Stereolitho2raphy
The stereolithography process is the first and most widely used rapid prototyping technique.
It allows to build a part layer by layer by laser induced polymerization. The laser beam is
focused and scanned on the open surface of the photosensitive liquid and a liquid/solid
transformation occurs locally, which allows to create the shape of one layer of the object. When
a layer is finished, fresh resin is spread on top of the already manufactured part of the object, and
the light-induced solidification of the next layer is started.
Photopolymerization
Photopolymerization is the chemical reaction underlying the change of state that makes it
possible to create the layers composing the objects in the stereolithography process: the
absorption of a given quantity of photons per volume unit of photosensitive medium creates
reactive species, which induces the polymerization of the liquid monomer into a solid polymer
by a chain reaction. This polymer is generally cross-linked and cannot dissolve again in a
monomer bath.
The evolution of the polymerized depth with the irradiation time in stereolithography can be
easily predicted and is presented extensively in the literature [3,4]. Equation 1 gives the temporal
evolution of the polymerized depth e:

Sto
where t (s) is the irradiation time, to (s) the irradiation time at the threshold, a (l.moll.cm') the
Napierian coefficient of molar extinction, c (mol.1-) the concentration of the absorbing
substance. This relation shows that the evolution of the polymerized depth e with the irradiation
time is logarithmic. This simple model is in good agreement with experimental results in the case
of resins that do not undergo changes in their absorption coefficient during the polymerization
process.
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Reduction of the volymerized depth
To improve the resolution of the stereolithography process in the vertical direction, thinner
layers have to be created. Making smaller layers mechanically by spreading a thinner layer of
fresh resin on the surface of the object to be manufactured is not sufficient to control the vertical
resolution. The most important parameter is the light penetration depth in the medium [4,5]: If it
is not correctly controlled, the light could penetrate deep in the chemical medium and go through
some already polymerized layers, which could result in a loss of resolution in the already
polymerized part of the object. To control accurately the polymerization depth, different solution
can be imagined:
a) Irradiating the resin in conditions close to the polymerization threshold
When the photosensitive chemical medium is irradiated during a short time so that the
energy received by the resin is close to the critical energy E, required to start the polymerization
process, equation 1 can be simplified and written:
1- t-toe =-(2)

oc( to
Thin polymerized layers can be obtained and their thickness can be controlled by the choice of
the irradiation time, but as the incident energy received by the resin is close to the critical energy
required to start the polymerization phenomenon, they have in general poor mechanical
properties. Moreover, a small variation of the irradiation energy leads to important changes in the
polymerized depth, which is not compatible with vector-by-vector fabrication processes. In
particular, when two polymerized vectors are secant, the intersection point is irradiated with
twice the energy of other points, which makes it impossible to control accurately the
polymerized depth (figure. 1).
b) Using a highly absorbing chemical medium
When the irradiation energy is significant compared to the critical energy, equation 1 can be
written:
en-

where

or

R, =Ln

(3)

(t

There are only very small variations of R, with small variations of the irradiation time t, when
t >> to. In this case, the polymerized thickness does not depend much on small variations of the
irradiation time, which is better adapted to vector-by-vector fabrication. The polymerized
thickness can be reduced by using reactive resins with low value of the optical thickness Ii=loaC.
Such resins show a strong absorption of the irradiation wavelength and can be obtained by
formulating chemical media containing high concentrations of highly absorbing chemicals
(initiators or non-reactive chemicals).

Energy

Vector I

Figure 1. When two polymerized vectors are secant, the intersection point receives a double
energetic dose. When the irradiation energy is close to the critical energy, this leads to significant
changes in the polymerized thickness.
Improvin2 the transverse resolution of stereolithographv
The horizontal resolution of the stereolithography process is mainly a function of the
resolution of the scanning system and quality and stability of the laser beam. The laser diameter
on a standard SLA-250, the most widespread commercial stereolithography machine
commercialized by the company 3D Systems, (0.25 mm) sets a lower limit to the resolution and
feasibility of small size features. Given a stable laser beam profile, accurate correction factors for
the width of the scanning beam and resin shrinkage, a horizontal precision in the order of the half
of the laser beam width, as a rule of thumb, can be routinely achieved.
A significant improvement in the horizontal resolution can be achieved by using a single
mode instead of the common multimode HeCd laser on a conventional SLA-250 machine. The
spot size at the focal point can be reduced from 0.25mm to about 0.08-0.1mm, which pushes
down the lower limit of feature feasibility [6]. This technique has found applications in the area
of watch making, electronics [7] and in the electro- and medico-technical industry (hearing aids).
A few specialized service bureaus worldwide commercially produce small size high-resolution
prototypes made with the small spot stereolithography technology.
Further improvements of the horizontal resolution of the stereolithography process requires
the reduction of the interaction volume between light and matter. This leads to different
microstereolithography concepts that will be discussed in the next paragraph.
MICROSTEREOLITHOGRAPHY: CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES
Vector-by-vector microstereolithoeraphy
The basic principle of all vector-by-vector microstereolithography machines is very similar
to the one of the stereolithography technique: every layer of the object is made by scanning a
focused light beam on the surface of a photosensitive resin. To get a better resolution than
stereolithography, the beam is focused more precisely in order to reduce the spot size to a few
micrometers in diameter, which requires additional technological developments in the designed
microstereolithography machines. In particular it is necessary to measure precisely and
continuously the position of the surface on which the beam is scanned and to dynamically focus
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it with a sufficient precision. A first kind of microstereolithography processes based on this
principle has been developed, and the vector by vector scanning of every layer is in general not
realized with scanning mirrors but by moving the photoreactor with x-y translation stages.
a) Constrained surface technique
The first papers published at an international conference on microstereolithography were
issued in 1993, one at the MHS conference by Takagi et al. [8] and a second at the MEMS
conference by Ikuta et al. [9]. The processes that are described in those papers and which are
more extensively presented later in other publications, are relatively similar. They are based on a
vector by vector tracing of every layer of the object with a light beam, focused on the reactive
resin through a transparent window. In this variation of the microstereolithography process, the
point on which the light beam is focused remains fixed, but x-y translation stages are used to
move either all the optical system focusing the light beam on the resin surface, or the
photoreactor in which the object is made. A shutter occults the light during translation without
polymerization or when a new layer is made (Figure 2a).
The use of a glass window to push on the liquid and obtain a layer of constant thickness
avoids the problem related to spreading the fresh resin on the already polymerized part of the
object. However, polymerizing through a transparent window has a major disadvantage: the
formed polymer sticks to it, which can result in partial or total destruction of the part during the
manufacturing process.
Apparatus described by:
Name of process
Light source
Constrained surface with
Irradiation
Maximum size of structure
Announced resolution
Resin type

Takagi et al. (1993)
Photo forming
He-Cd laser, UV (325 nm)
Quartz window +PFA tape
From bottom
20x20x20mm
5 x 5 x 3 lin (x,yz)
Acrylic

Ikuta et al. (1993)
IH process
Xenon lamp, UV
Transparent window
From top
OxlOxl0mm
60pm, up to 8gum
Not specified

Table I. Characteristics of vector-by-vector microstereolithography machines operating with the
constrained surface technique, described by Takagi and Ikuta in 1993.
b) Free surface technique
To avoid the adhesion of the polymer to the transparent window in the constrained surface
processes, some research teams developed vector-by vector microstereolithography processes
based on a free surface technique (Figure 2b). These processes are very similar to the ones
presented in the previous paragraph, except the surface of the liquid resin is not constrained by a
transparent window. The main disadvantage of this method is the difficulty in controlling the
thickness of the deposited liquid layer: Once the liquid layer is spread on the surface, it is
necessary to wait for the gravity forces to level the surface. The time required to obtain a
horizontal fresh layer of resin depends on the rheological properties of the resin. Low viscosity
monomers have to be used as often as possible.
Zissi et al. published a first paper describing a vector-by-vector microstereolithography
process using the free surface technique in 1994 [10], and another was presented in 1998[11] by
Zhang et al.
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Apparatus described by:
Name of process
Light source
Surface monitoring
Announced resolution
Resin type

Zissi et al. (1994)
Microstereophotolithography
Argon ion laser
IR laser diode
(x,y,z)
30 x 30 x 20 mim
Acrylate based resin containing
non-reactive absorbers and
polymerization inhibitors

Zhang et al. (1998)
Micro-stereolithography
Argon ion laser
CCD camera
Spot has 1-2 gtm
HDDA monomer containing
4wt% of benzoin ethly ether
as photoinitiator

Table II. Characteristics of the vector-by-vector microstereolithography machines operating
with the free surface technique, described by Zissi and Zhang.

source
ShutterConverging

lenses
Acousto optical
modulator

Mirro

U.taser

ior

(b) Free surface technique
(a) Constrainedsurface technique
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of vector by vector microstereolithography processes (from [12]).
Integral microstereolitho2raphy
Integral microstereolithography has started to be studied more recently than vector-by-vector
microstereolithography because integral processes are much more different from conventional
rapid prototyping techniques than vector-by-vector processes. Moreover, the components that
could be used as dynamic pattern-generators, which are the key components in integral
processes, were not commercially available with a sufficient resolution until 1995.
In integral microstereolithography, every layer of the object is made in one irradiation step
by projecting its image on the surface of the photopolymerizable resin, with a high resolution an
a certain depth of focus. This avoids the problems related to the fine focusing of a light beam in
one point on the liquid surface, which is often limiting vector-by-vector microstereolithography
processes. A pattern generator allows to shape the light, such that it contains the image of the
layer to be solidified. This image is then reduced and focused on the surface of the reactive
medium with the appropriate optical system. The superimposition of the different layers
composing the object is done in the same way as in conventional stereolithography (Figure 3a).
Integral microstereolithography processes are fast, because the irradiation of an entire layer is
done in one step, whatever its pattern may be.
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(a) Principle
Figure 3. Integral microstereolithography.

(b) DMDTM based machine at EPFL

a) Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) as pattern generators
The first paper presenting an integral microstereolithography machine was published in
1995 by Bertsch et aL [13] and the component used as dynamic pattern generator was a LCD
panel developed for rear projection applications. Every pixel of such LCD panels is a small cell
that can be set either to its transparent state or to its opaque state, by changing the orientation of
the molecules it contains. By inserting a liquid crystal display on the optical path of the light
beam, the transmitted light can be modulated, which allows to use successfully those LCD
screens to manufacture complex in shape objects by microstereolithography [12].
When the first experiments were started on the use of LCDs as spatial light modulators in
microstereolithography, this component was not compatible with UV light. A visible light source
was required in the apparatus and a photopolymerizable resin reacting with visible wavelengths
had to be developed.
In 1998, Loubere at aL [14] presented another integral microstereolithography process using
a LCD display as pattern generator and performing the resin irradiation with visible wavelengths.
Chatwin et al. [15] presented in 1998 an integral microstereolithography process operating in the
LTV that uses a special LCD display, transparent to wavelength above 350nm. It is a polysilicon
thin film twisted nematic liquid crystal display manufactured by CRL Smectic Technologies Ltd.
Apparatus described by:
Light source
LCD display resolution
Speed
Announced resolution
Resin

Bertsch et al. (1995)
Ar+ laser (515nrm)
260x260 pixels
90 layers per hour
5 x 5 x 5 lim (x,y,z)
PETIA with EosinY
as photo-sensitiser
and amine as coinitiator

Chatwin et al. (1998)
Ar+ laser (351.lnm)
600x800 pixels
< 60 layers per hour
? x ? x 50prn (x,y,z)
Cibatool 5180 (low
viscosity epoxybased resin)
I

Loubere et al. (1998)
Halogen lamp
640x480 pixels
60 layers per hour
5 x 5 x 10 wm (x,y,z)
PETIA with EosinY
as photo-sensitiser
and amine as coinitiator

Table lI. Characteristics of the integral microstereolithography machines described by Bertsch,
Chatwin and Loubere.

b) Digital Micromirror DeviceTM as pattern generator
The Digital Micromirror Device (DMDTM) produced by Texas Instruments, which is an
array of micromirrors actuated by electrostatic forces can also be successfully used as pattern
generator for microstereolithography. This component is a microelecromechanical system
working as a light switch [16].
The DMDTM is monolithically fabricated by CMOS-like processes over a CMOS memory,
and is made of 16 gtm square aluminum mirrors that can reflect the light in one of two directions,
depending on the state of the underlying memory cell. The rotation of the mirror is accomplished
through electrostatic attraction. By combining the DMDTM with a suitable light source and
optical system, each mirror reflects the incident light either into or out of the pupil of the
projection lens by a simple beam-steering technique. When the mirror is rotated to +10 degrees,
the corresponding pixel in the image appears bright, whereas when the mirror is rotated to -10
degrees, the corresponding pixel appears dark.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the technology, an array of micromirrors having a VGA
resolution (640 x 480) was used in a first prototype developed to work with visible wavelengths
by Bertsch et al [3]. The typical manufacturing speed of this machine is of about 200 to 300
3
layers per hour, depending on the shape of the layers, and the resolution , up to 3x3x3tim .
chip
a
DMDTM
the
UV,
in
to
operate
created
In a second microstereolithography machine
having a XGA (1024 x 768) resolution was used. This apparatus was developed at the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne, EPFL (figure 3b) for use in an industrial context.
An acrylate-based resin has been formulated to be used with this apparatus. It is highly absorbing
for the irradiation wavelengths and has mechanical properties close to the ones of conventional
stereolithography resins.
Creating an object inside the reactive medium
There are of course many advantages to creating the object directly in the resin, without
superimposing layers: No support parts are needed. No time is spent spreading the liquid on the
part being manufactured, which potentially can speed-up the process significantly. Freely
movable structures can be fabricated without the need of sacrificial layers. Many attempts have
been done to develop such kind of processes in the rapid prototyping domain, for creating big
objects, but they have never been successful. However, when making micro objects some
solutions have been found to create them directly inside the reactive medium.
When objects are created by microstereolithography by polymerizing directly inside the
reactive medium, the energetic density of the light beam has to be maximal under the surface,
which requires adapted chemical media and complex optical systems. This approach allows to
create very small objects because very small increments are possible in both the vertical and
transverse direction.
a) Two-photon process
Two-photon absorption is an optical nonlinear phenomenon that occurs at sufficiently high
level of irradiance in all materials, when the combined energy of two photons matches the
transition energy between the ground state and the excited state. The rate of two-photon
absorption is proportional to the square of the incident light intensity. The quadratic dependence
of the two-photon absorption rate on the light intensity confines the absorption to the area at the
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focal point. As the two-photon transition rate is extremely small, the power of the light source
has to be extremely high.
Maruo et al., who developed the first two-photon microstereolithography apparatus in 1996
[17], used a mode locked Ti:Sapphire laser emitting at 770nm. The beam power at peak in the
resin was about 3kW with a repetition rate of 76 MHz and a pulse width of 130fs. The resin was
transparent to IR light and did not attenuate the light beam, which could be focused inside the
resin without polymerization at the surface. This process was the first microstereolithography
process having a submicron resolution.
Kawata et al. developed a microstereolithography apparatus based on the same principle
with a 120nm resolution, which is smaller than the diffraction limit (the nonlinear effects allow
to exceed it). To demonstrate the very high resolution obtained with this process, Kawata et al.
built a micro-bull, which is 10pm long and 7 ltm high [18].
b) Single-photon process
In a single-photon under-surface manufacturing microstereolithography process, the
nonlinearity of the photopolymerization reaction in response to the irradiation intensity is used.
The presence of oxygen molecules dissolved in the resin inhibits the polymerization reaction. As
a result, if the light intensity is adequately low, polymerization does not start. This phenomenon
can be exploited to selectively solidify the resin by regulating the intensity of the light. A
radiation that is weakly absorbed by the resin can be tightly focused inside the photoreactor
under optimal conditions, such that the intensity is sufficient to solidify the resin near the focal
point but not in the out-of-focus region.
Maruo et al. presented a microstereolithography process based on the single-photon under
surface polymerization at the MEMS conference in 1998 [19]. The single photon
photopolymerization is stimulated not by a pulsed laser but by a continuous wave blue He-Cd
laser. As conventional UV-initiated resins weakly absorb the blue wavelength at 441.6nm,
conditions in which the single photon process can be exploited exist. The process resolution is
close to the one of the 2-photon technique: the best lateral and depth resolutions attained were
0A3 and 1.A pm respectively.

APPLICATIONS OF MICROSTEREOLITHOGRAPHY
Microstereolithography is starting to be a commercially available manufacturing process.
There is a growing need for high-resolution small size components in the rapid prototyping
domain. As the market for miniaturized products grows rapidly, there is also an increasing need
for high-resolution prototype parts. When small size objects have to be built with dimensions of
only a few millimeters or less, current rapid prototyping technologies are limited with respect to
the feasibility of small features: openings and small holes are difficult to make and have to be redrilled once the prototype is built, which is particularly difficult. Another aspect, which has to be
taken into consideration for small components, is that manual surface finishing can be a very
tedious, if not impossible task.
The small-spot laser stereolithography technology is the first step towards high-resolution
rapid prototyping, and this process is made commercially available by a few service bureaus
around the world. The resolution obtained with this technology is sufficient for a large number of
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products; however, there are still many applications that demand substantially higher resolution
and precision.
The first commercial application of microstereolithography is the production of components
for rapid prototyping applications. The first company that started to sell such prototype parts is
microTEC in Duisbourg, Germany [20]. Recently, Proform AG, in Marly, a Swiss service bureau
already specialized in high-resolution prototype parts also started such activity. If the production
of small mechanical components is the only current commercial application of
microstereolithography, all universities and research institutes who investigated this technology
manufactured interesting objects and tried to find potential applications for this process.
Objects with a geometric complexity
All research teams who realized microstereolithography machines tried to validate the
concept they developed by manufacturing components that are difficult or impossible to build
with conventional microfabrication processes, like bending pipes [9], micro coil springs [9],
spiral structures [21], microgears of different shapes [11,12,22,23], freely movable
microstructures [19,23], 3D networks, scale models [3,6], (small car, statue of liberty (figure
4c), micro turbines, Christmas tree) etc... Of course all these test objects have no real use, but
they illustrate the wide diversity of shapes and the intricate details that can be produced with the
microstereolithography processes.
Small mechanical components
The manufacturing of small size high-resolution components that rapid prototyping
technologies are unable to create with adequate detail is of course the first domain in which
microstereolithography could be successful (figure 4a). Most research teams have investigated
more microsystem/microfluidic related uses of this technology, but have neglected to investigate
thoroughly this field. There is a growing demand of high-resolution prototype objects in
particular in the medico-technical industry. Medical probe heads in which optical and chemical
sensors could be embedded will be less invasive if they could be created with a smaller size [6].
Hearing-aid manufacturers try to design lightweight products small enough not to be detected,
comfortable, with rounded shapes to be close from the natural geometry of the ear canal. For
such applications it is necessary to prototype small mechanical components with intricate details.
In the medical domain, 3D models made by microstereolithography can also be used to train the
surgeons before a very difficult operation (At the HARMST'01 workshop MicroTec presented a
model of the ear canal that was used for this purpose).
In the electro-technical industry microstereolithography can be advantageously used for the
prototyping of small connectors, and many other examples can be found in different domains.
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(a) Prototypepart
(b) Fludic connector
Figure 4. Objects made by microstereolithography.

(c) Scale model

Microsvstem components
As microstereolithography has evolved from rapid prototyping technologies and does not yet
allow a wafer-level manufacturing, different research teams have investigated its possible
combination to conventional silicon-based micro-machining technologies in order to integrate
new functions on planar structures and create original microsystem components. In this context,
microstereolithography has been combined to thick-resist UV lithography to associate curved
and conical structures with the smooth and vertical walls and micrometer accuracy of SU-8
technology [24]. It has been combined to piezoelectric elements [25] and shape memory alloy
wires[26] to create actuators. Microstereolithography has also been used for prototyping MEMS
components and optimizing their geometry, before investing in photomasks and using more
conventional cleanroom technologies for mass production [27]. In the future, the manufacturing
of hybrid polymer structures by combining various types of polymers, such as conductive
polymers, polymers of various refractive index or flexible polymers could also lead to the
creation of new optical, chemical and biochemical microsystems with the microstereolithography
technology [28].
Microfluidic components
Many authors studied the possibility to create microfluidic components with the
microstereolithography process. It is indeed relatively easy to create pipes and connectors having
shapes that are impossible to be obtained by conventional microfabrication technologies with this
technique (figure 4b). Different passive microfluidic components are presented in the literature:
pipes, channels, connectors, mixers, etc. More complex passive microfluidic components have
also been presented, obtained either by combining different technologies or by inserting
membranes or films during the patterning process (a cell-free biochemical chip for Luciferase
synthesis, a micro-osmotic valve prototype for insulin injection, a concentrator chip, etc...)
By combining structures made by microstereolithography with piezoelectric actuators or
shape memory alloy components, active fluidic components can also be obtained (micropumps
[29], switching valves, etc...) Once active and passive microfluidic components can be
produced, their assembly can lead to complex fluidic systems. Ikuta et al. developed a simple
method for holding and connecting fluidic components to obtain chemical and biochemical
chips. This versatile fluidic device has been named "Biochemical IC"[30].
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CONCLUSION - MICROSTEREOLITHOGRAPHY OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS
One of the major limitations of the microstereolithography technology is related to the
materials that can be used in this manufacturing technique: Only a few polymers can be used,
acrylates in general or eventually epoxies. Because of their three dimensional geometry, most
objects produced by microstereolithography cannot be molded, which implies that, for some
applications, microstereolithography is no longer a rapid prototyping technology but a
manufacturing technique. In this case, the produced objects need to have adequate mechanical,
chemical or physical characteristics. As a result, studies on the use of new materials for
microstereolithography have been started, and in particular on the use of composite materials
made of ceramic particles embedded in a polymer matrix as reactive medium in this technology.
The ultimate aim is of course the production of micro-components in ceramic materials, which
can be obtained by sintering the composite. However, for sintering successfully such composite
components, the load of particles embedded in the resin has to be sufficiently high, which
increases significantly the viscosity of the chemical media. If different teams have started to
work in this field, no satisfactory solution has been obtained yet, but this research in the material
domain are very promising for the utilization of microstereolithography not only as a prototyping
technology but as a manufacturing technique.
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Rapid Manufacturing with Direct Metal Laser Sintering
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EOS Finland
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21290 Rusko, Finland
ABSTRACT
The term Rapid Manufacturing is today very often used as a substitute for Rapid
Prototyping, because the manufacturing processes and materials have developed so much that the
parts produced with the machines can even be used as functional production parts. For Direct
Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) this was enabled by the introduction of the powders for 20
micron layer thickness; steel-based powder in 2001 and bronze-based powder in 2002.
Successful rapid manufacturing with DMLS does not only mean the reduction of layer thickness,
but it is a sum of many factors that had to be optimized in order to make the process work with
the 20 micron layer thickness: the metal powder behavior in very thin layers is not the same as
with thicker layers, the demands for the support structures are higher and the possibility of using
multiples of the layer thickness gives additional freedom. By optimizing the process parameters
the UTS values for the steel-based powder increased up to 600 MPa and for the bronze-based
powder up to 400 MPa. At the same time the surface roughness (Ra) values after shot peening
were 3 microns and 2 microns, respectively. Although using thinner layers also increases the
building time the advantage is gained in drastically reduced finishing times due to increased
surface quality and detail resolution. Typical geometries produced by DMLS are difficult-tomanufacture components and components typically produced by P/M or even by die-casting. The
paper covers the development aspects in both material and process development and also
presents some realized case studies.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid manufacturing (RM) can be briefly described as any manufacturing that is able to
fabricate products in a time, which is short in a relative sense. The definition of short in time
always refers to the present knowledge of available and established technologies and process
chains. In addition, using a single additive technology may not always be the most effective way
of fabricating parts. Instead, a combination of additive and conventional technologies exploiting
their strengths is usually the fastest and most economical way of minimizing the project leadtime. Since the beginning of the Rapid Prototyping (RP) era in the beginning of the nineties the
definition of a short lead-time has step by step changed from months to days. However, this
change still can not be applied to every case and application, the larger and more complex the
part is the longer is the fabrication time.
DMLS was first developed to be a Rapid Tooling (RT) method for injection molding tools.
The development was done in cooperation by EOS Gmbh and Electrolux Rapid Development
(now Rapid Product Innovations). The cooperation achieved success in 1995 when the first
bronze-based powder for 100 urm layer thickness (DirectMetal 100) and a laser-sintering
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Figure 1. Surface roughness of the DMLHS materials after shot peening.
machine for the powder were introduced [1]. Immediately after the introduction, the demand for
more materials and better surface quality was evident. This led to further development of both
the material and the process. The next step was the introduction of a bronze-based powder for 50
jim layer thickness (DirectMetal 50) in 1997 and a year later a new steel powder (DirectSteel 50)
for the same layer thickness was also introduced [2]. At the same time an improved machine was
also introduced with e.g. more accurate mechanics, more powerful laser and an atmosphere
module for the generation of an inert atmosphere for laser-sintering of the steel-based powder.
Although the surface properties of the bronze-based material were improved considerably, the
use of 50 pmi layers was not sufficient for the parts made of the steel-based powder. There was
still need for too much post-processing. The latest solution to this problem was to develop a
steel-based powder for 20 jim layer thickness (DirectSteel 20), which was introduced in 2001. In
most cases the stair-stepping effect is not visible when using the 20 jim layer thickness. In fact,
the surface quality of the parts produced of the powder was so good that in some injection
molding cases no finishing was needed. After this the same development work was done for the
bronze-based material and the result was introduced in early 2002 as the 20 jim bronze-based
powder (DirectMetal 20), which in addition to the improved surface quality had also much
improved mechanical properties. In fact, the tensile strength of the 20 pmn bronze is almost the
same as with the 50 jitm steel. Figure 1 presents the surface roughness values of the current
DMLS materials after shot peening [3]. Some of the properties of the DMLS materials can be
seen in Table 1.
LASER-POWDER INTERACTION
The optimized metal powder mixes for DMLS arc all based on the net-shape principle.
Thus, the sintering and solidification shrinkages have to be compensated with volume expansion
reactions [4,5]. The powder mixes contain only pure metals or metal alloys. With careful
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Table 1. Properties of the DMLS materials.
DirectMetal 100 DirectMetal 50 DirectMeta! 20
Layer thickness

100 Pm

50 pm

Main constituent

Bronze

Bronze

20 pim
Bronze

< 500 N/rmm

DirectSteel 20

50 pm

20 ptm

Steel
2

Steel
2

• 500 N/nmm

• 600 Nnmm2

UTS

-200 N/nm

Brinell hardness

90-120 HB

90-120 HB

100-120 •B

150-220 HB

180-230 HB

20%
600.C

20%
400'C

7%
400C-

5%
850'C

2%
850'C

Minimum porosity
Max operating
temperature

< 200 N/mm

2

DirectSteel 50

___°_____________C_850°_850°

selection of the powder elements the materials can be laser-sintered with negligible shrinkage.
During the laser sintering process each scanned powder layer maintains its x-y dimensions and
thus accurate metal parts can be generated. However, as the process is based on liquid phase
sintering, the solidifying liquid phase always causes some stresses in the matrix during sintering.
These stresses are mostly relaxed by the heat conducted from the consecutive layers.
During the DMLS process a high intensity laser beam scans the surface of the metal powder
layer. The powder particles absorb the high intensity laser radiation and heat is generated
instantaneously in the powder layer, which causes partial and very local melting of the powder.
The formed liquid phase wets the remaining solid particles. In addition, the melting causes a
rearrangement of the orientation and position of the remaining solid particles. Due to
thermocapillary and gravitational forces the melt penetrates deeper into the previously sintered
structure.
These complex phenomena necessitate the use of support structures, when parts are sintered
directly in the process. Although the powder underneath the current layer supports the sintered
layer to some extent, it does not prevent the layer from warping or moving from its place due to
thermal stresses or recoating. However, due to the very thin layers, down facing surfaces with
angles even below 30' can be sintered on loose powder. If the distance from the closest sintered
adjacent structure is not more than about 4 mm, even surfaces with 0' angle can be sintered
without a support structure.
SUPPORTS AND EXPOSURE STRATEGIES
The direct fabrication of metal parts has been on the verge of mass commercialization for a
few years already, but the progress has been slow due to problems that prevent the effective use
of the technology. These problems are the need for supports on down facing surfaces and the
surface quality on these surfaces. Most commercial software used for support generation are
made for Stereolithography (SLA) and their suitability for a direct metal sintering process is not
optimized.
The main functions of the supports are to prevent sintering on loose powder, fix the part to
the building platform and conduct excess heat away from the part. Sintering on loose powder can
be prevented by using a very dense mesh extruded in z-direction that is metallurgically bonded to
both the building platform and the actual part. If the mesh is too large, heat is not conducted
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away from the sintering zone quickly enough, which causes over melting. The over melting
causes the formation of spherical droplets due to the surface tension of the liquid metal, which is
also known as the balling phenomenon. If too many of these droplets are formed, the recoater
may jam at this position during recoating of a new powder layer and can even break the support
structure. The part has to be adequately bonded to the support in order to withstand the thermal
stresses during the sintering. As mentioned previously, the stresses are mostly relaxed
afterwards, but some remain in the matrix.
Fixing of the part and heat conduction benefit also from the dense mesh. However, in order
to remove the support from the part easily the mesh cannot be too dense. In addition, the
boundary between the support and the part has to be easily detectable and, even more
importantly, easily breakable. This can be done by using serrated teeth on top of the support
structure. With correct settings the teeth can be designed so that the support can be removed
manually. However, this requires a slightly larger mesh for the support itself so that the bond
between the support and the part is not too strong, i.e. the contact area between the support and
the part becomes smaller. A drawback in using a larger mesh is that the surface quality on down
facing surfaces becomes worse. If the support removal is not easy, machining has to be used,
which usually lengthens the process chain to the extent that the use of an additive method may
not be rational anymore. In conclusion, a proper support at the moment is a compromise between
part fixing, heat conduction, support removal and surface quality.
The main drawback in the currently available support types is the poor surface quality on
down facing surfaces. The use of supports based on sintering lines into a mesh is not very
rational, because the line pattern and especially the teeth are copied onto the down facing
surface. In addition, some hard to reach surfaces may have to be supported from another surface,
which damages the surface quality of a surface that would otherwise be intact. Two examples of
support marks on a surface can be seen in Figure 2. The figure on the left shows the marks of the
support mesh as well as other marks on the vertical surface, which was used for supporting the
other surface. The figure on the right shows support tooth marks after breaking off the support
manually.
The most important factor in direct part manufacturing is that the user has to be aware of

Figure 2. Support marks on part surface after support removal.
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how the part should be positioned for sintering. The correct positioning influences the resulting
building time and also the post-processing time, as with correct positioning the amount of
support can be minimized and the building time minimized. Another factor influencing on the
amount of supports needed is the lack of variables in the exposure parameters. Forexample, with
the EOS PSW process control software it is possible to use separate exposure parameters on the
first layers on the down facing surfaces, i.e. downskin. However, there is a need to optimize
certain other aspects of the building strategy to prevent e.g. the bulging material presented in
Figure 2. At the moment, the best results in direct part fabrication are always compromises
between the use of supports and exposure speeds and strategies.
CASES
Typical geometries that can be laser-sintered are conventionally produced by PM
compacting, are cast or cannot be produced at all. In fact, the trend now seems to be that for
some cases the conventional manufacturing methods are replaced by direct laser sintering by
DMLS. Several applications require only a few components that would be very expensive to
manufacture by conventional means. In these cases the parts could be produced by DMLS in just
a few days without any tooling. Especially suitable for direct part manufacturing is the new 20
pm bronze powder, where a good mechanical strength is combined with an excellent surface
quality.
There have been cases where direct laser-sintering has replaced conventional manufacturing
totally. In a case where a customer needed 300 sets of a small locking device that consisted of
three different parts (900 parts in total), casting was replaced by DMLS because of the speed and
quality of the parts. At first the customer needed only a few prototypes, but after seeing the
quality and consistency of the parts then decided to replace the whole series with the lasersintered parts. Conventionally the customer would have needed three die-casting moulds or a
number of investment casting "trees", both of which would have cost too much considering the
number of parts and the lead-time would have been too long. With DMLS the project was carried
out with 5 sintering jobs, which lasted 32 hours each. The supports were removed by snapping
them off the part with pliers, which turned out to be a very fast method.
Figure 3 presents a fan wheel for a hand tool and a "spinning top" toy made of the same
geometry. Both the parts are made of the 20 Pm bronze-based material. The thin ribs in the fan

Figure 3. Parts made directly by DMLS. Fan
wheel geometry by TransCAT GmbH.
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wheel are only 0,6 mm thick, which is also the minimum feature thickness that can be fabricated
with the technology. Injection molding inserts for the same geometry were also made and
successful moldings were produced. The spinning top was made as a demonstration model of the
technology, because it presents well the limits in detail resolution, but also the possibilities of
freeform fabrication, because the part would be very difficult to make even by casting.
CONCLUSIONS
The state of the Rapid Tooling and Manufacturing industry has changed a lot over the past
decade. For DMLS it has meant expansion of material selection from bronze to steel materials
and also reduction of the layer thickness from 100 [im to 20 gim. The properties of the sintered
materials have improved significantly: the tensile strength has increased from 200 N/mm 2 to 600
N/mm 2 and the surface roughness has reduced from nearly 10 pim to about 2-3 Rim. The
improved properties have widened the application field from the original injection molding to
direct part manufacturing. In addition, the technology has shifted from a prototyping method
permanently to a production method also. This applies to both mold manufacturing and direct
part manufacturing.
Today, more complex shapes and more varieties of the same product are produced.
Therefore, production costs would rise very much if conventional technologies would be used in
the production. This serves as a driving force for further development of the DMLS process for
rapid manufacturing. There is still need for an even better surface quality, accuracy, different
materials and a faster process. Some of these problems could be resolved by simply developing a
better software for support generation and by making some modifications to the exposure
strategies in the EOS PSW software. The development work continues in this direction.
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ABSTRACT
Layered Manufacturing (LM) refers to computer-aided manufacturing processes in which
parts are made in sequential layers relatively quickly. Parts that are produced by LM can be
formed from a wide range of materials such as photosensitive polymers, metals and ceramics in
sizes from a centimeter to a few meters with sub-millimeter feature resolutions. LM has found
use in diverse areas including biomedical engineering, pharmaceuticals, aerospace, defense,
electronics and design engineering. The promise of LM is the capability to make customized
complex-shaped functional parts without specialized tooling and without assembly. LM is still a
few years away from fully realizing its promise but its potential for manufacturing remains high.
A few of the fundamental challenges in materials processing confronting the community are
improving the quality of the surface finish, eliminating residual stress, controlling local
composition and microstructure, achieving fine feature size and dimensional tolerance and
accelerating processing speed. Until these challenges are met, the applicability of LM and its
commercialization will be restricted. Sustained scientific activity in LM has advanced over the
past decade into many different areas of manufacturing and has enabled exploration of novel
processes and development of hybrid processes. The research community of today has the
opportunity to shape the future direction of science research to realize the full potential of LM.
INTRODUCTION
Metallic parts are made by one of several technologies, machined from the bulk, cast in a
mold and densified inma HIP. Ceramic parts are made by sintering powder compacts, plastic parts
by injection molding. Metallic, ceramic or plastic parts can also be made by layered
manufacturing. Layered Manufacturing (LM) refers to building a three-dimensional object layerby-layer, with the architecture of each layer dictated by a CAD drawing. The form is made
without support, hence the technology is also known as Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF). The
part could be a solid model designed to serve as a visualization tool in the design of a
component, a device or a system. The part could be a functional part, having the same attributes
as one made conventionally. The foremost advantage of LM is the ability to make a prototype
fairly rapidly, hence the term Rapid Prototyping (RP) is also applied to this technology. In fact, it
is in the area of RP that the technology has seen most commercialization. Design engineers and
course instructors routinely utilize RP machines for design and instruction. A significant body of
research and development work has taken place in LM/SFF/RP over the last 15 years. Today, it
can be considered a mature science. Technological maturity is on the horizon. During this period
of time, a myriad of techniques has sprouted, driven by the need to fabricate parts from a variety
of materials and for a variety of applications. Some methods have achieved commercial status,
having graduated from the university level, others are in various stages of research. However, the
most pressing question today is whether LM has achieved the status of a viable manufacturing
alternative. Will it achieve the same standing as CNC machining? Will it be able to produce parts
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and components that can be inserted without qualification into service? The intent of this paper is
many-fold. However, it will not try to answer the above questions. This paper will briefly
describe the LM principle and the various techniques that have sprouted. It will list the scientific
and processing challenges and how they are being met. It will highlight the promise of LM and
identify a few success stories. It will talk about scientific opportunities for the technology.
LAYERED MANUFACTURING
"From Art to Part", that is the slogan for LM. The LM process is illustrated in Figure 1.
We start with a rendition of the object in a CAD system. The CAD drawings (e.g., Unigraphics,
CATIA or ProEngineer) are sent to an automated process plannerin a data exchange format. In
the process planner, the CAD model is "sliced" by one of many slicing programs. Depending
upon the geometry of the slice, the process planner also determines motion control trajectories
for each slice. These trajectories are fed into an automatedfabricationmachine where the slice is
traced or deposited on a suitable substrate, guided by the x-y motion of the build platform or that
of the deposition head. Alternatively, the slice is patterned on the substrate using masks.
Similarly, the next slice is formed after incremental displacement of the platform in the build or
z-direction. Sequential stacking of such slices results in the building of a 3D object. In short, a
computerized solid model is directly converted to a physicalsolid model.
CAD

Automated Fabrlcatlon

System

Machine

Automated Process Planner

data
exchang•
0ormat

motion
control
tralactorlee

Computerized

• Physical

Solid Model

Object

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the LM process.
LM is mainly an additive process. Each slice is added to the previous slice. While most of
LM fabrication is usually done with single material processing, multi-material processing is also
being developed, especially when support structures are necessary for complex geometries such
as internal cavities and overhangs. In fact, most deposition techniques allow for the deposition of
at least two materials, part material and support material. Support material is usually sacrificial
and is removed after building is complete. Multi-material deposition systems are designed to
fabricate multi-component systems and devices. Another variation is to incorporate a light
machining operation (subtractive process) along with the additive process to ensure
dimensionality and surface finish. Every added complication to the basic additive LM process
imposes a fundamental challenge with the digital representation of process that enables designers
to capture the full range of design possibilities offered by LM. LM technology can also be
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exploited for depositing structures such as flanges and stiffeners on existing parts and for
repairing certain part defects. Key parameters that characterize a LM technique are the build rate
and the build envelope, ability to make parts of different materials, dimensional accuracy and
feature size.
LAYERED MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
A plethora of techniques have been developed during the research phase of LM. The
development of each technique probably owes more to inventiveness than to problem-solving. A
broad classification of LM techniques based on the nature of the build material that will define
the nascent form or shape is given in Table 1. The build materials are classified as liquid, gas,
powder, binder, wire or sheet. The main purpose in preparing this list is to highlight the wide
variety of concepts involved and the wide variety of materials processed. Brief descriptions of
the techniques follow with references for further details.
Table 1. Classification of LM techniques.
LIQUID-based
Photocurable Slurries
Curing with UV-Laser
O Stereolithography (SLA) - 3D Systems
Curing with Visible Light and DMD
0 Direct Photo Shaping (DPS) - SRI Int.
Curing with light through masks
* Microstereolithography (pSLA)- Lausanne
Electrolyte
Electroplating
* Electrochemical Fab. (EFAB) - USC
Drop
Printing with Inkjet
O
Multi Jet Modeling (MJM) - 3D Systems
O
3D Plotter - Solidscape
Casting
* Shape Deposition Mfg (SDM) - Stanford
• Drop-by-Drop Mfg - UC-Irvine
* Robocasting - Sandia
Freezing Water
* Rapid Freeze Prototype (RFP) - Missouri
GAS-based
Chemical Vapor
"• Laser-asst. CVD (LCVD) - GeorgiaTech
Laser
"• Selected Area Laser Dep. (SALD) Connecticut
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POWDER-based
Sintering with Lasers
0
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) - 3D
Systems
Melting with Lasers
0
Laser Eng. Net Shaping (LENS) Optomec
0
Laser Additive Mfg (LAM) - AeroMet
0
Direct Metal Dep. (DMD) - POM
BINDER-based
Binding Powder
0
3D Printing (3DP) - ExtrudehonelZ Corp
Extruding Filament
0
Fused Dep. Modeling (FDM) - Stratasys
• Fused Dep. of Ceramics (FDC) - Rutgers
* Extrusion Freeform Fab. (EFF) - ACR
WIRE-based
Wire Feed
• E-beam Freeform Fab. (EBF 3 ) by
MIT/NASA
SHEET-based
Lamination
0
Laminated Object Mfg (LOMS) - Cubic
0 Commercial
* Research

Within the LIQUID-based category are build materials such as photocurable slurries,
electrolytes and liquid drops. Photocurable slurry techniques vary depending upon the form of
energy and level of masking utilized to cure the liquid. Stereolithography(SLA) uses a rastered
UV laser, directphoto shaping (DPS) uses visible light and masks or digital mirror devices and
microstereolithography(pSLA) uses visible light and masks on the lpm-scale. While SLA has
achieved commercial status through the efforts of 3D Systems [1], DPS and pSLA, developed by
Ventura et al [2] and Beluze et al [3], respectively, are in the research stage. SLA and pSLA are
primarily suitable for materials that polymerize, e.g., plastics. With DPS, ceramic parts have
been successfully made by binding .the ceramic powder with a photocurable liquid and curing by
exposure to light. A novel technique developed by Cohen et al [4] is electrochemicalfabrication
(EFAB), which involves electroplating metallic layers sequentially. Liquid drops make ideal
media for precision deposition. Printing with inkjets mimics ink-jet printers, with the ink
composed of different kinds of liquids. Multi-jet modeling (MJM), marketed by 3D Systems [1],
uses multiple ink jets and enjoys increased throughput. The 3D Plotteris a single ink-jet process
and is marketed by Solidscape [5]. Both methods appear to be restricted to a variety of polymeric
materials, It must be pointed out that in the case of polymeric materials, the formulations are
unique and proprietary and are usually marketed by the system vendor.
Shape deposition manufacturing(SDM), developed by Prinz and Weiss et al [6] uses
drops from low-melting wax to high melting metals and alloys to build layered structures with
each layer shaped by a suitable machining operation. A variant is Mold SDM [7] in which a
ceramic part is gel-cast into a SDM mold usually made of a sacrificial material such as wax.
Another interesting method is drop-by-drop manufacturingdeveloped by Orme et al [8], which
involves directing mono-sized charged drops of liquid metal, generated by an ultrasonic nozzle,
to specific locations on a substrate. Research has been restricted to low-melting metals such as
solders and aluminum-silicon. Robocasting, developed by Cesarano [9], involves depositing
drops of water-based ceramic slurries in a predetermined pattern. Leu et al [10] have developed
the rapidfreezing prototyping (RFP) process that freezes water drops into the desired shape. The
frozen shape is then used as a pattern for investment casting of metals.
At present, the GAS-based techniques are confined to the laboratory. The principle is to
use the thermal energy from a laser to induce a chemical reaction within special reagent gases to
produce a solid deposit. Lackey et al [11] have developed laser-assistedchemical vapor
deposition (LCVD) and Marcus et al [12] have developed selected area laser deposition
(SALD). There are variations to SALD, in the form of SALDVI, which is vapor infiltration to
form a cermet and SALD-Joining, which is joining two ceramic pieces. Gas-based techniques
suffer from very low deposition rates, but may have an application involving fabrication of in
situ sensors such as thermocouples.
POWDER-based techniques appear to have achieved the highest level of
commercialization and involve either a powder bed or a powder spray. Selective laser sintering
(SLS) uses a laser to sinter the uppermost layer on a powder bed in a predetermined pattern. The
powder bed is incrementally lowered and the next layer is similarly formed. A sintered shape
forms and is supported by the surrounding packed powder. The powder can be a polymer, sand, a
ceramic or a metal. For the high melting powder, a binder may be mixed in and, as the laser
sweeps the layer, a bound shape emerges. A variation is SLS/HIP in which the outer surface of
metallic components is sintered before hot isostatic pressing. Developed by Beaman et al [13],
the SLS process is today marketed by 3D Systems [I]. A similar laser-sintering process is
EOSINT, which is marketed by Electro Optical Systems [14]. Another powder-based technique
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involves feeding powder into a laser melt pool and is mainly applied to metals. In laser additive
processes, the reinforced melt pool solidifies into a layer the shape of which is determined by the
path followed by the laser beam. Layer-by-layer fusion of such shapes results in a 3D form
whose dimensional tolerance, surface finish, microstructure and properties will depend upon how
well the processing conditions have been optimized and how accurate a closed-loop control is
achieved. Laser engineerednet shaping (LENS), developed by Griffith et al [15] and marketed
by Optomec [16], strives to achieve finer feature size, higher degree of complexity and a smooth
surface finish, but at the expense of throughput. To achieve these part attributes requires finer
powder and smaller melt pool size. Laseradditive manufacturing(LAM) is commercialized by
AeroMet [17] and involves higher throughput net-shape forming of high-end metallic parts.
LAM makes a preform, which is subsequently light machined to the final dimensions and surface
finish. Direct metal deposition (DMD) was developed by Mazumder et al [18] and is
commercialized by Precision Optical Manufacturing [191. Its claim is a proprietary closed-loop
feedback control system for accurate metallic part reproduction.
BINDER-based techniques fall into two categories, binding a powder bed and extruding
filaments. The 3D Printing(3DP) process was developed by Sachs et al [20] and is marketed by
a series of licensees such as Z-Corp [21] and Extrudehone [22]. 3DP involves binding the
uppermost layers of a powder bed using a series of streams of a suitable binder. The unbound
powder provides the support structure. The powder can be a polymer, starch, ceramic or metal.
Metallic parts for tooling are fabricated by debinding the printed structure and melt-infiltrating
the skeleton with a lower melting alloy to retain part dimensional fidelity. Fuseddeposition
modeling (FDM) is marketed by Stratasys [23] and involves the deposition of a bindercontaining filament. Danforth et al [24] developed the fused depositionof ceramics(FDC)
process, which uses ceramic-loaded filaments and the fused deposition of metals (FDMet)
process, which uses metal-loaded filaments. Proceeding further, a multi-materialdeposition
system (FDMM) was developed with the goal of depositing at least two ceramic materials or a
metal and a ceramic along with support material. While FDM and FDC involve fabricating
carefully formulated filaments and feeding them fused onto the substrate, extrusionfreeform
fabrication(EFF), developed by Vaidyanathan et al [25], involves extruding a binder-ceramic
mixture and feeding the filament, unfused, onto the substrate. In all these methods, the green part
is later debound and sintered to full density.
WIRE-based SFF involves feeding a metallic wire into a melt pool formed by a laser
beam or an e-beam. Preliminary work was done by Eagar et al [26] using a high power e-beam.
Recently, Taminger et al [27] have revived the method with their e-beamfreeformfabrication
(EBF3 ) process with the goal to develop a fabrication system that could be deployed in a remote
setting such as outer space. Advantages of wire feeding are full material utilization and no
particulate contamination of the environment, which would be a requirement for space-flight.
Finally, in the SHEET-based category is the laminated object manufacturingsystem (LOMS)
process marketed by Cubic Technologies [28]. LOMS involves precisely carving out and
stacking sheets or laminates made of paper, plastic or bound ceramic using a laser. With the
same laser, the support structure is crosshatched and later removed.
By no means is the list in Table I complete. However, processes not described would
probably fall under one category or the other. While some techniques are dedicated to one
material, e.g., LAM or EBF3 for metals, other techniques can be quite adaptable and have
demonstrated capability in fabricating parts from a variety of materials. A listing of some of the
commercial rapid prototyping machines, their representative vendors, their capabilities, system
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price and materials costs is available on the web [29]. While these machines are capable of
fabricating prototypes out of plastic, some of them are designed to fabricate objects and even
parts out of metals and ceramics. Prototyping is still the main utility of these commercial
systems. Most of the commercial machines are single material systems. Commercial multimaterial systems are in the distant future.
MATERIALS AND PROCESSING CHALLENGES
Prior to the advent of layered manufacturing as a fabrication technology, parts were made
by processes such as injection molding, powder consolidation, metal casting, gel casting and
machining. The materials and processing challenges for these single-step, single material
processes were important, but few and relatively straightforward to tackle. For instance, in metal
casting, the practitioner had to deal with solidification of liquid metals, in powder metallurgy,
consolidation behavior, in injection molding, material flow. LM technologists have to study and
understand a host of materials- and process-related issues. A list of these challenges is given in
Table 2. Each of these factors can play an important role in the economical manufacture of
reliable and functional parts.
Table 2. Materials and processing challenges.
Materials

Process Planning

Processing

Post-processing

Properties

*
*
*
*

* Tool path

* Binding

* Masking
* Road
dimensions
* Layer
increment
* Preheat
* Process
control
0 Temperature
0 Dimension

* Curing
* Sintering
+ Powder or
wire feeding
* Molten pool
forming
* Solidification
* Reaction zone
* Gel casting

* Debinding
* Firing

# Porosity
* Bonding
* Shrinkage
* Residual stress
* Distortion
* Dimensional
accuracy
* Surface finish
* Microstructure
* Mechanical
properties

*
*
*
*

Powders
Binders
Filaments
Gas
precursors
Wires
Sheets
Support
material
Green
strength

* Co-firing
+ Resin
infiltration
* Melt
infiltration
* Densification
+ Heat
treatment
* Machining

Materials issues involve selection of powders, binders, filaments and support with the
correct particulate size, shape, formulation, composition, and physical properties. An important
factor to consider is the green strength of the part after it is fabricated and before it is densified.
Handling issues, among others, will dictate material formulations. Optimized process planning
for defect-free deposition is important. This involves control of parameters such as tool path,
road dimensions, masking, layer increment and, in thermal processes, temperature. Devising
optimal trajectories for the deposition head for good inter-road and inter-layer bonding is critical.
Designing and fabricating masks optimally is important for precision. Determining the correct
conditions for processingsuch as binding, curing, sintering, melting and solidification is
important. Determining the correct schedules for post processing such as debinding, firing or cofiring, liquid infiltration, densification, heat treatment and light machining are important. Finally,
the utility of a part depends on the presence or absence of defects such as porosity, poor bonding,
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shrinkage, residual stress and distortion, and propertiessuch as dimensional accuracy, surface
finish, microstructure and mechanical and other properties.
Understanding materials behavior, whether it be solidification of melted powder or
formulation of binder-particulate mixtures, whether it be thermally-induced residual stresses in
metals or curing cycles for polymers, is the first step towards reliable fabrication by LM. The
next step is to determine processing parameters by experimentation, guided by process models
based on prior experience and theories involving heat and fluid flow. For instance, in the case of
laser additive processes, Beuth and Klingbeil [30] have developed process maps that link melt
pool dimensions with laser power density. Hofmiester et al [31] have developed techniques to
visualize the dynamic melt pool and monitor its dimensions and temperature distributions in real
time. Combining these two diagnostic tools, active process control is envisioned with the
possibility of making metallic parts with high dimensional tolerance and low residual stress.
Another example of process development is the anti-alias filtering incorporated in the DPS
process by Ventura [32], which turns sharp black and white stair-steps into smooth gray-scale
boundaries. Improved surface finish for ceramic parts was demonstrated by achieving a 6-fold
reduction in the average stair-step height. Jafari et al [33] developed "tool path based deposition
planning" for fused deposition processes. Porosity-free, accurate deposited structures were
achieved by a plan involving varying roller (filament feed) speeds. Binder burnout and co-firing
are challenges facing multi-material deposition. Allahverdi et al [34] showed that differential
expansion caused cracking and delamination in FDMM fabricated PZT tube actuators having
helical Ag/Pd electrodes. One solution was to use pre-oxidized metallic powder and deoxidize
the electrode after sintering. A pressing need before LM becomes an acceptable manufacturing
tool is the characterization of the microstructure and properties of the fabricated part. Rhenium
fabricated by LAM was found to be essentially fully dense and reasonably accurate in
dimensions, but it had coarse grain size requiring some means of grain refinement such as
alloying [35]. Another observation was oxygen pick-up, but this was mainly confined to the
surface, which would be ground away. Rhenium is also made by EB-CVD. Grain size and grain
orientation have implications for mechanical behavior of shapes such as missile thruster nozzle.
EB-CVD will result in grains oriented parallel to the hoop stress formed by the exiting gases,
while LAM will result in grains oriented perpendicular to the stress.
THE PROMISE OF LM
Like many new technologies that capture the imagination, LM comes with many
promises. A laundry list of benefits, not available with traditional fabrication methods, is touted.
The promise of LM falls under three categories: Unique FabricationCapabilities,Important
Applications and CommercialImplications.Under unique fabrication capabilities are avoiding
conventionaltooling as there is no need for specialized tooling or part fixturing; geometric
flexibility, which is the ability to fabricate complex part geometries and arbitrary shapes; and
local composition control, which is the ability to form graded structures and compositions.
Among important applications, LM has made most headway in the fabrication ofprototypes,a
designer's dream. Prototypes are non-functional solid models that are useful visualization aids.
LM has made inroads in machine tooling, or the fabrication of tools and dies for high volume
manufacturing such as injection molding. Manufacturing functional, form and fit parts and
components is the holy grail for LM. With the transition in manufacturing from mass production
to mass customization, LM is expected to play a major role. It is ideally poised for "lot size of
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ONE", or the manufacture of highly individual products, but on a mass scale. With the gradual
disappearance of skill-based fabrication, it is expected that LM will replace handiwork. There
are commercial implications of LM technology. It is suitable for agile and rapidmanufacturing
and has potential to shorten product development time and mitigate logistical problems. Parts can
be made on-demand instead of having stockpiles of inventory. Through reverse engineering,
parts whose drawings are not available can be replicated. Through remote manufacturing, parts
can be made on-board ships, submarines, space station or a remote location. On-line commerce
for parts will flourish. Since machining is all but eliminated, an ancillary benefit is less exposure
to hazardous material, e.g., lubricants, and less waste, e.g., turnings. It must be recognized that
these promises of LM are not mutually exclusive, that two or more of the promises can act
simultaneously.
LM has made significant strides in delivering on some of the promises. Sachs [36] gives
two examples of avoiding conventional tooling. One is extensive use by Bell Helicopter of
patterns made of SLA Quickcast for aluminum investment castings purely due to timing, not
economic, considerations. The second is SLS-fabricated non-load bearing duraform polyamide
parts for Boeing for military applications, which are now under study for certification. An
example of geometricflexibility is the fabrication of tool dies with conformal-cooling channels.
Enhanced heat extraction, increased production rate and reduced cost can thus be achieved.
Conformal cooling channels can be made by depositing sacrificial material, which is later
removed as with MITs 3DP process [37], or can be made while fabricating the part as with
Optomec's LENS process [16]. Another example of part complexity is the casting for a fuel cross
over made for Rocketdyne by Soligen's 3DP process [36]. The local composition control
capability of LM was demonstrated by cell phone casings made with color printed-in by Z Corp
[36] and oral forms of medical "flash dosage" made with drugs in the interior and flavor masking
on the exterior by Therics [36]. Both companies use the 3DP technique.
There are many examples of prototypes, tooling and partsmade by LM in the literature.
The ability to produce conformal cooling channels in tool dies will be a big benefit to the
machine tooling industry. AeroMet. reports that their LAM-fabricated high-end titanium alloy
parts are undergoing certification by the aerospace community [38]. A recent issue of The
Economist magazine [39], defined mass customization as building to meet customer's individual
orders rather than for stock. The goal is to deliver precisely the system that the customer wants
and when he wants it. LM is poised to contribute to the mass customization or "build-to-order"
concept. As an illustration of mass customization, Sachs [36] gives the example of plastic
aligners for orthodontic work marketed by Align Technology. A sequence of plastic aligners,
instead of wire braces, are used to move teeth. The aligners are thermoformed on molds of
sequential models made by 3D Systems' SLA technique. The sequential models are computergenerated for teeth reorientation and are based on the initial plaster cast of the rubber impression
of the crooked teeth. Conventionally, the aligners are milled, but details in regions where the
teeth meet are best achieved by LM. An example of replacing handiwork is the hearing aid [36].
In conventional practice, substantial manual skill is needed to go from the rubber model to the
final hearing aid. But, with the disappearance of these skills, these parts can now be built by LM.
From a virtual model of the inner ear, Siemens Corporation created a shell by SLS. Electronics
were later added to the shell to create the finished product.
Fabrication of spare parts and reproduction of components for which there is no
engineering data are important benefits for several industries, especially the military. This
reverse engineeringconcept is demonstrated by Anderson et al [40], who are adapting the 3DP
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technique to fabricate metallic components. The plan is to start with an original component,
perform a CT scan on it, generate the 3D data files, send it over the intemet to a 3DP machine
such as that marketed by Prometal, which produces a functional replica of the original part.
Issues relating to reliable data transfer, logistics and internet security will have to be dealt with.
The remote manufacturingpromise of LM is being explored by the US Army TACOM division
to produce replacement parts on demand in the field. For this purpose, the "Mobile Parts
Hospital" program was conceived. The rapid manufacturing system consists of a LENS station
for fabrication of metal parts and a multitask machining center to meet surface finish and
tolerance requirements [41].
LM OPPORTUNITIES
It is recognized that progress is being made and will continue to be made towards
realizing the promise of LM. However, LM is continuously evolving. While the bulk of the
development work has been done in making single material, monolithic parts and objects for
prototype and structural applications, programs exploiting the multi-material capability of LM
are progressing. One goal is to develop functional and multi-functional materials with minimum
post-processing. A multi-functional material could serve a dual purpose, e.g., structural and
energy storage. Another goal is to fabricate systems with minimal assembly. Steps such as
marking, drilling and soldering are time consuming and with every additional step in the
manufacturing cycle the probability of defects and errors increase. With LM, "plug-and-play"
modules can be readily made for modular devices. Minimizing assembly results in compact,
lightweight, reliable and economical systems. Multi-material deposition machines, such as
Rutgers' FDMM [42], are on-line and being utilized as experimental tools to manufacture a
variety of functional parts. Opportunities for research are in the biomedicalengineering,
electronics and sensor areas, in the development of hybrid manufacturingsystems and in
nanomanufacturing.
In the biomedicalengineeringfield considerable headway has been made in the
orthopedic tissue engineering area. Strong scaffolds for bone growth having controlled porosity
and made of bio-compatible polymers have been fabricated with techniques such as MITs 3DP
[20], Rutger's FDC [24] and ACR's EFF [251. It is conceived that the scaffold will be in the
shape of the degenerated or damaged bone, such as a broken jaw. The scaffold is impregnated
with osteoinductive material to produce a polymer-calcium phosphate composite blend. After
implantation, bone would replace the blend. In the electronicsfield, the goal is to replace the
step-intensive tape casting/screen printing process of making MCMs with direct deposition of the
individual passive and active components, the interconnects and the surrounding packaging
media. Resistors, capacitors, conductors, through connections, all made of appropriate materials,
are deposited, layer-by-layer, to achieve 3D device integration. It is envisaged that
thermoelectric and other sensors, EMI shielding and heat sinks can also be integrated following a
given design concept. Progress has been made with techniques such as NRL's MAPLE DW [43]
by which a variety of electronic elements were accurately deposited on substrates and TA&Ts
stereo-photolithography [44] by which fully dense, narrow silver lines were deposited on
ceramic substrates. The goal is to develop an automated process for electronic packaging having
high resolution and high level of integration. A major scientific issue with multi-material
deposition is determining the optimum densification (co-firing) conditions for defect-free and
reliable components. In the sensor area, Li and Prinz [45] demonstrated embedding of optical
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fiber in a structural element. The ability to continuously monitor structural health using
embedded sensors would be very beneficial indeed.
Hybridmanufacturingprocesses utilize additive/subtractive operations such as Stanford's
SDM [7]. Part quality, e.g., surface finish, is enhanced. Parts with internal channels such as
miniaturized fuel cells and microfluidic devices are possible. Other permutations could involve a
combination of techniques such as laser deposition and electroplating [45] or combining with
MEMS and VLSI to realize products in the meso-scale regime. The ultimate goal is integrative
product synthesis. Now that nanotechnology is here to stay, attention has shifted to
nanomanufacturing. Cost effective, high throughput nanomanufacturing is the goal. Techniques
such as Mirken et al's [46] dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), which involves depositing material
via molecular transport using an AFM tip, and Chou et al's [47] nano imprint lithography (NIL),
which involves imprinting by mold pressing and pattern transfer are being explored to realize
this goal. Both approaches are ideally suited for layer-by-layer fabrication and would benefit
from the LM concept of CAD-based intelligent manufacturing. It must be cautioned that in the
nanometer world, gravity becomes negligible and surface tension, electrostatic and Van der
Waals forces come into play, which will have implications for deposition and manipulation at the
nano-scale. It is hoped that a multi-instrument (deposition-removal) machine possible with LM
technology could be built to achieve fabrication, inspection, measurement and certification
necessary for robust nanomanufacturing.
SUMMARY
A multitude of LM techniques has been described. Some have achieved commercial
status, others are still in the laboratory stage. The aerospace, automotive, defense, electronics,
and biomedical fields are poised to benefit from LM. LM is compatible with all classes of
materials - metals, ceramics, polymers, composites, organics, and biomaterials. With this
compatibility comes a host of materials and processing issues and challenges. Progress has been
made to assuage some of these challenges. The current status of LM is that the science and
engineering is mostly understood, however material properties such as microstructure and
performance need to be documented thoroughly. For LM to achieve manufacturing status, full
automation is a must, fabrication speed needs to be enhanced and engineering properties need to
be measured and certified. LM is multi-disciplinary, involving manufacturing, robotics,
mechanical, materials, information technology, computer science, chemistry, biomedical and
electronics. It begs a system's approach. LM comes with many promises - avoiding conventional
tooling, geometric flexibility, local composition control, mass customization, agile
manufacturing, remote manufacturing and reverse engineering. Significant strides have been
made in fulfilling some of these promises. Opportunities in LM are in bone scaffolds, 3D device
integration, hybrid manufacturing and lithography-based nanomanufacturing.
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ABSTRACT
The traditional Slurry-based Three-dimensional Printing (S-3DPTM) process has been used to
fabricate complex structure materials by printing organic binders in selected positions on each
printing layer. This process is modified to fabricate functional graded materials, such as gradient
index (GRIN) lenses, by depositing different concentrations of dopant at different positions. The
modified S-3DPTM process offers advantages over conventional GRIN lens processes, including
reduced processing time, improved compositional flexibility, and increased index profile
dimensionality. Two different approximately parabolic dopant concentration profiles, which
have maximum alumina concentrations of 1.63 mol% and 2.50 mol%, are printed into silica
powder beds using S-3DPTM. The samples with maximum alumina concentration of 1.63 mol%
have been sintered into optical transparency at 1650 0C for 30 minutes in a vacuum furnace
(5x10-6 torr) while an additional dehydration process before sintering was required for the
samples with maximum alumina concentration of 2.50 mol%. The magnifying effects of GRIN
lenses with profiles of 1.63 mol% and 2.50 mol% alumina were observed, yielding effective
focal lengths of 10 cm and 6.1 cm, respectively. Light diffraction, which results from the locally
inhomogeneous dopant distribution and reduces the optical quality of GRIN lenses, was also
observed.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional glass-based GRIN lenses have been fabricated by various methods, including
molecular stuffing [1], ion exchange [2-7], and sol-gel [8,9] techniques, that rely on stuffing of
base glass compositions with index altering cations. The diffusion-controlled nature of these
processes requires long processing times (typically > 100 hours), thereby limiting feasible
component sizes to less than 13 mm. In addition, GRIN materials fabricated by ion exchange
techniques are not suitable for high temperature applications since the migration of alkali ions
results in the distortion of the index profile [8]. Alternative materials systems or fabrication
methods for large-scale GRIN components with desired optical characteristics and good
environmental and thermal stability are needed.
The S- 3 DPTM technology is an agile, facile method of producing near-net shape advanced
ceramic components. Parts are constructed in a layer-by-layer build sequence. Each layer of the
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component is created by jetting a ceramic slurry onto a substrate, then selectively printing a
binder into the dried layer in the desired pattern. The excess powder is then removed to produce
a three dimensional structure. The S-3DPTM process can be modified to fabricate functionally
graded materials, such as GRIN lenses, by replacing the binder with a dopant solution of varying
concentration. The S-3DPTM process for GRIN lenses is shown schematically in Figure 1.
Production of GRIN materials by S-3DPTm offers several advantages over conventional
processing methods, including reduced processing times (< 70 hours) yielding economical
fabrication of large-scale components, improved compositional flexibility, and increased index
profile dimensionality. The improved flexibility and compositional control offered by S-3DPTM
allows for a single component lens system with greater functionality. This reduces the number
of optical components required, yielding considerable weight savings. The lens stacking required
to overcome optical aberrations of a photographic lens system, for example, can be replaced by a
single S-3DP"m GRIN lens.
This research focuses on developing an alumina-silica based materials system that can be
used in the S-3DPTM process. The system was chosen because of the miscibility of alumina and
silica at high temperature. The fabrication and properties of the resultant alumina-doped S3DPTm GRIN lens are discussed in the following sections.

Slurry jet t

Dopnt jet

0

r
1 Powder bedforma ton

,
heat
2 Dop nt pnting

3.Complete sample

GRIN lenses by 3DPTM

Sintering

Figure 1. The schematic drawing of the S-3DPTM process for GRIN lenses.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The amorphous silica powder (Mitsubishi Chemical Company) used in this research had a
median particle size of 1.4 gtm and a surface area of 2.666 m2/g. Aluminum nitrate nanohydrate
(Al(N0 3)3 *9H 20, Alfa Aesar) was used as the dopant source. The silica slurry with 30 vol%
solid loading was prepared and ball-milled with glass media for 20 hours before printing. The
chemical composition of the slurry is shown in Table I. Boric Acid was added to lower the
sintering temperature. The alumina-doped powder beds were then made by S-3DPTm. The
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thickness of each printing layer was 73 Vmn. Two dopant concentration profiles, Design 2.5%
max and Design 1.63% max, were deposited into the powder beds, as shown in Figure 2. The
powder beds were heated to 900 TC for 4 hours to remove the hydroxyl groups introduced by the
aluminum nitrate solution as well as the organic additives. Sintering was performed in a vacuum
furnace (Centoor, MRF, pressure - 5x106 torr). Un-doped silica powder beds can be sintered to
optical transparency at 1500 TC for 30 minutes. An additional dehydration process, 1000 OC for
24 hour in the vacuum furnace, was required for the powder beds with a maximum alumina
concentration of 2.5 mol% before sintering. The alumina-doped powder beds were sintered at
1650 "C for 30 minutes. The sintered powder beds were polished and observed under an optical
microscope. Electron Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) was used to measure the dopant
concentration profiles of the sintered samples.
Table I. The chemical composition of the silica slurry.
Silica
Powder
Deionized
Methanol
Poly(ethylene
(ol%)
Water (vol%)
(vol%)
glycol) (MW:400)
(volV)
30

35

35

H3BO3
(wt%)

0.20

1 wt%
based on

3 wt% based on
silicasilica

Ornnl%
osrmoi%

Omni%
02
tool%

1.50 too0%

0.97 tool%
1.30nmol%

2.00 mo%
2.50 mol%

1.63 tool%

2.00 too%

1.30mol%
0.97 tool%

1.50 tool
00
layers

NH4OH
(M)

ol

Building
direction

0.65 m01%
5 hyes

0.50 mo0%

0 Mo0%

direction

0.32=1%
0=tol%

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. The concentration profiles of alumina in the GRIN lenses of (a) Design 2.5% max
and (b) Design 1.63% max.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
mixture of alumina and silica tends to form mullite (3A1 0 +2Si0 ) at temperatures
2 3
2
higher than 950 `C [10]. The formation of mullite can be minimized by increasing the cooling
rate and using an alumina concentration lower than 5 mol% [10]. The maximum alumina
concentration in this study was 2.50 mol% (Figure 2). No crystallization in the alumina-doped
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powder beds was found after heating at 900 TC for 4 hours. Several sintering conditions were
tested. Optical transparency was achieved by sintering at 1650 TC for 30 minutes and cooling at
the maximum rate (-500 tC per minute from the sintering temperature) allowed by the furnace.
The magnifying effects of the sintered powder beds are shown in Figure 3. The MIT markers
under the sintered GRIN lenses are enlarged in the vertical direction, as expected from the
dopant concentration profiles shown in Figure 2. The object and image sizes in the vertical
direction were measured, allowing the effective focal length (ffg) to be determined by the
following equation [11]:

H1
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S1

H

2
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where Hi is the object size, H 2 is the image size, and S, is the distance between the lens and the
object. The theoretical focal length (f) of a GRIN slab with a parabolic index of refraction
profile is given by the following equation [12]:
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where w is the width of the GRIN slab, d is the thickness of the GRIN slab, ni,n is the minimum
index of refraction, and nm,, is the maximum index of refraction. No direct measurement of
index of refraction has been made. However, the index of refraction of the fused silicate (n)
containing alumina has been studied and found to have a linear relationship with the alumina
content [ 13] as:
n=1.4580+0.00192M
(3)
where M is the alumina concentration in mol%. The alumina concentration profiles of the
Design 1.63% max and Design 2.5% max samples are shown in Figure 4. The profiles are fitted
with parabolic curves. The maximum alumina concentrations of the Design 1.63% max and
Design 2.5% max samples are found to be 1.04 mol% and 1.35 mol% and the maximum indexes
of refraction (nm•.) of both samples are calculated to be 1.46 and 1.4606 from Equation (3). The
theoretical focal lengths of the sintered powder beds, assuming a parabolic index profile, are then
calculated and compared with the effective focal lengths, as show in Table II. The effective
focal length is very close to the theoretical values for the Design 1.63% max sample. The
difference between the effective and theoretical values of the Design 2.5% max and Design 2.5%
max(l) samples is due to the fact that the index profiles are not ideally parabolic. The actual
concentrations are also lower than the designed values. This indicates that further research must
be done to allow for more precise compositional control.
Observation of the sample perpendicular to the build direction shows a possibly problematic
artifact of the printing process. The optical micrograph in Figure 5 and laser diffraction in
Figure 6 show compositional variation within each layer. It is believed that the migration of
dopant solution during the drying of each printed layer causes the non-uniform distribution of
dopant within each layer. The locally high and low index regions within each layer diffract light
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differently after the sample is sintered. Future research will focus on drying conditions and other
methods to minimize this effect.

Figure 3. The vertical enlargement with the GRIN lenses of (a) Design 2.5%(l) max and (b)
Design 1.63% max above an MIT marker.
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Figure 4. The dopant distribution of the GRIN lenses of (a) Design 2.5% max(l) and (b)
Design 1.63% max.

Table H. The effective (ffe) and theoretical (fih) focal lengths of different GRIN lenses.
d (cm)
w (cm)
fecm)
ft (CM)
Design 1.63% max
0.55
I0.30
110
110.3
Desig 2.5% max
0.70
Desig 2.5% max (1) 0.60

0.30
10.30
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4.68
6.10

6.27
7.28

Figure 6. The diffraction of the laser light
shining through the sample.

Figure 5. The layer merging problem
investigated under the optical microscope.

CONCLUSIONS
The alumina-silica systems have been studied for the fabrication of GRIN lenses by S3DPTm. Optically transparent alumina-silica GRIN lenses were obtained by sintering at 1650 TC
for 30 minutes. Three different GRIN lenses (Design 1.63% max, Design 2.5% max and Design
2.5% max(l)) with effective focal lengths of 10, 4.68, and 6.10 cm, respectively, have been
successfully fabricated. EPMA results show the deviation of the actual dopant concentration
from the designed value. Further research will focus on more precise local composition control
and elimination of light diffraction due to locally inhomogeneous distribution of dopant.
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ABSTRACT
Photonic crystals are of interest for GHz transmission applications, including rapid
switching, GHz filters, and phased-array technology. 3D fabrication by Robocasting enables
moldless printing of high solid loading slurries into structures such as the "woodpile" structures
used to fabricate dielectric photonic band gap crystals. In this work, tunable dielectric materials
were developed and printed into woodpile structures via solid freefrom fabrication (SFF) toward
demonstration of tunable photonic crystals. Barium strontium titanate ceramics possess
interesting electrical properties including high permittivity, low loss, and high tunability. This
paper discusses the processing route and dielectric characterization of (BaýSr,.xTiO 3):MgO
ceramic composites, toward fabrication of tunable dielectric photonic band gap crystals.

INTRODUCTION
The material system of barium strontium titanate (BST) has been widely studied for low
loss, tunable dielectric applications. Such applications include phased array antennas, photonic
crystal waveguides, and photonic crystal filters. Phased array antennas enable beam sweeping
without mechanically oscillating the antenna by altering the capacitance, and hence phase, of
individual array elements and the vector of the array wavefront. Photonic crystal filters are 3D
lattice structures that forbid the propagation of electromagnetic waves at distinct wavelengths or
frequencies, thus creating a photonic band gap (PBG). 12 The unique ability of PBGs to create
directions of zero effective photonic density of states enables waveguiding, switching, and
filtering of a variety of electromagnetic radiation frequencies, from optical to GHz. Introduction
of defects into these crystals enables photonic crystal waveguides, which allow propagation of
light around 90' bends for the designed wavelength. To date, passive PBGs made of non-tunable
materials have generally been produced, while introduction of tunable materials could enable
high speed PBG switching and reconfigurable wavegnide architectures. Developing a directwrite, tunable 3D PBG filter has been the focus of this research study, as a first step toward
waveguides and more complicated devices.
Three methods were combined in this work: (I) fabrication of PBGs by the 3D SFF
method of Robocasting- 7 , (2) modeling of PBG transmission and reflection as a function of
dielectric permittivity and loss, and (3) development of novel tunable dielectric materials. The
combination of these three efforts is aimed at enabling 3D fabrication of active photonic band
gap structures, which would enable selective transmission or reflection of frequencies by
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electrically tuning the PBG lattice. Examples of a static A120 3 PBG lattice robocast by Smay et
al. and its GHz transmission properties are shown in Figure 1.4,5
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Figure 1. (left) Representation of a face centered tetragonal dielectric woodpile PBG structure,
which mimics diamond cubic symmetry, (center) a robocast alumina PBG structure with 300ptm
rods, and (right) GHz transmission measurements of the robocast PBG structure. (Smay et al. 4' 5)
While a large stop band is demonstrated for such A120 3 PBG structures, the ability to
selectively tune this behavior from fully transmitting to fully reflecting has not been developed.
A means of tuning these materials is use of near-ferroelectric materials, which rearrange domains
on application of a DC voltage. For single crystal barium titanate (BaTiOA), the theoretical
maximum tuning of relative permittivity is 97% (e, = 4700 -4 130). We are developing similar
materials based on (Bai.5 Sr5 )TiO 3 (BST), which show a high degree of AC permittivity tuning at
low DC biases, as shown in Figure 2.
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Materials choice for this application involves finding a compromise between high
dielectric tunability and retaining a high Q (= r'Ie,-'), ideally Q = 200-1000 in the 1-100 GHz
range. Significant modeling of PBG structures was conducted with CFD Research Corporation
(Huntsville, AL), to understand the influence of permittivity, dielectric loss, and PBG geometry
on transmission gap width, depth, and stability. The CFDRD electromagnetic modeling data,
acquired with their multiphysics ACE+ modeling software, demonstrated the importance of
proper choice of dielectric constant and loss for applications. In brief, the modeling predicted
very low loss materials (s"/e' < 0.01) with a permittivity e' < 100 would be necessary for PBG
applications. Materials with higher losses would be expected to be absorptive in the GHz range,
while materials with higher permittivities would be expected to reflect, not transmit, GHz
radiation outside the designed band gap region. In our present research, we have worked to
counterbalance the desired low losses with the desired high dielectric constants (K) and high
tunabilities of the material, where tunability is the percent change of the dielectric constant on
application of a DC voltage bias (Figure 2). Again, this tunabilty is a means to shift the photonic
band gap frequency, which would enable voltage-tunable filter and other active applications.
The objective of this materials research was to formulate, process, and fabricate a 3-D
PBG lattice structure composed of BST mixed with a low permittivity, low loss nonferroelectric
oxide, in this case magnesium oxide (MgO).8 The first objective was to determine the desired
ratio of barium titanate (BT) to strontium titanate (ST) to produce a low loss dielectric (e"/s' <
0.01) with a reasonable amount of tunability (3-15%). The BaxSrl-xTiO 3 ratio selected was x =
33, BST 33/67. MgO was mixed in a mol ratio of 1:3 BST to MgO to correspond to unit cell
matching. The corresponding material system of BST and MgO resulted in loss values less than
1% and tunability of approximately 5%. We are presently fabricating and testing 3D PBG
structures of this material.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
BaxSrl-xTiO 3 powders were prepared by a solid state processing method. Commercial
powders of BaTiO 3 and SrTiO 3 were milled together in ethanol with yttria stabilized zirconia
(YSZ7, diameter 10 mm) media for 24 hours on a U.S. Stoneware ball mill. The suspension was
dried in an explosion-proof drying oven for 12 hours at 60°C. This powder was then dry milled
for 4 hours to break up any agglomerates formed during the drying process, and calcined at
1 100'C in air for 6 hours. After calcination, the BST powder was mixed with the MgO and ball
milled in ethanol for an additional 24 hours. The suspension was again dried in an explosion
proof oven for 12 hours at 60°C, and dry milled for an additional 4 hours. The BST-MgO
powders were calcined at 1300'C in air for 6 hours. Upon completion of the final calcination
step, the powders were sieved using a U.S. Standard Series No. 18 sieve.
The composite powders were uniaxially pressed at 100 MPa, then sintered at 1300°C in
air for 6 hours. The sintered ceramic pellet dimensions were 13 mm in diameter and 1 mm or
3mm in thickness. The pellets were then polished and electroded by a DC sputtering unit.
Dielectric constant, dielectric loss, and tunability measurements were carried out from 20 Hz to 1
MHz with an HP4284A Precision LCR meter. Dielectric measurements from 0.5-20 GHz were
carried out on 7mm diameter, 3mm thickness cylindrical samples using an HP 8510 Network
analyzer and HP 85071B software.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Low frequency dielectric measurements, comparing BST pellets to BST-MgO pellets,
indicated the addition of nonferroelectric MgO to BST significantly reduced the dielectric
constant, as expected. A logarithmic dielectric mixing rule generally appeared appropriate for
these composites. For example, BST 33/67 without MgO displayed a dielectric constant of 553,
but when 3 moles of MgO were added for every 1 mol of BST, the dielectric constant decreased
to 37 at 1 MHz. This addition of MgO allowed the dielectric constant to be tailored to near a goal
of E' = 40, as was modeled to be appropriate for PBG transmission.
Dielectric Constant versus Frequency
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Figure 3. Variation of BST/MgO composite dielectric constants for different Ba:Sr ratios.
As one would expect, on increasing the barium content of the BST, the dielectric constant
increased (Figures 2 and 3). This is attributed to the transition from paraelectric behavior to nearferroelectric behavior as the overall Ba/Sr content near- 67/33. As can be seen in Figure 2, the
capacitance-voltage hysteresis loops display an asymmetrical offset for samples of BST 50/50
and 67/33 composition, suggesting local polar regions undergoing domain switching. Such
switching would have the effect of raising both permittivity and dielectric loss. For PBG
applications, the dielectric loss has a crucial impact on the photonic band gap transmission. In
particular, the PBG insertion loss (dB) increases, and the band gap sidewall slope (dB/GHz) and
well depth (dB) decrease as dielectric loss increases. BST(33/67):MgO composites appear to
display an acceptable combination of permittivity and low loss for tunable GHz applications. Q
values above 500 were obtained for direct written composites, measured at 1 GHz (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. BST(33/67):MgO permittivity and tan 8 versus frequency for four samples.
The ability to change permittivity and dielectric constant has been predicted by modeling
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= 20 to 3.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we developed high Q, tunable dielectric compositions for direct write
compatible, tunable PBG structures. Modeling results suggest a tunable dielectric with a e' = 40
and Q - 1000 would be a suitable material for this application. From initial studies incorporating
(Ba,Sr)TiO 3 with a non-ferroelectric phase, one strong candidate for such photonic band gap
filters is BST33/67 + MgO (1:3 molar ratio). By adding the MgO in a 1 to 3 molar ratio, a low
dielectric constant (e' = 37) was achieved with low loss. BST 33/67 + MgO composites
displayed lower loss values than BST 50/50 or 67/33 composites at high frequency (1 MHz - 100
GHz), which is our region of interest. From the GHZ testing, BST33/67 + MgO displayed a high
enough permittivity in the GHz region to provide the necessary photonic band gap shift desired.
Initial testing of robocast PBGs of BST/MgO composites are underway.
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Thermal and Residual Stress Modelling of the Selective Laser Sintering Process
Ameer K. ibraheem, Brian Derby and Phillip J. Withers
Manchester Materials Science Centre, University of Manchester and UMIST, Grosvenor Street,
Manchester M1 7HS, UK.
ABSTRACT
The production of functional tool steel components by selective laser sintering requires
an understanding of the effects of the laser processing parameters on the microstructure
evolution during the fabrication process. This would allow the production of tools that have
predictable and reproducible microstructure, good mechanical properties and low residual
stresses. In this paper, finite element modelling has been carried out to investigate the
temperature distribution and residual stresses during laser sintering of hot-work tool steel
powders. The effects of the laser power and scanning rate on the selective laser sintering process
have been investigated. Thermal residual stresses accumulated during the process have been
predicted and compared with strain measurements made using neutron diffraction.
INTRODUCTION
A suite of materials processing technologies has emerged capable of producing
mechanical components directly from computer-aided design models, without the need for partspecific tooling. These technologies represent new processing capabilities known as rapid
prototyping (RP). The basic feature of this fabrication approach is the repetitive deposition of
material layers. In this process, the laser beam is focused onto a powder bed. A single layer of
the part to be manufactured is melted, then the platform is lowered, powder is delivered on top of
the previously processed layer, and the laser is scanned again to melt the second layer of the part
on top of the first layer, and so on. This method offers the possibility of direct fabrication of
metallic parts in a single step process. It's also, capable of producing functionally complex
components on a reduced lead-time, and therefore, a significant reduction in production cost can
be anticipated. This manufacturing style matches very well with the economically sensitive
markets of today. This has been the main driver for investigating and developing these processes.
However reliable manufacture can only be achieved if the process is developed to the degree that
reproducible tools having satisfactory properties can be built. A better understanding of the
effects of all parameters that influence the laser sintering process, such as laser power, scanning
rate, scanning spacing, scanning pattern is needed. Only then can a tool that has a maximum
strength and minimum residual stress be fabricated. Finite element modelling is useful in this
respect for selecting operating parameters to minimize residual stresses in the manufactured
components.
Other investigators have used finite element modelling for ID, 2D and 3D thermal
analysis to simulate the selective laser sintering process using a single material [1-2], or multiple
materials [3]. These simulations have provided valuable insight into how thermal gradients and
thermal residual stresses are developed in the manufactured components.
In the present study, the thermal analysis is carried out in such a manner that new
elements are bom during deposition. These then take part in the thermal analysis over successive
time steps, dependant on the scanning rate of the laser beam. The dimensions of the elements are
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selected from data that is determined experimentally depending on the laser power and scanning
speed. Residual stresses in the manufactured parts are measured using neutron diffraction and
compared with the predicted values.
THE MODEL
The model is described schematically in Figure 1. The analr'sis is carried out using a
simple geometry, with the final size of the part being 20x20x9 mm . The numerical simulation is
carried out using ANSYS code. The analytical solution uses the 3D thermal element SOLID70 to
simulate the temperature field coupled with the 3D structural element SOLID45 to simulate the
stress field. The nodal temperatures obtained from the thermal analysis act as the load. Initially
all elements are removed using the command elements kill. The first element is generated on a
mild steel substrate at a time step that depends on the scanning rate of the laser beam. Thermal
analysis is then carried out and the second element is born in the following time step. This is
repeated until the first track is completed. Then the second and further tracks are built up in the
same manner, until the first layer is complete. The second layer is built up on top of the first
layer and so on. The element is born as a solid before passing under the laser. It becomes liquid
when its temperature exceeds its specified melting temperature (1427'C). Then solidifies when
its temperature becomes below the melting point. The size of each element is determined by the
melting depth and the track width of the fused powder. These are determined experimentally for
a series of different laser powers and scanning rates from single track, thin wall and cube
depositions. The selective laser processing was carried out using steel powders with a Nd-Yag
laser at Liverpool University. The diameter of the laser beam is 100 pm. The material used was
H13 hot work tool steel powder, (0.4% C, 0.4% Mn, 1% Si, 5.25% Cr, 1.35% Mo, 1% V),
produced by Osprey Metals, UK.
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Figure 1. Elements are generated along a track in successive time steps, depending on the
operating parameters. Each element reaches a peak temperature, when the laser beam passes over
it. Tp> T, > T2 > T3 >T 4
The latent heat of fusion is not considered in the model and neither is convection from the
liquid phase because of the small liquid pool size that is generated during laser sintering. The
volume change associated with melting and solidification is also neglected. Heat loss is taken to
be by conduction to the mild steel substrate and by convection to the air.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The operating window, i.e. the laser power and frequency for melting the H13 powder
was determined for the Nd-Yag laser, Figure 2. The track widths, Figure 3 were also determined
for some laser power and scanning rates, these were used to determine the element size in the
model for a given applied laser power.
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Predictions of the transient temperature fields from the model are presented in Figure 4,
for a laser power 80 W and scan speed of 500 mm/s. It can be seen that the size of the melting
pool (>1427'C) is quite small and slightly larger than the diameter of the laser beam. Elements
cool down rapidly (after 0.35 sec) and reheat again when the laser beam passes on top of them
again. Therefore thermal residual stresses are expected to develop in the fused part after it cools
down to room temperature.
Residual strains were measured in the fused part by neutron diffraction using the
dedicated engineering instrument (ENGIN) on the PEARL beamline at the ISIS, the pulsed and
muon source at the UK Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [4]. The strain in a material is
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Figure 4. Transient temperature fields during the deposition process, at times (a): starting the
first track, 0.01 see, (b): after first layer, 0.135 sec, (c): starting the second layer, 0.145 sec and
(d): two complete layers: 0.25 sec.
determined by the change in the atomic lattice planes relative to the lattice planes of the strain
free material. The plane spacings of the strain free material were determined using H13 steel
powder.
Neutron diffraction showed minimal residual strains in the fused blocks. Figure 5(a)
shows an example of elastic strains in the laser scan direction through the thickness of the block.
For comparison, the stress model also predicted low tensile residual stresses in the block. An
example of the through thickness residual stresses field at the mid-plane of the block is shown in
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Figure 5(b). Such a residual stress field is similar to that of a butt weld joint in which tensile
stresses develop in the weld and compressive stresses develop in the base metal [5]. Although,
the model predicts small tensile residual stresses, the residual strain measurement however is
reasonable since these blocks are found to be only 85% dense, because of the presence of pores
that are generated at the interface between adjacent tracks, Figure 6. This has probably allowed
the thermal residual stresses to be relieved during processing. Porosity is thought to have an
effect on the thermal and stress modelling and will be introduced into the model to determine
how significant the effect is. Porosity makes the measurement of these already small residual
stresses quite difficult.
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CONCLUSIONS
Finite element modelling has been carried out to investigate the temperature distribution
and residual stresses during laser sintering of hot-work tool steel powders. The effects of the
laser power and scanning rate on the selective laser sintering process have been investigated.
Thermal residual stresses accumulated during the process have been predicted to be quite small
tensile stresses. Neutron diffraction showed minimal residual strain in the fused blocks probably
due to the presence of pores that allowed stress to be relieved during processing.
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ABSTRACT
Laser polishing of indirect-SLS parts made from 420 stainless powder infiltrated with bronze
has been achieved using CO2 and Nd:YAG lasers. Two mechanisms have been previously
proposed for the reduction in surface roughness, namely: shallow surface melting (SMM) and
surface over-melt (SOM). In SMM reflow of the molten surface minimizes the peak-valley height
driven by capillary pressure and liquid curvature. On the other hand, during SOM the melting
depth is such that the entire surface becomes liquid and formation of surface periodical structures
dominates driven by a surface tension gradient. This surface morphology was identified by means
of optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The onset of this regime is dictated by the
energy density (i.e., ratio of laser power to scan speed and beam diameter) as well as the initial
roughness R&value prior to laser surface polishing. In contrast with SMM, onset of the latter
mechanism increases the roughness R, with speed reduction. A thermo-physical model is
presented, signaling good agreement with roughness R. and characteristic surface wavelength
results obtained for varying laser beam scan speeds. Understanding the surface over-melt
mechanism is critical for determining the optimum polishing conditions that minimize roughness.
INTRODUCTION
Rapid Prototyping has proven to be a successful technique in shortening the manufacturing
cycle for parts with complex geometry [1,2]. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is one such RP
technology that benefits from the advantage of building up solid object from polymer, ceramic and
metal-alloyed materials in powder form [1-3]. To build objects out of metal alloys, two variations
of the SLS are currently available, namely, indirect and direct SLS. The former requires postinfiltration of a SLS formed green part (high melting point metal) by metal of low fusion point.
The latter technique, as its name indicates, involves consolidation of metal powder by direct laser
induced local fusion. However, the surface roughness achieved during the manufacture of rapid
prototyping articles by these SLS techniques is still in the range of several microns [3]. At the
same time, a sub-micron surface roughness R. value is determinant when functional mechanical
parts are to be built [3,4]. This is an issue yet to be solved along the path of rapid manufacturing
evolution. An intermediate step in solving this problem is to employ the hardware available to the
SLS process, specifically a high power laser unit and galvanometer scanner mirrors, to provide for
laser polishing of the rapid prototyped object. Pursuing this objective, Ramos et al [5] were able to
obtain decrements in R&values up to 3 times the as-received values on indirect-SLS parts made
from LaserForm ST-100, an alloy system commercialized by 3D Systems, Inc. This alloy consists
of a 420 stainless steel matrix, 40 wt.% infiltrated with bronze (5 wt.% tin). For the operating
window used (laser power 320 W and scan speed 692.7-101.3 mins), two surface modification
regimes existed: shallow surface melting (SMM) and surface over-melt (SOM). In SMM reflow
of the molten surface minimizes the peak-valley height driven by capillary pressure and liquid
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curvature [6]. On the other hand, during SOM the extent of melting is such that the entire surface
becomes liquid and low frequency high amplitude surface periodic formation dominates. These
morphologies were identified by means of optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) [5,7].
The onset of each regime is dictated by the energy density (i.e., ratio of laser power to scan speed
and beam diameter) as well as the initial roughness Ra value prior to laser surface polishing. For a
fixed laser power, SMM shows a reduction in roughness Ra below the initial value with decreasing
scanning speed up to a limiting value. Further decrease in scan speed causes onset of the SOM
mechanism with increase in roughness R, with speed reduction [5]. The present paper deals with
the physical phenomena occurring during the laser surface polishing of indirect-SLS metallic parts,
specifically the surface over-melt mechanism as reported in [5,7].
Since high power lasers have been used in materials processing research, observation of
regularly spaced striations on metal surfaces after laser induced melting has already been reported
[8-10]. The physical properties of the material as well as the laser process condition (i.e., power
and speed) appear to determine the formation of such surface periodical structures. In some
instances, these surface waves are attributed to an electrodynamic effect caused by the interaction
of the laser radiation with surface electromagnetic waves causing modulation of the energy
absorbed into the metal [8]. These resonant periodic structures have periods determined by the
wavelength polarization and incident angle of the laser radiation [8]. However, experimental data
reported in [9] showed that the typical length of these structures for carbon steels is of the order of
400 to 500 microns. Under these circumstances it has been concluded that it is most likely that
these "large" wavelength features are not a consequence of the electrodynamic effect only, but are
also impacted by the generation and relaxation of thermo-capillary oscillations on the molten
surface layer by surface tension gradients induced during the motion of the laser beam. The
periodic structures formed this way become frozen before relaxing completely as the cessation of
the heat input from the energy source causes fast quenching of the melt [8-10].
A schematic drawing of the laser polishing process utilized to reduce the surface roughness
of LaserForm ST-100 indirect SLS parts is illustrated in Figure 1. A focused laser beam of
sufficient power to melt the surface of the object was raster-scanned at high speed a long a
rectangular track. As shown in Figure 2 the motion of the beam caused the molten material
underneath it to be pulled away towards the solidifying front, thus a ripple is formed.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the laser
polishing process.

Figure 2. Schematic of a surface periodic
structure formation during SOM mechanism.
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This mass flow phenomenon is driven by the surface temperature difference between the
laser beam and the solidifying zone caused by the motion of the laser beam [8], This temperature
difference creates a surface tension gradient of different sign that exerts a shear force on the
liquid surface towards the solidifying front. Gravity and surface curvature effects counter this
external shear force.
Once the thermal gradient vanishes, these forces will restore the surface height to the free
level. However, viscous forces will delay this relaxation process. The periodic structure thus
formed will only relax until the solidification front freezes it [9], assuming that the time for
solidification is small relative to the time required for complete relaxation.
The thermo-physical model presented in this paper describes the amplitude behavior of the
observed surface micro-relief and estimates the resulting surface roughness R,. It is assumed that
the surface relief formed acquires the shape of a sinusoid of fixed propagation vector, k and
spatial phase x. 1&values were measured from laser polished tracks that showed an increment in
roughness with reducing scan speed above the as-received value, as well as the characteristic
surface wavelength of each track X.These measurements provided data to validate the model.

THEORY
Thermo-Physical modeling
Figure 3 illustrates a schematic diagram of the different variables that are involved in the
formation of a surface relief Ah whenever a laser beam traverses the surface of the material
causing a depth of melt h.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the rippling phenomenon encountered in the SOM mechanism.
Anthony and Cline [8] modeled analytically this surface-rippling phenomenon observed
during laser surface melting of metals. The steady-state form of the Navier-Stokes equation (i.e.,
Newton's Second law) for an incompressible fluid in two dimensions (x, z) over a horizontal
surface was solved analytically together with the continuity equation, Eq. 1 and 2. Fluctuations
in the fluid velocity v, were considered only in the z direction.
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fvdz = 0
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Where p is the pressure tensor and [ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. The main
assumption is that the only restoring force acting on the fluid comes from the hydrostatic
pressure head difference along the x direction. In other words the effect of gravity g was
accounted for as a pressure gradient due to the increase in surface height. This yields,
Ol =g

•(3)

Boundary conditions include the existence of a surface tension gradient at the surface of the
fluid caused by the surface temperature difference at the laser beam center and where the
solidification front is located. A zero velocity in the x direction is also assumed at the solidliquid interface.
at z= Ah

ac-=It av= au dT
K

at z = -h

(4)

dx
-aaT

V"= 0

(5)

Where T, cr and p are the surface temperature, surface tension and density, respectively. For
most metals the surface tension of the liquid phase decreases with increasing temperature, this
exerts a shear force that pulls the liquid away from the laser beam center (maximum temperature)
towards the solidified zone (minimum temperature) thus forming a surface wave of maximum
height, Ah. The expression for this maximum height as presented in [8] is,
AhM

= 3 AT do
2 pgh dT

(6)

This expression determines the maximum surface height achieved. This height varies
directly with the surface temperature change AT between the laser beam and solidification front
(i.e., TL-Tm) and surface tension temperature coefficient. It also varies inversely with the depth of
melt h and the gravity term, pg. There is no term that incorporates the effects of the surface
curvature on the formation of the maximum height. We propose the following modification to Eq.
3 and 6, considering that the surface attains a sinusoidal shape having a characteristic wavelength
X. This is,
6(7)
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)h
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In this situation gravity and surface curvature provide restoring forces that act against the
effect of the surface tension gradient during the laser interaction. Once the laser beam has moved
a considerable distance away (greater than X 2), the surface thermal gradient vanishes and the
established periodic surface wave commences to relax driven by these restoring forces (i.e.,
gravity and curvature). Opposing these forces is the deviatoric component of the pressure tensor
of the fluid, namely the viscous force which is proportional to the dynamic viscosity Vtof the
fluid and the velocity gradient. An expression for the relaxation of the surface height as a
function of time t, for times less than the local solidification time of the melt is given by,

It can be readily shown that the decaying exponential term is typical of an over damped
harmonic oscillatory system, and it has been also reported before in L9].
To determine the surface temperature change due to a moving laser beam we resort to the
known steady-state analytical solution to the semi-infinite temperature field for a concentrated
energy source moving with constant velocity (1 I]:
T(x,y,z)

=

P.(1-iR)
27t-Kmo,

1
exp±z2- Vsc?
xx 2 +
+y2 +z2
2a

72+xi) + To
I)

(10)

Where P, R, vs.., 't, and KMoD have been defined in Table L. As it can be noticed, this expression
becomes infinite when evaluated at x = y = z = 0, i.e. immediately below the laser beam.
However, distances 1%of the laser beam diameter away from the center of the laser beam give a
compromise for evaluating the surface temperature beneath the laser, TL.
At the same time, Eq. 10 serves the purpose of estimating a value of the depth of melt, h.
Although this expression does not consider the phase change from solid to liquid when the
temperature field reaches the melting point, this effect can be approximated by modifying the
heat conductivity, K, such that it includes the latent heat of fusion of the material [12].
Obtaining the maximum depth of melt means finding the coordinates (xax, z,,,) for y = 0
from Eq. 10. The maximum depth of melt, z,,. = -h, occurs at half the length value of the major
axis of the surface isothermal ellipse (i.e., at T=Tm). By making y = 0 and z = 0, and solving Eq.
"10for x, two values are found, and Xx is the average of the latter two roots. Then, Zmx is found
by solving Eq. 10 again this time evaluating it at y = 0 and x = x, and the negative root
corresponds to h. Equation 10 also can provide a way to determine the solidification time, since
the heat flow at the maximum depth of melt can be determined from it. This is obtained by
taking the first derivative with respect to z, and evaluating it at (x., 0, z..-.). The average
solidification front velocity at the maximum depth of melt can be then obtained by using the
Stefan condition [13], taking into account the specific latent heat of solidification of the alloy, L.
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This velocity can then be used to estimate the average solidification time,
tSOLrDFrICATION -

2h
2-

(12)
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Finally, the estimation of the average arithmetic surface roughness R&can be assessed
simply by evaluating half of the maximum height after a relaxation time equal to tSOLIDIFICATION,
this is,
R.-

(13)

Ah(tSOLTDICAn°N)

2

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical and SEM observations
Figure 4 shows an optical macrograph of the surface of a laser polishing track created using a
320 W laser and a scanning speed of 128.9 mm/s, (620.6. J/cm 2). The average width of this track
is 1930 prm. A periodic pattern of oblique linear features can be observed forming an angle of 300
with the horizontal axis (i.e., the laser beam scanning direction). From SEM observation at low
magnification of the same sample surface, it can be seen more clearly that this periodic pattern is
spaced in average every 360 pm approximately, Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows a higher magnification SEM image of the surface of the same laser track
illustrating two consecutive pattern peaks which are spaced apart a magnitude X = 300 Prm and
are clearly parallel to each other. Another feature seen on this image is the appearance of a
second periodic pattern closely spaced making a 30' angle with the former. This pattern however,
seems discontinuous by comparison.

Figure 4. Macrograph of the surface of a
SOM laser polished track, x25.

Figure 5. SEM image of indirect-SLS
surface treated under SOM conditions, x35.
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Closer examination of the surface in Figure 7 reveals that the second periodic pattern is
dispersed, yet it has a shorter spacing of 10-20 gim. It is also perpendicular to the traveling
direction of the laser beam thus parallel to the scanning direction. It consists of multiple
agglomerated particles (1-5 jrm in size), most likely oxides of Si, Al and Cr as determined
previously [6].

Figure 6. SEM image showing two
consecutive periodic peaks, x180.

Figure 7. SEM image illustrating oxide
particles along high frequency ripples, x800.

Thermo-Phvsical model results
The results of the thermo-physical model described previously are plotted in Figure 8 as
surface roughness data together with experimental data measured from several laser polished
tracks performed on LaserForm-ST100 specimens. The as-received P, value of the surface was
2.98 tim. The laser power was kept fixed at 320 W and the scanning speed was varied from
692.7 to 101.3 mm/s. However, only the R&results for speeds ranging from 177.2 to 101.3 mm/s
are plotted below, as this is thought to be part of the SOM regime. Table I presents the variables
included in the model as well as their values and units. Physical properties correspond to a 60
wt.% 420 stainless steel - 40 wt.% bronze (5 wt.% tin) alloy mixture.
Table 1.Definition of variables.
Variable

Definition

Value

P
R
p
a
L
K

Laser power
Reflective and convective loses
Density of solid phase
Thermal diffusivity ofsolid phase
Specific latent heat of solidification
Heat conductivity of solid

320 W
0.725
8247 kg/s 3
4.985,10- rn2/s
146500 J/kg
172 W/m/K

KMor,

Modified heat conductivity

216 W/m/K

VscAN
TM
To
P
ar
da/dT

Laser beam scan speed
Melting temperature
Initial temperature
Viscosity of the liquid
Surface tension of liquid-vapor
Surface tension temperature coefficient

101-177 mm/s
1347 OC
25°C
5.45 mPa/s
1.609 JRin 2
-26.1 m/rn2
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Figure 9. Plot of the measured average
surface wavelength X versus scan speed.

From the plot in Figure 8 it can be seen that the experimental data show an increment in the
Ra value with decreasing scan speed. Only the data point corresponding to a scan speed of 128.9
mm/s seems to be lower compared to its predecessor. Nonetheless the difference in 0.10 Jm falls
within the standard deviation of the measurements (i.e., +-0.69 Pin). The modeled P&value
shows the same trend as the measured values within the same order of magnitude. From the
model, it can be inferred that as the scan speed is lowered the surface temperature immediately
under the center of the laser beam increases, increasing the amplitude of the surface wave, but
simultaneously the depth of melt is increased and so is the solidification time. These latter two
variables tend to decrease the relief amplitude, however the effect of temperature overwhelms
them. Moreover, the effect of adding a surface curvature term brings the amplitude down to a
reasonable order of magnitude. The latter term and the viscous damping term depend on the
characteristic wavelength of the surface periodic structure solidified. A plot of the measured
average characteristic wavelength X for each laser track is presented in Figure 9. Its trend is
much the same as that of the modeled Ra values. We can infer that this parameter plays a
significant role in the determination of the amplitude of the surface relief. As for the second
periodic pattern observed under the SEM (Figs. 6 and 7), this model does not take into account
its additive effect on the modeled surface roughness. However, it can be considered as part of the
noise when measuring the Ra value of the treated surfaces experimentally.
CONCLUSIONS
Optical and SEM observation of the surface of the laser polished tracks under the SOM
regime confirm the formation of two periodical structures, one of high frequency low amplitude
and the other of low frequency high amplitude. Both contribute to the surface roughness
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achieved after the laser polishing process, but the latter is thought to be more critical in
increasing the R1value above the as-received level.
A modified thermo-physical model based on previously reported models [8,9] is presented,
signaling good agreement with roughness P&and characteristic surface wavelength results
obtained for a fixed laser power and varying laser beam scan speeds. Increment in roughness R,
value with decreasing scanning speed is predicted by the present model. The main contribution
of the present model is the incorporation of the surface curvature effects as a restoring force
aiding gravity to bring the amplitude of the surface wave down to zero. The main assumption
here is that the surface relief behaves as it if were a sinusoid of fixed propagation vector.
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Direct Fabrication of Patterned Functional Ceramic Films by Soft Solution Processing
without Post-Firing
Masahiro Yoshimura, Tomoaki Watanabe, Takeshi Fujiwara, and Ryo Teranishi
Center for Materials Design, Materials and Structures Laboratory
Tokyo Institute of Technology
4259 Nagatsuta, Midori, Yokohama 226-8503, Japan
ABSTRACT
We are proposing an innovative concept and technology, Soft Solution Processing (SSP)
for ceramics, which aims to achieve direct fabrication of shaped, sized, located, oriented ceramic
materials from solutions without firing and/or sintering. We have successfully fabricated thin
and thick films of BaTiO3 , SrTiO 3 , BaWO4 , SrMoO 4, LiCoO 2, and LiNiO2 by SSP in aqueous
solutions from room temperature to 200 1C. In these experiments, interfacial reactions between a
solid reactant (substrate) and component(s) in a solution have been designed and realized. By
locally activating the reaction and moving the reaction point dynamically in these reactions, we
can produce patterned ceramics directly in solution without masking, etching, pattern forming, or
any post-heating such as firing or sintering. In this paper we present recent results for patterned
ceramic films of PbS, CdS, and LiCoO2 . The processes used to produce these films are entirely
new, and represent the first examples of successful direct patterning of ceramics from solutions.
In previous reports, heating processes have been essential for synthesis and/or sintering of
powders and precursors to obtain patterns in ceramic materials. Such processes inevitably cost
environmentally and economically. In contrast, our method, where no firing is needed, provides
an environmentally and economically less expensive alternative.
INTRODUCTION
The present human society is supported by the tremendous consumption of resources,
energy and advanced materials. Thin and thick films of functional materials, including ceramics,
have traditionally been fabricated by processes requiring huge amounts of energy and resources,
some of which are wasted to the environment [1-31. Such processes have caused the exhaustion
of resources and environmental contamination. Recycling of waste materials is possible when
we put more energy into the recycling process than into the production/fabrication processes, but
this brings about further thermal contamination. In order to address this problem, we must aim
to minimize the total energy consumption during the whole life cycle of products, from mining
and up-grading of raw materials, through production/fabrication, transportation, usage, and
disposal to recycling. Only then will processes become more environmentally friendly [1-3].
In this regard, we are proposing Soft Solution Processing (SSP) for production of
advanced materials such as ceramics, semiconductors, composites etc (figure 1) [4]. SSP aims,
based upon thermodynamic considerations, to fabricate shaped, sized and controlled advanced
materials from aqueous solutions without excess heat and energy consumption and without using
expensive equipment and precursors, preferably in a single step [1-3].
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interest in processes where intersacial reactions, mostly at
by self-assembling, templating, and/or self-organizing of
species. Such processes are sometimes referred to as "Bio-mimetic". However, mimetic products
cannot exceed the original products on which they are based; moreover bio-products are severely
limited in terns of species, substances, and materials. For example, practically no metallic
materials have been produced biologically, and biomineral species are limited in number to less
than one hundred [2]. Although a huge range of organic substances can be synthesized, most
common polymers and plastics, like polyethylene, polypropylene, vinyl, PET etc, have never
been produced in bio systems. We, therefore, must learn about bio-processes, but not be limited
by bio-products and/or bio-materials for the fabrication/production of advanced materials.
Th'lerefore, SSP, which should exceed the limitation of bio-processing and bio-products, might be
bio-inspired but not be bio-mimetic. Figure 2 shows that Soft Processing (Soft Solution

Processing) is the third area of production for advanced materials between bio-processing and
industrial (so-called high technological or artificial) processing which is mostly used for
semiconductors and inorganic materials, particularly for products with micro- and/or nano-sized
features. In those industrial processing techniques, dry processes, such as CVD and PVD, using
gas or vacuum systems, have been employed where highly energetic species like molecules,
atoms, and/or ions are utilized for the production/fabrication of films. These dry processes
Sconsume huge amounts of energy compared to multi-step processes based upon solid state
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reactions and wet process where solution precursors have been used as shown in figure 1.
Without using such highly energetic species as dry process, or such high temperature heating as
multi-step processes, SSP aims to fabricate directly shaped materials [1-3].

Artificial (Industrial) Process

Proce.Ssillgý

ISoft
42

Bi~technofg7g

i~nS

Ri-rocess....

Performance/Variety of Products
Figure 2. Energy vs. performance/variety in bio-processes and artificial processes. Soft
Processing targets the production of high performance materials by environmentally
benign methods.
We have reported the successful fabrication of various thin/thick crystalline films of
double oxides such as BaTiO 3, SrTiO 3, AMO 4 (A=Ba, Sr, Ca, M=W, Mo), LiMO2 (M=--Co, Ni),
YVO 4, etc., by SSP in aqueous solutions at 150°C or lower temperatures without any post-firing
[1-7]. In these experiments, interfacial reactions between a solid reactant (substrate) and
component(s) in a solution have been utilized as illustrated in figure 3, where ABOX crystals are
formed on the substrate A by the reaction with the species B and 0 from H20 in the solution.
These interfacial reactions must be activated, either chemically, thermally, electrochemically,
photo chemically, sonochemically, mechanochemically, or by some other mechanism.
When we have activated/stimulated those reactions locally and/or moved the reaction
point dynamically, we can get patterned ceramic films directly in solution without any post
heating, masking or etching [6, 7]. Those direct patterning methods differ from previous
patterning methods which consist of multi-step processes, for example: (1) synthesis of particles
of compounds or precursors, (2) dispersion of the particles into a liquid ("ink"), (3) patterning of
the particles on a substrate by printing of the "ink", (4) consolidation and/or fixing of the
particles' pattern by heating. For example, some results for zirconia ceramics and PZT films
fabricated by ink-jet printing have already been reported [8, 9]. However, in almost all the
reports, jet printing has been used only as a method to give a pattern of solid particles on the
substrate. The substrate with the pattern of solid particles must be fired at a high temperature to
fix, sinter or solidify them. Otherwise, the substrate using a special binder to fix the solid
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particles must be fired to remove that binder. In any case, these techniques are not fabricating a
patterned film by reaction, but fabricating a pattern of particle that requires post-firing (figure 4).
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Figure 3. Concept of direct patterning by localized activation of interfacial reactions.
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Figure 4. Comparison of "direct patterning" and "normal mask-less patterning" methods
for ceramics.
The notable feature of direct patterning is that each reactant reacts directly on site, at the
interface with the substrate. Therefore, the chemical driving force of the reaction, A+B = AB,
can be utilized not only for synthesis but also for crystallization and/or consolidation of the
compound AB. It is rather contrasting to general patterning methods where thermal driving
force of post-firing is mostly used for the consolidation of the particles. The present technique
has many merits as follows: (1) it needs simple equipment that is easy to control, (2) the process
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is therefore very safe and harmless, (3) it allows direct patterning without masking, etching or
complicated surface treatments, (4) it needs fewer reactants and lower energy and cost and (5) it
is easy to recover the reactants.
Therefore, our direct patterning methods should be economically and environmentally
friendly, avoiding excess consumption of energy and resources, and minimizing emission of
waste, for example excess heat and gaseous by-products like CO2 and H20.
DIRECT PATTERNING OF CdS AND PbS ON PAPER BY INK-JET REACTIONS [101
Ink jet printing has been widely used for color printing on paper, where color particles
are printed in a pattern. Ceramic particles can be similarly printed as a pattern on a substrate.
However, they must be fired to fix and/or to consolidate the pattern on the substrate as mentioned
above. We have recently developed a new method to fabricate ceramic patterns directly from
solutions by the interfacial in situ reactions between two liquids, using an ink jet printer.
In the example of PbS, an aqueous solution of Pb(NO3)2 was soaked on a paper, then a
solution of Na2 S was ink-jetted as a pattern at room temperature. A pattern of PbS was formed
on the paper, which consisted of crystalline PbS particles as revealed in figure 5. These particles
were less than 100 nm in size, but well crystallized and well embedded in the fibers of the paper
(figure 6). Similarly, CdS was formed on paper from CdCI 2 and Na2 S solution. This material
consisted of -30 nm size crystals with a band gap of 2.45 eV. Other ceramic patterns can be
fabricated by similar methods.

PbS on su~bstrate

Sutbtrate

0
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40
29 (CuK. )Ydegree

80

Figure 5. XRD patterns of PbS samples on paper prepared by ink jet reactions at room
temperature. (a) Substrate, (b) PbS pattern on paper, (c) PbS powder synthesized in
solution by ink jet reactions.
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Tokyo Institute
of Technology.

Figure 6. (a) Photograph of a PbS pattern on paper prepared by ink jet reactions at room
temperature, (b) SEM photograph of the same sample.

DIRECT PATTERNING OF LiCoO 2 ON POROUS SUBSTRATES BY
ELECTROCHEMICALLY ACTIVATED INTERFACIAL REACTIONS [11, 12]
Bio-minerals have been synthesized in aqueous solution by ion transfer reactions through
a cell membrane. However, these biological processes can produce only a limited range of
materials like amorphous silica, calcium carbonate, calcium phosphate, calcium sulfate and iron
oxide, but not others like LiCoO 2, BaTiO 3 [1-2]. We propose electrochemically activated
interfacial reactions for film fabrication by "Artificial Biomineralization" [11], where the
interfacial reactions between solutions separated by membranes are used with the assistance of
electrochemical reactions to fabricate crystallized LiCoO 2 films directly on paper at low
temperatures (figure 7).
Activated area
/rcaused by varying of
d
A

pH
SojlutionA
"

Porous
Substrate

Electrochemicaiiy
Activated area

Solution B

Electrodes
Figure 7. Schematic diagram of an electrochemically activated interfacial reaction
method.
A LiCoO 2 film can be synthesized by the reaction between Li÷ and CoO 2" ions in a
solution. C002' ions can be produced by chemical or electrochemical oxidation of HCoO2" or
Co 2' ions. Therefore electrochemical dissolution of a Co anode or electrochemical oxidation of
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HCoO2- ions near a carbon anode can give a COO2- flux to a porous substrate like paper in the
shape of the anode. This can give a LiCoO2 crystalline film in the pattern of the anode on the
paper (figure 8). Typically this consists of plate-like crystals a few pim in size. However the
phases, shapes and sizes of the crystals produced by this method can be controlled by the flow of
solution(s), electrical current, and/or geometry of electrodes and substrates.
Other direct patterning methods using laser activation or localized electrochemical
activation have been under development in our group. These are demonstrating that the
fabrication of patterned ceramics can be realized in solutions at low temperatures below 150'C,
or even at room temperature, without any post-firing, masking and etching, which have been
regarded as essential processing in conventional patterning of ceramics.

(a)

Figure 8. (a) Photograph of a patterned LiCoO 2 sample prepared electrochemically by
interfacial reaction on paper at 120 !V,(b) SEM photograph of the same sample.
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Cold Gas Dynamic Manufacturing A new approach to Near-Net Shape Metal Component Fabrication
R. H. Morgan, C. J. Sutcliffe, J. Pattison, M. Murphy, C. Gallagher,
A. Papworth, P. Fox, W. O'Neill
Manufacturing Science and Engineering Research Centre, Department of Engineering
The University of Liverpool, L69 3GH, UK. r.morgan@liverpool.ac.uk
ABSTRACT
Cold Gas Dynamic Manufacturing (CGDM) is a high-rate, direct deposition process capable
of combining many dissimilar materials in the production of a single component. The process is
based on Cold Gas Dynamic Spraying (CGDS) - a surface coating technology in which small,
un-heated particles are accelerated to high velocities (typically above 500 m/s) in a supersonic
gas jet and directed towards a substrate material. The process does not use a heat source (as with
similar plasma and HVOF spray technologies), but rather employs the high kinetic energy of the
particles to effect bonding through plastic deformation upon impact with the substrate or
previously deposited layer. As a consequence it lends itself to the processing of temperature
sensitive material systems such as oxidising, phase-sensitive or nano-structured materials. To
achieve metallic bonding incident particles require velocities greater than a certain materialspecific threshold value, such that thin surface films are ruptured, generating a direct interface.
This bonding mechanism has been compared to explosive welding.
This paper discusses the further development of the CGDS technique from surface coating
technology into the basis for a novel Additive Fabrication process. The description of the
apparatus is presented in addition to the basic processing conditions for the deposition of
aluminium material. Particular attention is paid to the morphology of the deposited material, the
microstructure and the interfacial boundary between splats.
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS
Current trends in the area of Rapid Prototyping (RP) and Manufacturing have led to the
development of processes which provide end users with metal components which are not simply
form and fit prototypes, but allow functional load-bearing testing or actual in-service use.
The enabling technologies such as Laser Engineered Net Shaping (LENS) [1] and Direct
Metal Laser Re-Melting (DMLR) [2] use a laser to melt and fuse high strength, high temperature
metallic powder particles into a net or neat-net shape solid form on a layer-by-layer basis. The
problems associated with such fabrication processes include the high thermally induced stresses
generated in the component and also the requirement of high purity inert environments to prevent
oxidation during processing [3]. Furthermore, detrimental microstructure and phase changes
may occur. Such metallurgic transformations introduce further complications in the fabrication
of Functionally Graded Material (FGM) components or the utilisation of novel nanocrystalline
powders.
A new fabrication technology currently under development at the University of Liverpool,
UK, is Cold Gas Dynamic Manufacturing. This process will enable the fabrication of near-net
shape multiple material components at room temperature, with little or no melting, thus
preventing many of the problems that are associated with laser based technologies.
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The CGDM technique uses a supersonic gas jet to accelerate small diameter (10-50 gm)
particles to high velocities in the range 500-1000 ms". The particles are directed towards a
target surface and upon impact undergo plastic deformation. It is thought that the kinetic energy
of the particles is sufficiently high to effect rupture of surface oxide films, resulting in metal-tometal bonding with a mechanism considered similar to that of explosive welding [4].
Historical perspective
CGDM is an evolutionary progression from Cold Gas Dynamic Spraying (CGDS) or Cold
Spray. The origins of Cold Spray date back to the turn of the twentieth century, introduced by
Samuel Thurston in 1902 [5]. The process was subsequently re-discovered and a developed into
a material coating technology at The Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk in the 1980s
[6]. Scientists conducting supersonic wind tunnel tests observed that above a certain materialspecific critical velocity, particles entrained in the fluid stream adhered to a body obstructing the
flow. Table I shows the threshold velocities for deposition of a variety of engineering materials.
Critical Deposition Velocity (ms"')
Material
560-580
Copper
620-640
Nickel
620-640
Iron
680-700
Aluminium
Table I. Critical velocities for deposition for various materials.
The potential advantages of the process were quickly realised and steps were undertaken to
develop the phenomenon into a material coating process to compete with coating technologies
such as thermal spray [7]. Since then, a variety of research institutions and universities have
been investigating cold spray, its underlying physical principles and the materials formed. To
date, a variety of materials including copper, aluminium, titanium, silver, nickel-based
superalloys, metal matrix composites and nanostructured materials have been successfully
deposited [8].
The CGDM process takes the principles of Cold Spray and uses it to create discrete features
by xy movement of a CNC controlled deposition nozzle above a substrate. Following the
deposition of a layer, a high-speed machining spindle is employed to remove excess material
deposited by the diverging spray from the nozzle. Subsequent layers are built up using these
process steps until the component is complete. This paper details the preliminary results of the
work carried out on CGDM.
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experimental arrangement for CGDM comprises of the following components: gas
delivery; process chamber; gas recovery. These will be discussed in turn:
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Gas delivery
In order for the sprayed particles to attain sufficient kinetic energy to undergo plastic
deformation upon impact they must be accelerated to very high velocities by the gas jet. Typical
process gasses can be air or nitrogen, however low molecular weight gasses such as helium are
preferred, as they will achieve higher velocities [9]. The high-pressure gas (15-30 bar) is
delivered through a convergent-divergent nozzle, such as that shown in figure 1, to achieve
supersonic velocity. The design of such a nozzle is briefly described below.
Nozzle design
Using quasi one-dimensional flow theory, assuming adiabatic, inviscid gas, the flow can be
described as isentropic and hence any change in pressure will be accompanied by a change in
density. Under this assumption, the area-velocity relation can be achieved [103. When applying
this relation to subsonic flow (M<I), a decrease in area will result in an increase in velocity (and
vice versa), whereas in supersonic flow (M>l), an increase in velocity is associated with an
increase in area.
Flow
Straightener

--

Powder Delivery
Needle

High Pressure
Powder Feed
Inlet

High Pressure

De Laval

Conlroed

Process Gas Inlet

Section

Divergence Barrel

Figure 1. Illustration of nozzle used in Cold Gas Dynamic Manufacturing process.
In the convergent subsonic flow section of a De Laval nozzle, the velocity increases up to
the throat, at which point the flow becomes choked (M=1). Immediately after the throat, as the
nozzle diverges, the expansion of the gas accelerates the flow to supersonic velocity. Using the
Mach number relation through a variable area duct [10], the nozzle exit area can be determined
for a particular throat diameter and desired Mach number at a given input pressure and
temperature for a particular gas or gas mix. By this method, an axi-symmetric De Laval section
has been designed for an output Mach number of 2.4 with helium as the process gas at an input
stagnation pressure of 15 bar.
This approach, however, will lead only to the gas velocity and not the more important
particle velocity. The particles entrained in the gas jet are much more massive than the gas
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molecules and therefore have too much inertia to keep up with the sudden gas acceleration [11].
The particles do accelerate, due to the drag force imposed upon them by the high velocity gas.
The drag force on a particle accelerating through the nozzle is given by the equation:
F

=

Cd.A.(p.V,,
2

(1)

2)

where Cd is the skin friction drag coefficient, A is the cross sectional area of a particle and
2
is the dynamic pressure of gas stream relative to the particle
1/2pVIe
In order for the particles to achieve to their critical velocity, the longer time they spend in
the high-speed gas stream the faster their ultimate velocity. Therefore, the divergence length of
the nozzle must be optimised to achieve maximum acceleration of the particles. If the
divergence length is too short, the particles will not reach their critical velocity. If the nozzle
length is too long however, increasing boundary layer effects of the nozzle wall will slow down
the gas stream [12].
To optimise the length of the divergence, a series of numerical simulations utilising an
industry standard CFD package with a state of the art discrete phase modeller was undertaken.
The results of the CFD predictions of the centre-line Mach number can be seen in figure 2. From
the throat (x = 0.00), gas velocity is rapidly accelerated to a maximum, maintaining a high
velocity just below 1400m/s along the length of the divergence until the nozzle exit is reached.
Upon exiting the nozzle, the gas again expands slightly resulting in an increase in velocity. Once
the jet is in the atmosphere, viscous forces rapidly entrain atmospheric air, dissipating energy and
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Figure 2. Predictions of gas velocity and velocities of 3 materials at 5 Pm and 25 Jim particle
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abruptly reducing the gas velocity. Finally, the jet impacts the substrate plate and is decelerated
to almost zero velocity in the axial direction. Particles entrained in the high velocity flow are
accelerated steadily along the nozzle length. In fact, the particles continue to accelerate outside
the nozzle exit as they still occupy a region in the flow where the relative gas velocity continues
to have an impact on the drag force as described by equation 1.
Figure 2 clearly shows the influence of particle size on velocity. In general, small particles
with low mass will achieve higher velocities. However, there are limitations to the size of
particles; small particles are highly explosive due to their high surface energy, they also tend to
agglomerate to form larger particle groups and their surface oxide to volume ratio is increased.
Furthermore, the effect of "bow shock" will decelerate smaller, lighter particles. As the gas jet
impinges on the substrate surface, a shock wave is formed directly opposing the flow, resulting
in a region of stagnation. The decelerating effect of the bow shock on the smaller, lighter Al
particles can be seen in figure 2 as they near the substrate.
Process chamber and gas recovery
Powder is fed into the nozzle via a high-pressure gravity feeder (Praxair 1264HP). A
perforated spinning disk within the feeder is rotated at a particular speed to set powder mass flow
rate. The powder is delivered into the high-pressure convergent section of the nozzle via a tube.
The small diameter powders are extremely explosive if exposed to an oxidising atmosphere,
therefore, the process chamber is kept inert and the gas and any un-adhered powder are collected.
The Initial design for this collection system is shown in figure 3. A clear PU cylinder with a
flexible PTFE seal around its base allow the nozzle and chamber to slide as one along a ground
base plate

Powder
Feed Inlet

Process
Gas Inlet

High Speed
Machining
Spindle

Deposition
Chamber

XY Stage

Figure 3. Experimental arrangement incorporating process control chamber and high speed
machining spindle.
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effectively providing a moveable inert chamber. The chamber exhausts into a scrubbing system
consisting of various cyclone and membrane filters, which remove the particles before the gas is
exhausted to atmosphere outside the laboratory. Due to the high gas consumption, gas recovery
will become an important issue for Cold Spray processes. Work is currently being carried out in
this field by industrial collaborators BOC Gases.

RESULTS
Material deposition
The material used in this study is, gas atomised, spherical, pure (industrial grade) aluminium
powder supplied by Aluminium Power Company, UK. The powder size is specified as -10 + 45
gtm. From table I, the critical deposition velocity of aluminium is 680-700 m/s. Though this is a
particularly high threshold velocity, the low material density of aluminium (2.7 g/cm 3 ) results in
its low inertia and hence ease of acceleration.
The main process variables of pressure, nozzle standoff distance, traverse speed and powder
mass flow rate were analysed for optimisation of material deposition; table H lists the variable
ranges. Figure 4 shows a typical series of deposit tracks on an Al substrate.
Variable Range
Process Parameter
11 - 22.5 bar
Process Gas Pressure
10 - 50 mm
Nozzle Stand Of Distance
12.5 - 52.5 g/min
Powder mass flow rate
50 - 400 mm/min
Nozzle traverse rate
Table II. Process parameters investigated in CGDM deposition trials.
The results of the deposition trials are extensive and beyond the general nature of this paper.
However, the effects of the process variables can be generalised as follows:
Input Gas pressure:Deposition was achieved throughout all input stagnation pressures
suggesting critical velocity was achieved. Particles in the centre of the gas stream reach higher
velocities than those on the outer edges resulting in a central peak along the length of the
deposits, as can be seen in figure 4. Track width increases with pressure as the velocity
distribution of the gas jet outside the nozzle is increased, resulting in particles at the extremities
of the spray achieving the critical deposition velocity.
Stand Off Distance:Stand off distance contributes greatly to the width of a deposit due to
the increase in divergence of the spray. Similarly, the diverging spray also leads to a reduction
in deposition height as the deposited powder is spread over a larger area. There is a maximum
stand off distance of 50mm beyond which deposition falls off dramatically. This is due to
continued deceleration of the particles over a greater length outside the nozzle.
Powdermassflow rate: As powder mass flow rate is increased, the deposition track
height increases. At first this occurs rapidly, then reaching a maximum at 45 g/min. Beyond this
mass flow rate, excess powder loading within the nozzle causes chocking at the throat and
acceleration is less efficient resulting in a limited deposition.
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Figure 4. Typical experimental array of single-pass tracks deposited by CGDM:
Constants: Pressure (P) =14 bar, Standoff (h) = 40 mm, Powder mass flow rate (in) = 15 g/min.
Traverse speed (L-R): 1 = 50 mm/min, 2 = 100 mm/min, 3 = 250 rmm/minm, 4 = 500 mmnmin.
Traverse Speed: Figure 4 is an example of the effects of traverse speed. As is expected,
the deposition height is a function of the powder deposited per unit length, and therefore an
increase in traverse speed leads to a decrease in deposition thickness.
These simple analyses of deposition are important to the development of a near-net shape
manufacturing system. As can be seen, the peaked profile of the deposits will result in poor edge
definition and optimisation of spray overlap is under investigation. Also, the development of 2D
profile nozzles is under investigation to provide flatter deposit profile. However, of overriding
importance to the successful production of components by this route is the structural integrity
and material characteristics of the deposit.
Microstructural analysis of deposits
Samples were prepared using standard metallographic techniques and etched with 1% NaO3
solution. Figure 5a shows the typical microstructure. The image reveals splat morphologies
significantly different from the shape of the feedstock; the aspect ratio of the impacted particles
being substantially higher than that of the spherical, gas atomised powders. This suggests that
the material is undergoing significant deformation upon impaction. The amount of deformation
results in low porosity in the deposit. However, dark interfacial lines between the splats are
apparent. This suggests that metallic bonding is not occurring and that oxide films still exist.
Figure 5b shows the same deposit etched for a greater length of time to emphasise the
interfaces between splats. There is little evidence throughout the samples of interfacial bonding
taking place. The boundaries between splats have grown significantly, further supporting
evidence of poor bonding.
Figure 6 shows SEM images of single particle impacts. Here, significant deformation of the
spherical particles can be seen. Evidence of jetting can be seen around the edges of particles.
Crater formation of the substrate is also visible in some instances.
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Figure 5. Microstructure of Al deposit - a) Splat morphology shows particles have undergone
significant deformation; b) Interfaces between splats have enlarged suggesting no metallic
bonding has occurred.

PCrater
Formation

-Particle
Deformation

Possible
Jetting of
material at
impact zone

Figure 6. SEM image of Al particles impacted on polished steel substrate. Particle deformation
and possible jetting is evident. The formation of an impact crater is also visible in the right hand
image.
Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES) analysis of a deposit sample fractured under high
vacuum reveals high oxygen content across the fracture surface, as shown in figure 7. Here, the
peaks of C, 02 and Al are clear. Figure 8 shows the same sample surface after ion beam milling.
The milling rate was 7 A/min. After 45 minutes, the oxygen and carbon spectra are almost
completely removed, inferring an oxide thickness of 31 nm (Figure 8).
Discussion
The initial deposition trials have provided a means of identifying the important process
parameters for CGDM in terms of deposition rate and deposition thickness. There are, however,
a number of issues that need addressing before the technique can be successfully applied to
manufacturing.
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Figure 7. Auger Electron Spectroscopy of CGDM fractured surface. Fractured under vacuum,
the sample exhibits carbon, oxygen and aluminium spectra from the surface.
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Figure 8. Auger Electron Spectroscopy of CGDM fractured surface. Fractured under vacuum,
the sample surface is ion-beam milled for 45 min at a rate of 7 A/min. The carbon and oxygen
contaminants have been removed from the sample surface.
The shape characteristics of the deposit will be an important factor in determining the
performance of the process. The peaked shape of the deposits will inevitably lead to poor edge
definition and will consequently have an impact on minimum feature size and shape in
component fabrication, because of this, a certain degree of back machining of the deposit will be
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required. The ratio of material removal to deposited material will also have an impact on the
viability of the process, as will the effect of the machining process on the material properties.
A more fundamental issue to be addressed is the properties of the deposited material. The
mechanisms of adhesion in cold spray deposition are still not fully understood. Van Steenkiste et
al identify three possible candidate mechanisms for bonding [ 13]. If the velocity of the particles
is sufficient to exceed yield stress upon collision, then adhesion through plastic deformation will
occur. Figure 5 shows the structure of the material exhibits substantial deformation of the
particles upon impact, while SEM analysis supports this with evidence of particle deformation
and crater formation of the substrate.
The second mechanism for adhesion may be through partial melting and fusion of the
material upon impact. The occurrence of jetting may indicate that the material undergoes a
kinetic to thermal energy transition leading to softening or partial melting. This has been
observed by other researchers and has also been predicted by modelling of the impact zone with
temperatures in excess of 900 K, of the order of the melt temperature of aluminium [14, 15].
The third mechanism for particle-particle/substrate adhesion is through fracture of the oxide
such that metal-metal bonding can occur. The particles would require a further increase in
velocity for this bonding mechanism to take place [13].
In the work reported here, it is clear that particles are undergoing deformation. However, the
analysis of the microstructure suggests that interfacial bonding is not being achieved; rather,
there is conformal deformation of the particles with the pre-deposited material and mechanical
interlocking is taking place. Auger spectroscopy supports this through the detection of carbon
and oxygen spectra from the fracture surface. Also, the ion-beam milling of the surface results in
removal of these peaks after 31 nm. This depth corresponds with the typical oxide thickness for
commercial, passivated powders (20-40 nm). From this, it can be surmised that the particles are
not achieving the critical velocity to effect metallic bonding through rupture of the oxide film.
Higher particle velocities can be achieved through an increase in gas velocity. Increasing
gas pressure will do this, but at the expense of increased gas consumption and rapidly
diminishing returns. A more effective method is to raise the gas temperature. The local sonic
velocity in the throat of the nozzle is related to the specific gas properties according to the
relationship:
V8 = 1RT8

(2)

where y is the ratio of specific heats, R is the specific gas constant and T is the gas temperature in
the throat. Thus an increase in gas temperature will bring about a proportional increase in gas
and hence particle velocities. To this end, the CGDM apparatus is undergoing modification for
the inclusion of gas heating.
The adhesion mechanism in cold spray is still not fully understood. It appears that bonding
involves the compaction, deformation, re-orientation and plastic flow of particles under high
pressure to break through surface oxides and generate metallic bonds. However, there are many
questions still unanswered; how often does metallic bonding occur throughout a cold spray
material? What becomes of the pre-existing oxide that resides on the surfaces of the feedstock
material? How does this affect the bulk properties of the fabricated material? Can highly oxidesensitive material be processed successfully for the fabrication of load bearing components?
Many other issues also need addressing; the high-energy multiple impacts cold work the material
[13], how does this affect the bulk properties? What of the residual stresses in the deposit? For
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spray coatings, these issues may not have the same importance as for freeform fabrication,
however, it is clear there is a need for a greater understanding of the materials science of cold gas
dynamic spraying. To this end work is in progress, both experimentally and theoretically, to
provide further insight into the physical mechanisms that take place in order to develop this
coating technology as a means of net-shape component fabrication.
CONCLUSIONS
The CGDM process has been shown to hold significant promise for the controlled build up of
near net shape components. The process holds significant advantages over thermal based
freeform fabrication technologies. This initial study has sought to establish the effect of the main
processing variables (Pressure, particle mass flow rate, traverse-speed, nozzle standoff distance)
on the resulting deposit shape and structure. Microstructural and SEM analysis of the deposit
reveals significant deformation of impacted material. However, further analysis by Auger
Electron Spectroscopy has revealed the presence of oxygen across interfacial boundaries
suggesting insufficient particle velocities to achieve metallic bonding upon impact. Further
experimental and theoretical work is in progress to develop the technology into a freeform netshape manufacturing technology.
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ABSTRACT
The dielectric properties of high k dielectric thick films prepared by thermal spray were
investigated. BaTiO 3 and Ba0o68Sr 0 .32TiO3 thick films were deposited using plasma spray on
Ag-Pd screen-printed alumina substrates. The sprayed films were predominantly polycrystalline
but contained an amorphous second phase. The dielectric constants of the films decreased with
decreasing film thickness in 10 - 60 •m range. This was attributed to the presence of an
interfacial layer between the film and the substrate as determined by capacitance measurements.
The capacitance density of the interfacial layer was determined to be - 2.7 nF/cm2 . The
capacitance density of the interfacial layer increased to 12 nF/cm 2 after post heat treatment at
500 'C for 20 hours.
INTRODUCTION
Direct writing of passive components including capacitors, resistors, and inductors is being
actively considered to simplify the fabrication process and provide greater flexibility compared
to conventional processes such as tape casting, screen printing, and lamination [1,21. Thermal
spray is under development as one possible approach. Thermal spray is a continuous and directed
spray process in which melted particles are accelerated to high velocities and impinge on a
substrate, where thin splats are formed by rapid solidification. The successive impingement of
the molten particles results in the formation of thick films.
Various electronic materials have been deposited using thermal spray for electronic
applications including conductors, resistors, insulators, inductors, capacitors, and sensors [3,4].
Structural and dielectric properties of thermal spray deposited high k dielectrics such as BaTiO 3
and Bao.6sSro
0 32TiO 3 were investigated for capacitor applications [5,61. The dielectric constant of
the as-deposited films was lower than the bulk ceramics. The reduced dielectric constants in
thermal spray deposited high k dielectric films have been attributed to the presence of an
amorphous phase, porosity, and fine grain size.
In this study, the dielectric properties of the high k dielectric films were investigated as a
function of film thickness. The presence of a low dielectric constant interfacial layer between the
film and the substrate was shown from the thickness dependence of the dielectric constants. The
effect of the interfacial layer on the dielectric constant was examined using a series capacitance
model. The thermal stability of the interfacial layer was determined by post heat treatment.
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Table 1. Sample list used in this study.
Sample
BT1
BT2
BST

Composition
Thickness (pm)
BaTiO 3
60
BaTiO 3
50
Bao.68Sr 0 .32TiO 3 40

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
BaTiO 3 and Ba0 .68Sr0 .32TiO 3 (BST) powders used in this study were purchased from Trans
Tech Inc and the feed powder size was -325 mesh (<44 gIm). BaTiO 3 and BST thick films were
deposited using a Plasma Technik F4 plasma spray torch onto Ag.Pd (70/30) screen-printed
alumina substrates. The thick films used in this study are listed in Table I . Phase purity and
crystallinity were determined by 0 - 20 X-ray diffraction scans with a Scintag four circle
diffractometer (XDS 2000) using Cu Ka radiation.
To measure the dielectric properties, silver top electrodes were applied on the films, forming
parallel plate capacitor structures. The screen-printed Ag-Pd layer on A12 0 3 substrate was used as
the bottom electrode. A schematic of the capacitor structure is shown in Figure 1. The dielectric
properties were measured with an HP 4192A impedance analyzer. The thickness dependence of
the dielectric constant was examined using a successive polishing method. The film thickness at
each polishing step was measured with a micrometer and a Tencor P-10 profilometer.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
X-ray diffraction patterns of the BaTiO 3 and BST thick films are shown in Figure 2. The asdeposited films contained an amorphous phase, evidenced by a highly diffuse peak in the range
of 22 - 34 °. The amorphous phase in thermal spray deposited films is believed to be formed by
rapid thermal quenching of sprayed molten powders during deposition. Besides the amorphous
phase, no other secondary phases were observed. After post heat treatment at 500 °C for 20 hours
in air, the amorphous peak disappeared, indicating crystallization of the amorphous phase during
the heat treatment.

Figure 1. Schematic of the capacitor structure.
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-deposited and annealed films.

The dielectric constant of the film was measured as a function of the film thickness and the
results are shown in Figure 3. The dielectric constant decreased with the reduction of the film
thickness for all samples. X-ray diffraction patterns obtained at various thicknesses showed that
the crystallinity did not change with the film thickness. This suggests that the decrease in
dielectric constants results from the presence of a low dielectric constant interfacial layer
between the film and the substrate. In this case, the film and the interfacial layer are in series and
the overall dielectric constant is affected by the low dielectric constant layer. The total
capacitance density of the film can be expressed using a series capacitance model [7];
A
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Figure 3. Dielectric constants at various thicknesses.
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where A is the area, Co, is the total capacitance, CB is the bulk film capacitance, Ci is the
capacitance of the interfacial layer, ej is the permittivity of the interfacial layer, C0 is the
permittivity of vacuum, eB is the permittivity of the bulk film, ti is the interfacial layer thickness,
and t is the total film thickness.
To investigate the effect of the interfacial layer on the dielectric constant of the film, the
inverse of the capacitance densities, (C/A)", was plotted as a function of the film thickness in
Figure 4. In all samples, non-zero intercepts were obtained. The positive non-zero intercepts
indicate the existence of a low dielectric constant interfacial layer. Using equation (1), when t is
much larger than ti, the capacitance density of the interfacial layer and the dielectric constant of
the bulk film can be obtained from the intercept on the (C/A)- axis and the slope of the plot,
respectively.
From Figure 4, the bulk dielectric constant and the capacitance density of the interfacial
layer were calculated. The results are presented with the measured dielectric constants in Table
IL. Differences in the bulk dielectric constants of the films are believed to be attributed to
differences in the crystallinity of the films, as shown in Figure 2. In all films, the measured
dielectric constant, Cm, was lower than the bulk dielectric constant, eB, due to the presence of the
low dielectric constant interfacial layer. The capacitance densities of interfacial layers were
comparable in all samples, showing the interfacial layer thicknesses are similar in magnitude.

Table 2. Bulk dielectric constants and capacitance densities of the interfacial layer
calculated from Figure 4, and the measured dielectric constants, EC.
Sample
BT1
BT2
BST

CJ.A (nF/cm2)
2.3
2.6
2.7

EB
42
100
420

88

E.
35
63
95

0.

. .s

.. .. .

. .

.... . .
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Figure 5. Inverse of capacitance density (C/A)"l vs. film thickness
in as-deposited and annealed BST.
To determine the thermal stability of the interfacial layer, BST films were annealed at
500 'C for 20 hours in air. Dielectric properties of the annealed film were measured as a function
of the thickness with the polishing procedure described above. The inverse of the capacitance
densities of the as-deposited and annealed BST films are shown as a function of the film
thickness in Figure 5. The bulk dielectric constant and the capacitance density of the interfacial
layer were obtained using equation (1) and the results are presented in Table III. Note that the
capacitance density of the interfacial layer, CjA, increased by one order of magnitude after
annealing. From this, it is believed that the interfacial layer is an amorphous layer [8]. The
increase in CJA implies the dielectric constant of interfacial layer increases presumably due to
crystallization of the interfacial layer.
The bulk dielectric constant also increased after annealing, which was attributed to
crystallization of the amorphous phase within the bulk film, as shown in Figure 2. It should be
noted that the difference between e,, and eB was significant for the as-deposited film. Moreover,
the increase in e. is much larger than that in EB after annealing. This implies the measured
dielectric constant is strongly influenced by the dielectric properties of the interfacial layer and
the increase in the dielectric constant for the annealed film is mainly attributed to property
changes in the interfacial layer.

Table 3. Bulk dielectric constants and capacitance densities of the interfacial layer
calculated from Figure 5, and the measured dielectric constants.

CIA
Sample

PB

(nF/cm2 )

As-deposited BST
Annealed BST

420
540

2.7
12

89

_
95
280

CONCLUSIONS
BaTiO 3 and Bao. 68 Sro.32TiO 3 dielectric thick films were prepared by plasma spray. Dielectric
properties of the films were investigated as a function of film thickness over the range of 10 - 60
pim. The dielectric constant decreased with decreasing film thickness, which was attributed to the
presence of a low dielectric constant interfacial layer between the film and the substrate. The
capacitance density of the interfacial layer in the as-deposited films was - 2.7 nF/cm 2 , as
determined using a series capacitance model. The interfacial layer was affected by post heat 2
treatment at 500 IC and the capacitance density of the interfacial layer increased to 12 nF/cm
after the heat treatment. The increase of the dielectric constant in the annealed film is mainly
attributed to changes in the capacitance density of the interfacial layer.
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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate drop-on-demand inkjet printing technique to be a high throughput method for
the patterned deposition of UV-curable epoxy materials. Different multi-nozzle printheads have
been used to produce epoxy droplets with controlled volume in the range from 15 to 180 pl, and
to apply the droplets with high placement accuracy. For a large dot grid pattern, which was
printed by addressing 126 individual ink channels, standard deviations of oT= 2.3 p m and
ay = 2.6 pm have been achieved for the error in dot placement. The deposited epoxy dots were
found to form planar convex lenses with a focal length of 142 lim. In addition, we have
successfully printed magnetic nanoparticles in a carrier fluid with the drop-on-demand
printheads, as a step towards the production of composites.
INTRODUCTION
The ability of inkjet techniques to deposit a large variety of different materials, including
polymers, material-precursors or dispersions of nanoparticles in fluidic media, makes it a highly
flexible process for direct-write applications. The inkjet process is an additive non-contact
method, and can be applied even on surfaces with pronounced topography. In particular
multi-nozzle drop-on-demand inkjet printheads enable the deposition of patterned layers at a rate
of several tens of cm2 per second.
The versatility of this technique has been demonstrated for the production of different
structures and devices in ceramic, electronic and MEMS applications [1-3]. Epoxy materials
have been deposited before for applications in MEMS packaging and optics, but by using inkjet
devices that are based on a single channel actuation [4]. We have recently reported the
dispensing of epoxy materials for bonding applications using a multi-nozzle piezoelectric inkjet
printhead [5].
In this paper we describe the dot diameters achievable for epoxy materials with the present
day inkjet printing capabilities, their placement accuracy and their surface profiles. In addition,
we present attempts to print geometric patterns with magnetic inks, indicating the potential of
drop-on-demand inkjet printing for future applications in micro-manufacturing, specifically the
printing of nanosized solid particles of ceramic, electrically conductive or magnetic materials for
the production of complex hybrid devices.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF THE INKJET DEPOSITION METHOD
Piezoelectric drop-on-demand inkjet printheads from Xaar have been used in the experimental
work presented herein to deposit epoxy materials onto different substrates. The mode of
operation of these printheads is based on the generation of an acoustic wave within a small
actuator channel due to an appropriate movement of the channel walls. This acoustic wave
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creates the ejection of a single ink droplet through a well-defined nozzle at the end of the
actuator channel [6, 7]. Xaar's different models of inkjet printheads comprise 126, 128 or 500
ink-channels in a linear arrangement. For most of the experiments described in this work an
XJ126 printhead model with 126 channels was used (shown in Fig. 1). This printhead type
delivers drop volumes of 50 pl or 80 pl for standard printheads, or variable drop volumes
between 15 pl and 60 pl for a greyscale model. The drop repetition frequency for each channel is
up to 7.5 kHz. Prototype printhead models with drop volumes down to 3-5 p1 and as large as
180 p1 are under development. The physical channel pitch of 137 pm results in a printing
resolution of 185 dpi (dots per inch) with the printhead oriented at 90 degrees against the
scanning direction, whereas higher resolutions, like 360 dpi, can be achieved by inclining the
printhead appropriately, or by multiple printing while displacing the printhead for a fraction of
its channel pitch.
Since the mechanism of drop formation is non-thermal, the stresses on both the printheads and
the fluids are largely reduced in comparison with thermal inkjet techniques. Thus, a large variety
of fluids and thermally sensitive liquids can be used, and high lifetimes of the printhead are
guaranteed. Additionally, the XJ126 type printheads offer the possibility to adjust driving voltage
levels and waveforms, to enable the drop ejection with different types of fluidic media. For the
printheads used in this work, an additional passivation layer on the channel and electrode surface
has been introduced, to avoid corrosion of these surfaces when aggressive fluids are used.
The XJ126 inkjet printhead is integrated into a custom-built computer-controlled flatbed
printing set-up to be used for the deposition experiments. An xy-axis system based on linear
motor drives is mounted on top of a heavy, vibration-damped granite table to ensure high
printing accuracy and reliability. The x-axis, which holds the printhead on a height-adjustable
fixture, is equipped with an LW7 linear motor stage from Anorad Corporation. During printing,
this x-axis drive scans the printhead at a constant linear speed above the substrate surface, while
a printhead controller addresses the appropriate channels of the printhead. The substrate is placed
onto a vacuum table on the y-axis stage, which is driven by an Anorad LWIO drive. The usage of
linear xy-drives allows for a high maximum velocity of 1.2 m/s, with an encoder resolution of 1
pm for the x-axis and 0.5 pm for the y-axis. The sample table can hold substrates up to 0.6 x
0.84 m in size. A Peltier element is integrated in the head mount fixture to be able to heat both
the printhead and the ink supply, to extend the operation range of the printhead for liquids with
higher viscosity. A slight vacuum is applied to the ink supply container, as the inkjet printhead
needs a negative ink pressure in its channels during operation.

Figure 1. The XJ126 printhead model with 126 channels in a linear arrangement.
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SELECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF EPOXY MATERIALS
A variety of single component, UV-curable epoxy materials with different viscosities and
surface tensions have been characterized and tested for the deposition experiments with the Xaar
inkjet printhead. The chosen materials were suited for optical and bonding applications.
Table I summarizes the relevant theological parameters and the curing mechanism of the
tested epoxy materials. The viscosity values were measured with a StressTech Rheometer from
Reologica Instruments, and the static surface tension was obtained using the Du-Nouy ring
method. Epoxy Xl, X3 and X4 were only curable by UV-light, and required a radiation of
100 mW/cm 2 for 1-2 minutes at a wavelength of 300-400 nm for the curing process. Epoxy X2
was additionally curable at temperatures above 130 °C.
An important parameter for the ability to eject droplets with a piezoelectric inkjet printhead is
the low viscosity of the fluidic materials, since the printhead design with its narrow channels
restricts the flow of highly viscous liquids significantly. A reduction of the viscosity of the epoxy
materials could be achieved by elevating the temperature, as shown in table L Furthermore,
epoxy materials with different values for the static surface tension were selected. This parameter
influences the ability of the epoxy to wet a given substrate, but it has to be in a defined range for
the use in an inkjet printhead.
The epoxy materials from table I were studied regarding the drop formation in an XJ126
inkjet printhead. A custom-built microscopic setup with stroboscopic illumination was used for
this investigation, which allowed the visualization of ink droplets in flight. With Epoxy X1 a
regular drop formation at frequencies up to 5 kHz was possible at 25 'C, but with strong
tendency for the ink-jet to break into a number of smaller satellite drops. Epoxy X2 allowed a
stable drop formation up to frequencies of 3 kHz at 25 °C, and with increased reliability and
higher maximum frequencies up to 5 kHz at a temperature of 40 °C. With samples X3 and X4
drop ejection was only possible at lower frequencies and at temperatures exceeding 40 °C and
60'C, respectively. No clogging of the actuator channels and nozzles was observed with any of
the tested epoxies, even for longer idling periods up to several days. This indicates that precuring of the epoxy materials inside the printhead was absent. As a result of these investigations
Epoxy X2 was chosen for the further deposition experiments.
Table I. UV-curable epoxy materials tested for printing with the inkjet printheads.
Sample
Epoxy X1
Epoxy X2
Epoxy X3
Epoxy X4

Viscosity
[mPa.sJat 250C
15
85
120
205

Viscosity
[mPa.s]at 40 0C
10
45
60
95

Surface tension
[mN/Nm] atRT
41.9
42.5
28.0
40.0

Curing
UV
UV + heat (>130°C)
UV
UV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF INKJET DEPOSITION EXPERIMENTS
An example of an array of deposited and cured epoxy dots on a silicon substrate is shown in
Fig. 2. An optical micrograph of patterns with higher complexity can be seen in Fig. 3. All
structures and dot patterns have been directly printed onto the substrate in one printing sweep
while individually addressing the 126 channels of the inkjet printhead. In the case of the pattern
in Fig. 2 only every 3rd channel was firing at a time, resulting in a dot array spacing of 411 pm.
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Figure 3. Examples of inkjet printed epoxy
pattern (silicon substrate).

Figure 2. Array of cured epoxy dots with a
spacing of 411 pm (printed with Epoxy X2
onto a silicon substrate).

In order to evaluate the dot placement accuracy and repeatability when addressing 126
4
individual printhead channels, a dot array of more than Nx10 dots was printed onto a silicon
substrate, cured and analysed optically using a Mitutoyo Quick Vision system. The pattern was
deposited at a linear printing speed of 0.1 m/s, which corresponds to a drop repetition frequency
of 730 Hz. The printhead-to-surface distance was kept constant at 1mm during printing.
A normal distributed error in dot placement was found (shown graphically in Fig. 4 for the
x-direction). The placement error had standard deviations of T,= 2.3 pm and a, = 2.6 pm along
the x- and y-direction, respectively. The mean dot diameter was 146 pm with a = 1.8 pm, and
the average error in circularity of the dots was found to be less than 1 pm. These results were
achieved using an XJ126-300 printhead model, which delivers drop volumes of about 50 pl.
1000
£ 800
0

S 600
400

S 200
-10

5
0
-5
x-placement error (pm)

10

Figure 4. Dot placement error in x-direction
(printing direction) for a pattern with 104 dots,
ax = 2.3 p m.
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Figure 5. Dot pattern utilizing variable
droplet volumes from a greyscale
printhead, deposited in one printhead
sweep (Epoxy X2 onto silicon).

A specific goal of this work was to produce different structure dimensions by varying the
deposited droplet volumes. For this purpose a greyscale printhead was used, which is able to
produce droplets in 4 different volume levels of 15, 30, 45 or 60 pl from each of its printhead
channels. Fig. 5 shows a pattern of cured epoxy dots printed onto a silicon substrate, which was
achieved within one single printing pass by using all 4 different levels of the greyscale printhead.
The resulting dot diameters were between 85 pm for 15 pI drop volumes and 140 urm for the
60pl drops. The height of the epoxy dots was found to be of the order of 4.5 pm for 15 pl drop
volumes and 8 pm for 60 pl drop volumes. Smaller structure dimensions could be achieved when
printing onto substrates with reduced wetting behavior, such as glass substrates. In this case the
dot size was decreased to a range between 55 pim and 110 pm for the different volume levels
between 15 pl and 60 pl.
With a large-drop printhead model, producing epoxy drop volumes of 180 pl, the resulting dot
sizes were nearly 200 pim on silicon and 150pm on glass substrates.
The process of using a printhead with a large number of printhead nozzles for the deposition
of epoxy materials allows high deposition rates. With an XJ126-300 printhead that delivers
epoxy drop volumes of 50 pI from each of its 126 channels at maximum drop repetition
frequencies of 5 kHz, a continuous layer of around 8 pim thickness could be deposited at a rate of
42 cm 2 per second. Thicker layers can be achieved by applying a multi-pass printing approach
and intermediate UV-curing steps. However, our investigations have shown that it is difficult to
maintain a good structural control for thicker layers above 50 pm when printing with Epoxy X2.
A common problem for the dispensing process of fluidic media is the occurrence of overfill at
areas of crossing line patterns, which results in an undesired flow-out of the liquid into the edge
area (see Fig. 6a). Suitable compensation pattern could correct this and produce sharp edges at
the crossing lines, as shown in Fig. 6b. This compensation was accomplished by reducing the
number of deposited epoxy droplets at the area of the crossing lines. Further compensation to
produce an undercut at the comers of the crossing lines was possible, as shown in Fig. 6c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Optical micrographs of epoxy pattern at a crossing line pattern on a silicon substrate,
(a) without compensation, (b) compensated for sharp edges, and (c) compensated for an
undercut at the corners.
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Figure 7. AFM image of a microlens deposited by direct inkjet printing, (a) topography image,
(b) surface profile observed from the AFM measurement, together with a spherical fit.
Applications of this direct-write process for UV-curable epoxy materials would be in the
fabrication and assembly of micro-fluidic biochips and MEMS devices. We have also applied
this inkjet method for the production of micro-optical devices, specifically for the deposition of
microlenses. Fig. 7a shows a topographic Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) image of such a
microlens deposited onto a glass substrate, printed with a 15 pl droplet from the greyscale
printhead. The AFM measurement yielded a diameter of 53 p m and a height of 5 pm for this
lens.
Fig. 7b shows that the surface of the dot could be well fitted by a sphere with radius
R, = 74.lpm, so that the dots represent planar convex lenses. With the focal length of a thin
planar convex lens given by f = RJ(n- 1), and the refractive index of n = 1.522 for Epoxy X2, a
value of f = 142 pm can be calculated for the deposited microlenses. A focal length in this range
is for example particularly suited for optical fibre to device coupling applications.
In another experiment the deposition of composites consisting of magnetic materials in a
polymeric matrix was investigated. These composites are intended for low- and medium density
storage applications on disposable substrates, and for magnetic character recognition. In Fig. 8a
such an inkjet printed magnetic pattern is shown.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8. (a) Optical image and (b) map of the local AC-susceptibility of a magnetic test pattern
inkjet printed with magnetic ink; brighter colors in the magnetic scan visualize larger magnitudes
of the susceptibility (scan area was 3.25x3.25 mm).
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The magnetic material consisted in this case of nanosized y-Fe2O3 particles. The magnetic
nanoparticles were surface coated with polystyrene and dispersed in an organic carrier liquid.
After drying of the printed structures the pattern was detectable by magnetic imaging. This
detection was performed utilizing a novel 'in-plane' magnetic susceptibility imaging method
developed recently [8]. Fig. 8b shows a mapping of the local distribution of the 'in-plane'
susceptibility, measured for the inkjet printed pattern shown in Fig. 8a.
Further experiments to disperse magnetic nanoparticles in the UV-curable epoxy materials are
currently in progress.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated in this work that a direct-write process of UV-curable epoxy materials
could be achieved with high accuracy and high deposition rates using a multi-nozzle inkjet
printhead. With this technique it was possible to produce dot array patterns and complex
structure shapes in one printing sweep, addressing all 126 channels of the printhead individually.
The epoxy dots can be deposited with a standard deviation of 2.3 pm and 2.6 pm in x- and ydirection. The control of the structure sizes of the deposited epoxy pattern was possible by
variation of the droplet volumes.
The inkjet deposition technique could be used for the production of optical microlenses of
almost perfect planar-convex shape. With a focal length of 142 pm these lenses appear suitable
for micro-optical devices. Another promising application area of the direct-write process with
inkjet printheads is the deposition of magnetic materials in a polymeric matrix for the production
of magnetic information carriers.
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ABSTRACT
Over the last two decades, there has been a trend towards the development of
smaller and more autonomous electronic devices, yet the question of how to power these
microdevices with correspondingly small power sources remains. To address this
problem, we employ a laser forward-transfer process in combination with ultraviolet laser
micromachining, to fabricate mesoscale electrochemical power sources, such as
microbatteries and micro-ultracapacitors. This direct-write laser-engineering approach
enables the deposition of battery materials (hydrous ruthenium oxide, manganese oxide,
lithium cobalt oxide, etc.) under ambient temperature and atmospheric conditions,
resulting in films with the desired morphological and electrochemical properties. Planar
and stacked cell configurations are produced and tested for their energy storage and
power delivery capabilities and exhibit favorable performance in comparison to current
battery technology.

INTRODUCTION
Current trends for developing advanced electronic systems place emphasis in
achieving sizes and weights generally associated with integrated circuits. This requires
further miniaturization, while enhancing the functionality and reliability of existing
components. It also requires new strategies to eliminate the long lead times required for
the fabrication of prototypes and evaluation of new materials and designs. In particular,
for micro-power sources development, the trend is toward the fabrication of submillimeter-scale devices which can be incorporated into any type of platform [1,2].
The small size of these power sources introduces new challenges, in particular for
the fabrication and packaging of these devices. Traditional approaches for the
manufacturing of power sources, such as rolling or pressing powders into metal cans, are
not practical when applied to mesoscale systems. Thus, new fabrication techniques are
required to develop small power sources that can be integrated with other microelectronic
devices.
This paper describes the use of a laser-based direct-write approach, developed at
the Naval Research Laboratory, to rapidly deposit and/or process various types of micropower sources and their associated components. The laser direct-write process has been
used successfully for the fabrication of mesocale energy storage systems, such as microultracapacitors, and microbatteries [3,4].
The first type of micro-power source described in this paper is the hydrous
ruthenium oxide micro-ultracapacitor system. This system has a veryltigh specific
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capacitance (capacitance per unit mass) and is therefore ideal for small system sizes [5].
These rechargeable devices can be discharged quickly at high power and are thus suitable
for circuits with pulsed power requirements, such as for data transmission.
The second system comprises two alkaline chemistry microbatteries, zincmaganese oxide and zinc-silver oxide. These two common systems are used for
numerous applications at the commercial level and have well-established chemistries.
They are environmentally friendly and relatively insensitive to ambient conditions. They
can be produced in both primary and secondary forms, meaning they can be disposable or
rechargeable, although for the purposes of this work, the focus has been on primary cells.
Finally, we have begun work on high-energy, rechargeable lithium-ion
microbatteries having lithium cobalt oxide positive electrodes (cathode) and carbon
negative electrodes (anode) [6]. These materials have the potential for providing a higher
energy and power density than the alkaline system in a rechargeable cell. However, these
types of microbatteries are the most challenging since they are sensitive to environmental
issues, such as air or water contamination. Ultimately, our goal is to optimize each of
these systems to meet the desired power generation requirements for microelectronic
applications.
BACKGROUND
Direct-write techniques, which do not require photolithographic processing steps,
provide an alternative for the development and fabrication of micro-power sources.
Examples of direct-write technologies for fabricating or modifying metallic interconnects
and/or other electronic passive elements include ink jet printing [7], direct-write of
ceramic slurries (Micropen©) [8], and laser chemical vapor deposition (LCVD) [9].
These techniques excel in certain applications for which lithographic processes are not
compatible, i.e., for those applications requiring rapid turnaround and/or pattern iteration,
conformal patterning, or patterning onto and over existing components [1]. However,
none of the above techniques is capable of operating in air and at room temperature while
maintaining near 10-pm resolution and without requiring ex-situ processing.
Furthermore, more than one technique must be used to deposit and process the range of
materials employed for the fabrication of mesoscopic power sources.
Laser direct-write is a promising approach for the manufacture of integrated
micro-power sources since it is compatible with the broad array of materials required to
fabricate microbatteries or micro-ultracapacitors. In addition, the laser direct-write
system can be used for laser micromachining substrates, current collectors, electrodes and
interfaces between materials. This approach offers the ability to prototype custom power
sources/systems with optimum power/energy profiles for a particular microelectronic
device. Finally the laser direct-write technique allows for the fabrication of micropower
sources under ambient conditions, which means that it can accommodate temperatureand vacuum-sensitive battery materials and electrolytes.
The use of laser direct-write to fabricate the next generation of micro-power
sources is attractive because it has the potential to satisfy the three requirements of a truly
integrated micro-power system. First, it is possible to improve the specific energy and
power (energy/power per unit mass) within a system by integrating the power supply
directly onto the substrate. This will enable a drastic reduction in the weight of non-
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power components in the system. For instance, for a small 5 mm diameter commercial
button cell, almost 1/3 of the total mass is due to the stainless steel can used for
packaging the active material. If the same battery were to be scaled down to 1mm, the
relative mass of the can would now account for over ¾ of the total mass of the reduced
battery.
Second, it is possible to enhance the overall system efficiency by distributing the
power to where it is needed. Instead of having one main battery that is fed to multiple
devices, a battery at the point of use would eliminate long interconnects and leads from
the microsystem. This would reduce ohmic losses, decrease the weight and volume of
the total system, plus lower the electromagnetic interference.
Third, and perhaps most important, the power requirements of a micro power
source may be met more efficiently if different types of power sources are combined.
This is the concept of a hybrid power generating system [2,101. Such a system may
include the ability to deliver energy at various power levels, provide power conditioning
and also be capable to harvest energy to enable the energy storage components to be
recharged when needed. In this system low power and high energy is delivered by
batteries, while high power is supplied by ultracapacitors, and solar cells could be used to
harvest energy and recharge the electrochemical power sources.
Batteries
Fundamentally, a mesoscale microbattery is no different from a large scale battery
as energy stored as chemical energy is converted to electrical energy through oxidation
and reduction reactions. The construction of all electrochemical energy conversion cells
consist of 3 major components: anode (negative), cathode (positive), and
electrolyte/separator. The electrons for the external load circuit are generated by the
oxidation of the active material in the anode. For example, in the case of a Ag2O-Zn
alkaline battery, the Zn metal is oxidized into Zn hydroxide. The resulting electrons go
through the load and reduce the active material in the cathode, i.e. the silver oxide is
reduced to silver metal. The ions liberated in the process diffuse through the
electrolyte/separator towards either the anode or cathode thus completing the circuit. The
direction of the ions depend on their charge state. In alkaline cells, negative hydroxide
ions move toward the anode while in lithium-ion cells, the positive lithium ions diffuse
toward the cathode. The separator prevents the anode and cathode from an electrical
short, thereby forcing electrons through the external load. Of course, in order to connect
the cell to the outside world, metal current collectors are needed at both the anode and
cathode.
To improve battery performance, small amounts of additives are combined with
the active material. For instance, since silver oxide is not a very good electron conductor,
carbon is added to improve the electronic conductivity. Other additives decrease the
formation of gases or self-discharge of the battery. See for example Vincent and Scrosati
for an overview of different battery chemistries [11]. Figure 1 shows a simple schematic
of a typical battery.
There has been much effort to develop small microbatteries for various primary
and secondary chemistries. In one successful approach, the anode, cathode, and solidstate electrolyte are all deposited using standard physical vapor deposition techniques in
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vacuum with subsequent patterning through photolithography in order to generate each
individual cell [12,13].

st

Current
Collectors

1

Figure 1. Schematic of a battery cell connected to a load.
Ultracapacitors
An ultracapacitor has properties similar to both batteries and capacitors but lies
somewhere in between on the spectrum of energy storage devices. Ultracapacitor cells
are constructed by sandwiching an ionically conductive electrolyte between two
electrically conductive electrodes. Charge may be stored in a double layer at the
interface between the electrodes and electrolyte or in oxidation-reduction reactions at the
electrode. There are still an anode and cathode, but in the case of a symmetric device,
both of these are the same material.
Like a capacitor, an ultracapacitor has the ability to very rapidly discharge its
energy leading to a high power density. However like a battery, it has the ability to store
a large amount of energy in the charged state of the active materials. So in the most basic
manner, an ultracapacitor can be seen as a battery with a high discharge rate. These
devices are typically used for load leveling and applications where short bursts of power
are needed. Ultracapacitors go by other aliases such as electrochemical capacitors,
supercapacitors, or pseudocapacitors. An excellent discussion on the fundamentals and
applications of ultracapacitors is provided by Conway [14].
Laser Direct-Write
Laser direct-write involves the forward transfer of materials from a UVtransparent support to a receiving substrate. The transfers are performed by mixing the
active, or sensitive material in a liquid vehicle to form an "ink", which is applied to the
UV-transparent support to form the "ribbon" as shown in Figure 2. The specifics of the
laser transfer process have been discussed elsewhere [15,16]. A focused UV laser pulse
is directed through the backside of the ribbon so that the laser energy interacts with the
ink at the support interface. Because the UV laser pulse is strongly absorbed by the ink,
only a very shallow volume of ink at the support interface evaporates due to localized
heating from the laser-material interaction. This vaporization forward transfers the
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remaining ink by uniformly propelling it away from the support towards the receiving
substrate.
By removing the ribbon, the laser pulse can interact directly with the substrate in
order to micromachine channels and through vias into polymer, semiconductor, and metal
surfaces, as well as trim deposited structures to meet design specifications. All
micromachining and material transfer can be controlled by computer (CAD/CAM),
which allows the rapid fabrication of complex structures without the aid of masks or
moulds. This technique has the potential to generate, by a single tool, complete prototype
systems on a substrate including all the components required for a mesoscale energy
storage system.
Rilsed Laser
Energy
Laser Transferred
Micromachined
Material "
-:Channel

Tr anspar ent
"RiHbbon

j
Obj~ectivel

hrough-Vias

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the laser direct-write system.

EXPERIMENTAL
Preparation of Ribbons for Laser Direct-Write
Borosilicate glass discs, double side polished, 5.0 cm diameter x 3mm thick are
used as ribbon supports. For the fabrication of the micro-ultracapacitors, commercially
available hydrous ruthenium oxide powder (Alfa-Aesar, RuO 2 .2.5H 20) is oven heated
to 150 'C for 18 hours to yield a material with the desired water content of 0.5 mol of
H20 per mol of RuO 2 for optimal charge storage [5]. The dry powder is combined with 5
M sulfuric acid to form a hydrous ruthenium oxide ink. For the fabrication of the alkaline
microbattery cathodes, powders of electrolytic MnO 2 (< 425 mesh, JEC) and Ag 2O (<
325 mesh, Alfa) are each mixed with 5 -10 wt% graphite (Erachem Super P). The
resulting powders are mixed with a solution comprised of PVDF-HFP binder in
propylene carbonate until forming a uniform paste to make the MnO 2 and Ag2 O inks
respectively. The ink for the anodes is made by mixing, Zn powders (3 pm dia.,
GoodFellow), in a similar solution of binder in propylene carbonate until forming a
uniform paste. Inks for the Li-ion electrodes comprise lithium cobalt oxide, KS6 carbon
and an organic binder (PVDF) for the cathode and MCMB 2528 carbon with PVDF for
the anode. Both powder mixtures are made into a slurry with l-methyl-2-
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pyrrolidinone(NMP) solvent and mixed until a uniform paste is formed. All the inks are
,then applied to one side of the borosilicate glass discs using a wire-coater (#6 Gardner) to
create a 5 to 10-pam-thick ink layer.
The coated side of the ribbons is kept at a distance of 100-200 pm from the
substrate with a spacer. Both the substrate and the ribbon are held in place using a
vacuum chuck over the X-Y substrate translation stage. The third harmonic emission of a
Nd:YVO 4 laser, X= 355 nm (Spectra Physics), is directed through a circular aperture and
a 10x objective lens, resulting in a 85 gim diameter spot at the ribbon. The laser fluence is
varied between 0.1 - 0.5 J/cm 2 depending on the material being transferred, and is
estimated by averaging the total energy of the incident beam over the irradiated area. The
mass of the transferred materials is measured using a microbalance (Sartorious M2P).
Fabrication and Testing of Planar Ultracapacitors and Stacked and Planar
Microbatteries
RuOxHy Ultracapacitors
Planar micro-ultracapacitor electrodes and cells are deposited on 1-cm x 1-cm
gold-coated quartz substrates. Details on the fabrication and testing of these devices are
provided elsewhere [3,17]. For the micro-ultracapacitor cells, four current collector pads
in the form of a "window pane" are first electrically isolated by UV laser micromachining
20-pm grooves in the surface of the gold-coated substrates. Hydrous ruthenium oxide
films, approximately 1-mm x 2-mm x 15-p m thick, are then deposited across the
machined grooves in the gold-coated quartz and laser micromachined into two identical
0.5-mm x 2-mm x 15-pm electrodes. A Nafion film is drop cast on top of the microultracapacitor cell and allowed to air dry to prevent electrode delamination during testing.
The hydrous ruthenium oxide samples are electrochemically evaluated through
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronopotentiometry (CP) carried out using an EG&G PAR
potentiostat (Model 263). For CV, single electrodes deposited on graphite foil are
submerged in a solution of 0.5 M H2SO 4 in a standard 3 electrode configuration using
platinum mesh as a counter electrode and a Pd/H reference electrode that is comparable
to a normal hydrogen electrode (NHE). For CP, Nafion-coated planar microultracapacitor cells on the gold-coated quartz substrates are submerged under a droplet of
0.5 M H2SO 4 and the cell is connected to the potentiostat through a probe station. Data is
acquired at specified currents for potentials between 0 and 1 V in this two-electrode
configuration.
Alkaline Microbatteries
For the stacked alkaline microbatteries, separate MnO2 and Ag 20 cathode pads, 3
mm x 3 mm in area and 40-pm thick, are laser transferred onto 1-cm 2 gold-coated glass
substrates. The pads are heated to 150 °C in an oven for 5 to 10 minutes to remove the
propylene carbonate solvent and to bind the powders to the substrate. Then a 4-mm x 4mm x 10-p m thick porous insulating layer is laser transferred over each of the MnO 2 and
Ag20 pads to serve as the separator between the metal oxide cathode and the Zn anode. A
Zn layer is laser transferred onto the separator in the form of a 2.5-mm x 2.5-mm x 20pm thick pad. At this point, the resulting MnO2 lseparator/Zn and Ag 20/separatorlZn
structures are ready for evaluation. For the planar alkaline microbatteries, a four finger
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interdigitated structure, 5-mm long by 2-mm wide is formed by depositing interdigitated
pads for the Ag2 O cathode and Zn anode onto a laser micromachined Pt-coated alumina
substrate, oven drying the pads and then laser micromachining the gap between the pads
to remove any debris that could cause a short between the pads.
To characterize the discharge behavior of the zinc/MnO2 and zinc/Ag2 O alkaline
microbatteries, a droplet of 9 N KOH is placed on top of the cells. Then, CP
measurements are performed using a probe station connected to the potentiostat.
Additional information on the characterization and results of alkaline microbattery cells
made by laser direct-write appears elsewhere in this proceedings volume [18].
Li-ion microbatteries
The Li-ion electrodes are fabricated onto separate substrates as pads 3-mm x 3mm x 40-p m thick. Composites of LiCoO2 , carbon, and PVDF are transferred onto
aluminum foil substrates/current collectors while the carbon/PVDF composite is
transferred onto copper foil to serve as the positive and negative electrodes, respectively.
After laser transfer, the electrodes are dried in a vacuum oven for 12 hours at 110 'C.
The electrodes are transferred to an Ar atmosphere and submerged in a I M
LiC104/propylene carbonate electrolyte solution for at least 12 h prior to electrochemical
evaluation.
Single electrodes are evaluated in half-cell measurements by CV at 0.1 mV/sec
using the potentiostat and CP using a battery tester (Maccor model 2300). These threeelectrode half-cells utilize a Li-foil (Li/Lir) reference electrode and Li-foil counter
electrode that are aligned with 1 cm of the LiCIO4 /propylene carbonate between them [6].
The C negative electrodes are cycled between I and 0.05 V vs. Li/Li+ and the LiCoO2
positive electrodes are cycled between 3 and 4.2 V vs. Li/Li+ at various charging and
discharging rates. CP is also carried out on full cells where the positive and negative
electrodes are also referenced to a (Li/Li+) reference electrode and aligned with 1 cm of
electrolyte between them. There are no rest periods between the multiple charge and
discharge cycles.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The layers of the various materials for micro-power sources deposited by the laser
direct-write process show similar morphological and electrochemical properties when
compared to layers deposited by stenciling. Figure 3 shows scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images of the surfaces of laser transferred films comprising RuO 2 - 0.5H20, Ag2O
+ C and LiCoO 2 + C. It is apparent from these images that the laser transfer process does
not result in any obvious changes to the morphology of each of these systems, as there
are no indications of melted or fractured material on these length scales.
The hydrous ruthenium oxide pad from a laser transferred micro-ultracapacitor
has a uniform mesoporous structure that enables the electrolyte to reach all the way into
the bulk of the electrode layers, thus allowing a more effective use of the active material
(Fig 3a). Figure 3(b) belongs to a silver oxide + carbon layer from one of the alkaline
microbatteries. Here again, a porous structure can be observed, together with micron and
submicron-sized particles corresponding to the Ag2O powders. The nanometer scale
structures are the porous carbon material, which is evenly distributed through out the pad.
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This carbon provides the high electronic conductivity not present in the silver oxide. In
addition, it allows electrolyte penetration into the cathode allowing more efficient use of
the electrode material. Finally, figure 3(c) shows a LiCoO 2 layer from one of the Li-ion
microbatteries. In this case, the high porosity carbon regions can be seen, while the dense
material belonging to the LiCoO 2 powders shows a flattened plate structure. This lithium
cobalt oxide powder structure facilitates the intercalation of lithium into the lattice
leading to higher capacities. These images demonstrate that the laser direct-write
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Figure 3. SEM micrographs from the surface of (a) RuO 2 . 2.5H 20,(b) Ag 20 + C and
(c) LiCoO 2 + C laser transferred films.
technique allows for the deposition of high-surface area, structurally defective and porous
materials, which are ideally suited for electrochemical systems.
Planar Micro-Ultracapacitors
Figure 4(a) shows an optical micrograph of a pair of laser transferred planar
micro-ultracapacitors. The volume of each cell is 2 x l0e ml and the mass is less than 0.1
mg per cell, which is less than the mass of a human hair. The charge and discharge
behavior of these micro-ultracapacitors has been evaluated for single cells and for pairs
of cell connected in series and in parallel. Figure 4(b) shows the CP plots for charge and
discharge at currents of 50 and 10 IA respectively for a single cell, and for series and
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Figure 4. (a) Optical micrograph of a planar micro-ultracapacitor on a gold-coated
substrate fabricated by laser direct-write. (b) Chronopotentiometry data from a single
cell and from a pair of ultracapacitors connected in series and in parallel, all charged at
50 tA and discharged at 10 pA.
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parallel configurations of two cells. The single cell and the pair connected in parallel are
charged to I volt, while the series configuration is charged to 2 volts. In all cases the
discharge behavior remains nearly linear. The discharge times are over 10 minutes at this
current. For the single ultracapacitor, the capacitance calculated from this plot, is 6.5 mF.
This corresponds to a specific capacitance of -80 F/g when normalized by the measured
mass of the laser transferred material (active material plus electrolyte). Furthermore, the
capacitance of the series and parallel combinations measured from the plot are in
agreement with the appropriate addition of single cell capacitances.
Stacked and Planar Alkaline Microbatteries
Figure 5(a) shows a schematic for the cross-section of a stacked alkaline
microbattery cell made by laser direct-write. Figure 5(b), shows a set of optical
micrographs illustrating each of the laser transferred layers resulting in a zinc/MnOi
alkaline microbattery made on top of a gold-coated glass substrate. After the zinc pad is
laser deposited, a graphite foil current collector is placed on top of the zinc and the
microbatteries are ready to be tested. The stacked zinc/MnO2 alkaline microbatteries all
showed open circuit potentials of -1.3 V, which are lower than the expected value of 1.5
V.
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Figure 5. (a) Cross section schematic of a stacked alkaline microbattery made by laser
direct-write. (b) Optical micrographs showing each of the layers present in a Zn/MnO 2
alkaline microbattery.
Figure 6(a) shows an optical micrograph of an interdigitated planar zinc/Ag2O
microbattery made by laser direct-write. The open circuit potential for the planar cells is
1.55 V, which is to be expected for the silver-oxide/zinc system. Figure 6(b) shows the
discharge behavior for the same interdigitated planar cell at a discharge current of 25 pA.
The data shows that the planar alkaline microbattery made by laser direct-write has
discharge characteristics similar to those from an ideal zinc/Ag20 battery. However, the
actual capacity for the cell is lower than would be expected from the theoretical
capacities of the materials used. After post discharge analysis of the cell, it was
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determined that the failure of the cell was due to delamination of the Zn anode. It should
be pointed out that none of the alkaline microbattery cells fabricated for this work were
packaged and thus the KOH electrolyte solution would evaporate with time. Future work
will focus in increasing the specific energy of these alkaline microbatteries, and in
developing and testing various packaging approaches.
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Figure 6. (a) Optical micrograph of a planar interdigitated Zn/Ag 2 0 microbattery
fabricated by laser direct-write on a Pt-coated alumina substrate. (b) Discharge
behavior at 25 [tA from this microbattery. The sudden drop at -1100 seconds is
due to delamination of the Zn anode.
Li-ion Microbatteries
The electrodes fabricated using the laser direct-write system for a Li-ion
microbattery are shown in Figure 7. The Cu and Al foil current collectors are laser
micromachined to the required shape, while the carbon anode and LiCoO 2 cathode are
laser deposited in 3 mm x 3 mm pads. Each of these electrodes show excellent capacities
in half-cell measurements [6]. Adhesion of the active materials to the current collectors
appears to have a large impact on the measured capacities.
Under full cell measurements, a specific discharge capacity of 40 mAh per gram
of LiCoO 2 is measured when cycled between 3 and 4.2 V. The capacity continuously
increases over the duration of the experiment (after 325 hours of operation and 57 cycles,
the capacity is still increasing). The capacity of the cell is lower than the expected 125
mAh/g presumably due to water contamination in the dry box. Future work will focus on
eliminating water contamination in the test environment, plus optimizing various
packaging schemes.

Figure 7. Optical micrograph of a LiCoO 2 cathode pad and a C anode pad laser
forward transferred onto Al and Cu current collectors respectively.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We are applying a direct-write laser engineering technique to the production of
integrated and distributed hybrid micropower sources that include planar microultracapacitors, planar and stacked microbatteries and in the future, energy harvesting
components. Using laser direct-write in combination with ultraviolet laser
micromachining, we have successfully fabricated hydrous ruthenium oxide microultracapacitor cells, primary alkaline manganese-oxide/zinc and silver-oxide/zinc
microbatteries in planar and stacked configurations, and secondary Li-ion microbattery
electrodes. In most cases, the prototype systems tested for this work showed the expected
open circuit potentials and exhibited uniform discharge behavior under constant loads.
Several challenges remain such as further increasing the capacity and longevity of these
mesoscopic power sources. Future work will focus in addressing these issues plus
optimizing the packaging of these devices.
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Development of PZT Suspensions for Ceramic Ink-Jet Printing
B. Derby, D.H. Lee, T. Wang and D. Hall
Manchester Materials Science Centre, UMIST and the University of Manchester,
Grosvenor St., Manchester, Ml 7HS, UK
ABSTRACT
The direct ink-jet printing of ceramic powders requires the development of highly fluid
suspensions of ceramic particles with viscosity < 40 mPas. Here we describe the development of
two such ceramic suspensions, which contain up to 30% by volume of PZT particles in either an
azeotropic mixture of MEK and ethanol or in an alkane wax at 120 'C. The influence of various
processing parameters on fluid theology are investigated and trial fluids have been passed
through an ink-jet printing head.
INTRODUCTION
Ink-jet printing is now a mature technology and has widespread applications in the fields of
printing, product marking and microdosing. Initial work combining ink-jet printing and layered
manufacturing for the production of ceramic parts was undertaken by Sachs and co-workers,
using a process of selectively printing binders onto powder beds [1]. Evans and co-workers
extended this concept by pioneering the direct printing of ceramic suspensions using ink-jet
printers [2-4]. Direct ink-jet printing is a very attractive route for the freeform fabrication of
ceramics as fabrication of an object by droplet deposition allows the composition of each voxel of
a design to be individually determined. This extends the fabrication method to components
requiring multiple materials or materials of graded composition.
Initial studies of direct ink-jet printing used commercial ink-jet printers optimised for text
printing, and thus the volume of ceramic powder available in suspension was relatively low
(< 10 volume%). This was because the viscosity of the suspensions had to be low to allow
printing using the unmodified printers available. Evans' work used ceramic suspensions in
aqueous or alcohol-based media. The liquid carrier or solvent is removed by evaporation from the
deposit after printing. Solid objects can be fabricated by overprinting, however the combination
of low solid volume, and the need to remove the solvent before deposition of subsequent layers,
resulted in a relatively low rate of growth in the direction normal to the printed plane.
Our earlier work on ceramic ink-jet printing used alumina powders suspended in low melting
point alkane (paraffin) waxes [5,6]. These suspensions solidify on impact and build up a
thickness more rapidly than do deposits that solidify by evaporation. Both these methods have
their advantages and disadvantages. Suspending fluids that evaporate allow dilute, low viscosity
ceramic particle suspensions to be used. However solid distribution during drying is affected by
Marangoni convection and the resulting deposit may show an irregular packing density. Phasechange fluids that solidify on impact result in more uniform particle distributions but now the
solidified fluid must be removed from the object by an additional processing step prior to firing.
Whichever route is used to prepare printable fluids, it is desirable to obtain the maximum fraction
of particles in stable suspension while maintaining a fluid viscosity sufficiently low to allow
droplet formation in an ink-jet printing device. Using the ink-jet printing systems available at
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Manchester this viscosity limit is 40 mPas at the printing temperature. With alumina powders it is
possible to achieve stable suspensions with up to 40% solids fraction with viscosity sufficiently
low for ink-jet printing [6].
In this article we describe methods to produce printable suspensions of the piezoelectric
ceramic lead ziconate titanate (PZT) in wax and other solvents.
MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
PZT powder, of grade PC5H (a soft piezoelectric material), was provided by Morgan
Electroceramics (Wrexham, UK). Two solvent systems have been investigated using either a
paraffin (alkane) wax of melting temperature 57 'C (Aldrich, Poole, UK) or an azeotropic
mixture of 67% methyl ethyl ketone and 33% absolute ethanol (MEK/EtOH) (Aldrich, Poole,
UK). Two dispersant systems have been used: a commercial polyester dispersant (Hypermer LPI,
Uniqema, Everberg, Belgium) - combined with Octadecylamine (Aldrich, Poole, UK) and a
phosphate ester based dispersant (Phospholan PE182, Akros Chemicals, Manchester, UK).
The PZT powder was calcined for 5 hours at 650 'C to remove a polymeric binder on the asreceived powder. The calcined powder was either ball milled for 72 hours or attrition milled for
6 hours in alcohol to remove any agglomeration that occurred during calcining. The dried
powders were mixed with the appropriate medium and dispersant before ball milling for up to
24 hours at 10 - 20 rpm. The mixing/milling process was conducted at room temperature with the
MEK/EtOH solvent. The temperature of mixing for the wax-based suspension was 120 'C, which
is the operating temperature of the high temperature ink jet head.
Suspension viscosity was measured using a concentric cylinder rheometer (Brookfield,
Middleboro, MA, USA). Suspension stability was assessed by leaving suspensions in measuring
cylinders at the appropriate temperature and investigating particle distribution after periods of
time. In order to assess the printability of the suspensions they were passed through a single inkjet printing head. For the MEK/EtOH solvent system a room temperature printhead was used
(Microfab, Plano, TX, USA), while for the wax based system a system optimised for printing at
120'C was used (Sanders Design International, Wilton NH, USA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the initial trials the phosphate ester dispersant system was used. This gave reasonably
stable suspensions in both MEK/EtOH and wax solvents. Suspension viscosity was found to be
strongly affected by ball milling with longer milling times giving lower viscosity up to some
optimum time above which viscosity increased again. This increase in viscosity is believed to
indicate the thermomechanical degradation of the dispersant molecules during milling. This
behaviour is clearly seen in figure 1 where the optimum milling time for a 20% by volume
dispersion of PZT in the MEK/EtOH solvent is 18 hours, and for the wax solvent 4hours. The
shorter time before degradation found with the wax-based materials is believed to be because this
material is milled at 120 'C.
Suspension viscosity was also found to depend strongly on the amount of dispersant used.
The behaviour in figure 2 also shows an optimum result at 1% by weight of the phosphate ester
for both solvent media when 20 vol% PZT is in suspension. The optimum value indicates site
saturation on the PZT particle surface. Any dispersant in addition to this value remains in
solution and increases viscosity without further improving particle dispersion. Figure 3 shows the
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Figure 1. Viscosity of 20 vol% PZT suspensions, with 1 wt% PEI82 dispersant, as a function
of shear rate after various ball milling times: a) MEK/EtOH solvent at room temperature, b)
wax solvent at 120 'C.
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Figure 2. Effect of varying the content of phosphate ester dispersant on the viscosity of the
20 vol% PZT suspensions : a) MEKiEtQH solvent at room temperature, b) wax solvent at
120 OC.
effect of increasing particle volume in suspension. With the MEK/EtOH solvent the suspension
viscosity is sufficiently low to allow printing at 30 vol% PZT. However, the viscosity of the wax
based material is too high.
There are a number of potential applications for components fabricated from PZT where the
higher aspect ratio deposit available through printing wax based suspensions would be an
advantage. Hence a different dispersant system based on a commercial polyester was studied.
Previous work on alumina had identified the Hypermer series of dispersants as being particularly
effective with alumina [5,6] and these were explored for use with PZT.
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Figure 4. Viscosity of PZT suspensions in wax as a function of volume solids, measured at
120 'C with Hypermer LPI dispersant.
It is well known that a combination of long chain and short chain surfactant molecules can be
particularly effective in dispersing ceramics particles [71. Earlier work had shown that Hypermer
LPI can be used with octadecanoic acid (stearic acid) and octadecylamine to produce suspensions
of alumina in wax with very low viscosity [5, 61
Suspensions of PZT in wax were prepared containing 1 wt% Hypermer LP1 and 0.5 wt%
octadecylamine and a range of PZT powder concentrations. These were ball milled for 6 hours at
120 °C to ensure adequate dispersion. The viscosity of this range of materials was measured and
the results given in figure 4. On comparing figure 4 with figure 3b it is clear that the Hypermer
LP1 dispersant system gives significantly lower viscosities than the phosphate ester system.
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Figure 5. Ink-jet printed droplets of 30 vol% PZT suspension in MEKIEtOH.

Both the phosphate ester dispersed MEKJEtOH and the Hypermer dispersed wax based
system have suffiently low viscosity at 30 vol% PZT to be printable. Preliminary trials have been
successful (figure 5) with the fluids having been successfully printed through the test station.
CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to prepare PZT suspensions of high solid loading that can be successfully used
for ink-jet printing. A phosphate ester dispersant has been used with MEK/EtOH azeotropic
solvents while a combination of a polyester and a short chain amine terminated alkane produces
the best result with wax as a solvent.
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Laser Direct-Write Of Alkaline Microbatteries
Craig B. Arnold and Alberto Piqu6
Materials Science and Technology Division
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375, USA
ABSTRACT
We are developing a laser engineering approach to fabricate and optimize various types of
alkaline microbatteries. Microbattery cells are produced using a laser forward transfer process
that is compatible with the materials required to make the anode, cathode, separator and current
collectors. The use of an ultraviolet transfer laser (wavelength = 355 nm, 30 ns FWHM) enables
other operations such as surface processing, trimming and micromachining of the transferred
materials and substrate and is performed in situ. Such multi-capability for adding, removing and
processing material is unique to this direct-write technique and provides the ability to laser
pattern complicated structures needed for fabricating complete microbattery assemblies. In this
paper, we demonstrate the production of planar zinc-silver oxide alkaline cell by laser direct-write
under ambient conditions. The microbattery cells exhibit 1.5-1.6 V open circuit potentials, as
expected for the battery chemistry and show flat discharge behavior under constant current loads.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, there has been a continuing trend toward smaller and more
autonomous micro-electronic sensing and microelectromechanical devices and systems. As this
miniaturization pushes forward, the classical concept of an independent, monolithic power source
is no longer sufficient to meet the demands of these advanced devices [1, 2, 3]. In these cases, one
of the main concerns is the necessary reduction in both area and thickness of the power source to
meet the geometric requirements for integration with the microdevices.
There has been much effort to develop small microbatteries for various primary and
secondary chemistries. One successful approach for the lithium based system uses solid state
electrolytes in a stacked configuration [4, 5]. In this case, the anode, cathode, and solid-state
electrolyte are deposited using standard physical vapor deposition techniques in vacuum with
patterning through photolithography. In other experiments, alkaline microbatteries have been
produced in a planar configuration where the anode and cathode are located adjacent to each other
on the substrate [6, 7]. In this case, materials are deposited through electrochemical and vacuum
techniques while the patterning is accomplished through photolithography.
An alternative approach to the production of microbattery cells is through laser
engineering [8, 9]. In this technique, we use laser direct-write to directly deposit material where
needed [10, 11, 12]. Subsequent laser processing such as annealing or machining is performed in
situ without the need to remove the substrate. Under this approach, there is no need for expensive
vacuum or lithographic processing as all stages of cell construction are performed under
atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, our technique does not require re-engineering of fabricated
microdevices since we can add material, on location, directly to preexisting circuit boards. We
have successfully applied this technique to the production of planar, symmetric hydrous
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ruthenium oxide electrochemical capacitors [13, 14] as well as stacked alkaline microbattery
structures [15].
In this paper we demonstrate the use of a laser engineering approach to the production of
planar alkaline microbattery cells. We use laser direct-write to deposit Zn anodes and Ag 2 0
cathodes in planar configurations and use laser micromachining to ultimately shape the deposited
materials into microbattery cells. Our cells exhibit the appropriate open circuit potential as well
as the expected flat discharge behavior under constant current.
EXPERIMENT
Zinc and monovalent silver oxide (Ag 20) are deposited using a patented laser direct-write
technique developed at the Naval Research Laboratory [10, 11, 121. Figure la shows a schematic
of the general technique. Commercially available powders are combined with a liquid transfer
vehicle to form a suspension or ink. This ink is spread on a borosilicate glass plate using a
wire-coater (# 6 Garner) to form a coating approximately 5 pm thick. A frequency-tripled
Nd:YVO4 laser (A=355 nm) irradiates the ink through the back of the glass plate to induce a
forward transfer of material to a substrate ,100 pm below the ribbon. The mass of the transferred
material is accurately measured using a microbalance (Sartorius M2P) with pg resolution.
The microbattery cell is constructed by first preparing the substrate, then depositing the
cathode followed by the anode. We use platinum coated alumina substrates that have been diced
into 1 cm x 1 cm squares. The cell geometry is planar (anode adjacent to cathode) with the
circular shape of diameter 2500 pm shown in figure 2a. Substrates are prepared by preliminary
solvent cleaning using acetone and isopropanol, followed by UV laser micromachining to
electrically isolate the anode current collector from the cathode current collector and establish
alignment marks (white lines in figure 2a).
In order to improve the conductivity of the Ag 2 0 cathode material, the powder is mixed
with 5 wt.% graphite (Erachem Super P). The powder mixture is combined with a solution of
PVDF-HFP binder in propylene carbonate to form the cathode ink. The cathode is deposited in a
"C" shape with outer diameter 2500 pm and inner diameter 1250 pm. Following deposition of the
cathode, the substrate is baked at 150 'C for 5-10 minutes to remove the propylene carbonate
solvent and to bind the cathode to the substrate.
The anode ink used in this experiment is pure Zn mixed with a similar solution of binder
and propylene carbonate. This ink is deposited in a circular region of diameter 800 pm and
subsequently baked at 150 oC for 5-10 minutes. Finally, after deposition and processing of
cathode and anode, the separation gap between them is UV laser micromachined to remove any
additional materials that could cause shorting of the cells (figure lb). The typical weight of
transferred material is 200 pg.
Electrochemical evaluation of cell voltage and discharge behavior is carried out using a
potentiostat (EG&G PAR Model 263) connected to a probe station. A droplet of 9N KOH is
placed on top of both anode and cathode, spanning across the gap to activate the cell.
Chronopotentiometry is used to discharge the cells at various currents between the open circuit
potential and 0.8 V in a two-electrode configuration.
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Figure 1. (a) Cartoon of laser direct-write process. (b) Cross sectional view of micromachining
between anode and cathode.

Figure 2. (a) Cartoon of planar battery configuration. (b) Picture of laser deposited planar microbattery.

RESULTS
Figure 2b shows an optical micrograph of an actual microbattery cell. The separation
between the central anode and annular cathode can be clearly seen by the appearance of the white
alumina below the substrate surface. The microstructure of the deposited material is shown in
figure 3. The cathode shows the appearance of micron sized particles of Ag 2 0 interspersed in a
mesh of threadlike carbon. Such a structure enables good electron conductivity in the cathode
through the carbon network, while leaving a relatively large surface area of Ag20 exposed to the
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electrolyte for charge transfer. The anode structure is quite different, exhibiting isolated and
clustered particles of Zn approximately 3 pm in diameter. This structure enables a high surface
area in contact with the electrolyte.
Upon connecting the microbattery cells to the potentiostat, the open circuit potential is
measured for each cell. We find the open circuit potentials range from 1.5-1.6 V as expected for
the zinc-Ag 2 0 chemistry. This suggests that our laser engineering procedure of ink formulation,
laser transfer, and subsequent drying does not modify the chemical properties of either anode or
cathode material.
A typical constant current discharge curve for a single cell is shown in figure 4 for a
current of 10 pA. This particular cell has a cathode mass of 110 pg (,105 pg Ag 20) and anode
mass of of 80 pg. Based on these masses, the cell is cathode limited with a theoretical capacity of
23.5 PA-Hr. The open circuit potential for this cell is measured to be 1.55 V. Upon discharge,
there is an initial drop of - 10 mV to 1.54 V followed by the characteristically flat behavior that is
expected for the Zn-Ag 20 system [16]. This initial potential drop is due to internal resistance in
the cell which is greater for a planar geometry in comparison to a stacked structure.
After approximately 900 seconds of discharge, the potential in the cell has a sharp drop by
10 mV followed by a flat discharge for a while before exhibiting a second drop of 15 mV and
subsequent failure shortly thereafter. Based on optical microscopy of the cell during the
experiment, we conclude that sharp decreases in potential are due to partial delamination of the
anode with ultimate failure due to complete delamination. Similar failure occurred for all other
cells using the same ink formulation and geometry. We have achieved improved adhesion results
when using more binder in our formulation, but over time we still have delamination problems.
As figure 3b demonstrates, the Zn particles are spherical in shape and large amounts of polymer
binder would be necessary to maintain adhesion between them. However, too much binder
increases the electron resistance of the anode and therefore increases the loss in the cell and

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of (a) cathode and (b) anode. Note different scale bars in the two
images.
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Figure 4. Discharge behavior of alkaline microbattery at 10 fiA.

decreases the ability to be discharged at higher currents.
The experimental capacity"as well as energy and power of the cell are obtained from the
discharge curve of figure 4. The measured capacity of this cell at 10 1LA discharge current is 5
juA.Hr, with an energy and power of 7.3 ftW.Hr and 14.7 JLW respectively. This capacity is less
than the theoretical capacity by a factor of approximately 5. As discussed previously, the poor
adhesion of the anode is predominantly responsible for the decrease in capacity.
SUMMARY
Laser engineering provides a new approach to making alkaline microbattery cells. We
have shown the ability to laser deposit anode and cathode material to construct a working cell in a
planar configuration with a total mass of transferred material less than 200 /zg. The cell exhibits
the expected open circuit potential of the zinc-silver oxide system of 1.5-1.6 V. Under constant
current discharge conditions of 10 juA, the cell is able to maintain its potential for almost 30
minutes before cell failure. The open circuit potential and flat discharge behavior observed for our
cells indicate that laser engineering is a viable approach for producing alkaline microbatteries in
planar geometries. One of the key advantages of this technique is the ability to both deposit and
remove material from the substrate in situ. The actual capacity and energy of this system are
lower than would be expected from theoretical calculation based on the materials used. From
visual observations during discharge, it is determined that failure of the cell is not due to complete
discharge, but rather due to catastrophic delamination of the Zn anode.
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Programmable Technologies for
Micro- and Nano-Scale Pattern and Material Transfer
and Possible Applications for Control of Self-Assembly
David J. Nagel
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, The George Washington University
2033 K Street NW (Suite 340J), Washington DC 20052, U. S. A.
ABSTRACT
Programmable methods for transferring materials to surfaces in patterns can produce
structures with micrometer and nanometer scale features. All such technologies involve
combinations of information, materials and energy. The materials in additive technologies can
originate in the vapor phase, as liquids or suspensions, or as solids. The energy can come from
laser, electron or ion beams, or the pressures used in writing, dispensing, jetting or flow methods.
Many of the programmable techniques do not require high temperatures, so they can be used to
make fine-scale structures of organic and bio-materials, and even live biologicals. Quantitative
comparisons of both additive and subtractive programmable methods show that only a few,
based on electron or ion beams, or on proximal probes, are capable of making nanometer-scale
structures. Assembly methods, notably self- and directed-assembly, should prove to be central to
the realization of manufacturable nanotechnology. Programmable deposition technologies may
be used to supply materials for, and otherwise control self-assembly processes. The four sets of
technologies, namely masked lithography, direct-write techniques, self-assembly and directedassembly, provide a versatile and powerful toolbox for making micro-and nano-meter scale
devices and systems.

INTRODUCTION
Many programmable, data-driven, so-called "direct-write", technologies for producing
fine-scale lines on work pieces have been developed in the past decade. The person designing a
process flow for the production of some device or system containing micro- or nano-scale
features now has many tools at their disposal. These tools are widely applicable for the
production of micro-electronics, -magnetics, -optics and -mechanics (MEMS). A recent book
provides a convenient summary of direct-write methods and their characteristics [1i].
It is worthwhile to compare the direct-write techniques with the conventional methods
that have been used with increasing precision for decades to produce integrated circuits. Three
types of processes are used by the semiconductor industry, as indicated by the boxes in figure 1.
They necessarily involve the transfer of a pattern onto the work piece in order to achieve some
desired form in a thin layer of material. This is usually done with fixed masks. However,
programmable electro-optical or micro-mechanical masks are now being used in some cases,
where the best resolution is not required. Two types of material transfer steps are also employed,
namely material addition (deposition) or material removal (etching). In the programmable
technologies of interest here, the pattern transfer step is accomplished simultaneously with the
material transfer process, as shown by the ovals in figure 1.
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Another way to appreciate the differences between conventional, masked production of
small structures and direct-write techniques is given in figure 2. There it is shown that the
conventional approach requires resist preparation and removal steps, in addition to the patterning
and material transfer steps. Photoresists require deposition (usually by spinning), baking and
development, besides their final removal. The production of complex modem integrated circuits
involves the use of over two dozen masks and over 200 process steps.
The programmable technologies, which do not require expensive masks and the use of
photoresists, are attractive due to their relative simplicity. Not only do they require substantially
fewer process steps, but also their programmability dramatically shortens the time required for
the implementation of design changes. Direct-write methods can employ a wide variety of
materials and a great diversity of substrates. Often, they are low temperature processes. This
expands the variety of materials that can be handled. In particular, it enables the use of organic
materials (such as electronic polymers), bio-materials (for example, proteins) and live biological
entities (notably viable cells). The low temperatures also make it possible to avoid undesirable
processes, such as grain growth. Further, while conventional processing is generally limited to
the production of patterned thin films, the programmable technologies can produce thick,
essentially-3D structures in some cases and fully 3D structures in other instances.
There are limitations to the results that can be obtained with direct-write methods.
Inevitably, they are relatively slow because of their serial character. Line widths are limited to
sizes greater than one micrometer in most, but, importantly, not all cases. The quality of the
patterned materials is less than desired in some cases. For example, if almost fully dense
materials are needed, post processing is often required. This adds time to the overall production
of a device or system, degrading the advantage gained by the absence of the mask design,
production and use steps. In short, programmable processes for pattern and material transfer
offer a set of advantages and disadvantages, as is the case with almost all technologies.
This paper provides a survey of some of the salient characteristics of direct-write
processes for additive and subtractive production of micro- and nano-scale structures. A review
by this author written about a year ago describes the techniques, but does not give a quantitative
comparison [2]. Such comparisons for three classes of additive programmable methodologies
are given after two introductory sections, one on the three factors involved in all these methods,
and a second on characteristics for describing and comparing the technologies. Then, the
subtractive techniques are compared. We are concerned both with technologies to make things
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in place, which includes conventional approaches and the direct-write methods, and also with
techniques in which parts are made separately and then moved into place. Hence, the plethora of
assembly processes will be reviewed. The penultimate section deals with the many opportunities
to make micro- and nano-structures that are enabled by the relentless development of new
materials and new forms of old materials. The conclusion features the techniques that have the
ability to produce structures on the nanometer scale. Techniques from each major class of tools
(conventional lithography, direct-write and self- or directed-assembly) are likely to be used to
make advanced components and systems for both research and commercial production.
BASIC ELEMENTS OF DIRECT-WRITE PROCESSES
There is a triad of requirements for all direct-write techniques. Information dictates the
pattern in which the material is put onto the work piece, and energ is needed to effect the
transfer of the material. Energy is further required for post processing steps that may possibly be
needed. Any of these three factors can limit the rate at which a programmable technique
produces the desired structures. The three requirements can be used in a wide variety of
sequences, as illustrated in figure 3. It is possible that all three are brought together at once, with
ink jetting being an example. Many of the direct-write techniques involve such simultaneous
interactions. In laser sintering, a layer of material is put down first and then the pattern and
energy are applied in the form of a moving laser beam. In xerography, the pattern is impressed
on a drum with electrostatic energy, and then the material (toner) is applied. In self-assembly,
the material contains the information for assembly, which is enabled by the application of
thermal, vibratory or other forms of energy. Given the many combinations for information and
material transfer, the several sources of energy and the wide variety of possible sequences, it is
likely that new direct-write methods will be demonstrated in the future.
CHARACTERISTICS OF DIRECT-WRITE PROCESSES
Many characteristics are needed to describe any one direct-write technology, and to
compare alternative techniques for a production of a desired device or system. For all methods,
additive or subtractive, the source of the information and energy are key considerations. For
additive techniques, the source of the material is also critical. For subtractive methods, the
disposition of the removed material is sometimes a consideration.
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Figure 3. Examples of the ways in which information, material and energy can be
transferred to a substrate by direct-write technologies. The solid lines indicate the initial
steps and the dashed lines are for subsequent steps in the overall processes.
Several geometrical factors are important. They include the shape, size and orientation of
the resolution element, or voxel, employed in a pulsed technique. The minimum and maximum
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lateral resolution (line width), and the length and thickness or depth of the voxel are important.
The rate of voxel transfer, along with their geometry, size and orientation, determines the linear
writing rate for both additive and subtractive methods. The ability to deposit materials on top of
each other in multiple passes obviously determines the attainable thickness of the final structure,
just as multiple passes in an etching process will determine the depth of a written structure. The
precision with which the voxels can be placed on the substrate, or on top of each other, are other
significant geometrical (positional) considerations.
Material factors are also central to the description and comparison of additive
technologies. Which materials can be transferred, and their state (properties) after transfer, are
both critical. The compatibility of particular transferred materials with specific substrates,
especially regarding adhesion, is also important for the applicability of a technique. The adhesion
of the transferred material to itself can be a consideration. Volumetric rates for vapor deposition
methods are critical, as is the range of materials that can be deposited from vapors. Such rates
are also important for the many laser-driven methods in which the transferred material starts out
in the liquid or solid phase. For writing and dispensing methods, the cross sectional geometries
of the fluid stream, both as applied and after relaxation, are of interest. Linear and volumetric
rates of writing and dispensing are certainly critical, as are shrinkage, cracking and delamination
after deposition. Drop or stream formation, and coherence after impact with the work piece, are
significant factors, as is the shape of the transferred material after its deposition. Materials
factors are also germane to subtractive processes. For example, particular lasers will etch some
materials much more efficiently and cleanly than others.
With so many characteristics of interest for a particular programmable technology, it is
clear that a thorough comparison of techniques would be both complex and lengthy.
Development and employment of "measures of goodness" or "figures of merit" for comparison
of techniques would be challenging. Comparisons of the electrical, magnetic, optical,
mechanical and other properties of structures made by the diverse data-driven methods are also
complex. In this paper, we will focus on an intermediate level of detail. The source of material
and energy will be used to organize the various additive direct-write technologies. This is done
in figure 4 for techniques that are described in references [1] and [2]. Then, we will compare
three classes of additive methods, outlined by the boxes in that figure, before making a similar
comparison for subtractive technologies. We will limit the comparisons to the resolution,
thickness or depth of the structures produced and the production rate. Some comments will be
made on the variety of materials that can be handled by any class of techniques.
Figure 4 is an imperfect, but useful, way to group the additive technologies. Methods in
which the transferred material starts in the vapor phase, and is made in place, have much in
common with each other. They constitute a first group, and will be compared in the next section.
Techniques in which focused laser beams influence materials that begin as liquids (including
suspensions) or as solids (thin films or particles), and are then put in place, make up a second
group, which is the subject of the following section. Then, methods in a third group, including
various writing, dispensing, jetting and flow methods, are compared in yet another section. It is
noted in passing that, for technologies involving focused beams, those beams can be employed
for imaging and characterization, as well as the production of fine-scale structures.
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Figure 4. Arrangement of additive direct-write technologies according to the source of the
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CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION BY LASER, ELECTRON OR ION BEAMS
The direct writing of materials by the use of focused beams of photons, electrons or ions,
or by employing proximal probes, to decompose vapor molecules has two major advantages. A
wide variety of materials can be deposited by such means, and truly three-dimensional structures
can be made using beams of quanta under computer control. Figure 5 summarizes the
characteristics of these processes. It is seen that laser-induced chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
offers the ability to make structures over one millimeter in size, but is limited in resolution to
about one micrometer. 3D laser deposition from vapors has been demonstrated for refractory
materials, such as metallic tungsten and alumina (sapphire). As shown in figure 5, nanometerscale structures can be made by ion-induced CVD and by oxidation induced on the surface of a
silicon wafer by passage of the probe in an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). However,
deposition rates are quite slow. Multiple beams and probes can speed CVD writing.
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Figure 5. Major characteristics of beam and proximal probe methods for direct-write CVD
of structures. Ovals highlight the ability to produce nanometer-scale features.
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Figure 7. Structures with sub-wavelength
features. Plastic bull about the size of a red
blood cell formed by two-photon stereolithography [5]. Photonic crystal made by use of
a femtosecond laser [6]. The bars are 2 gm.

Figure 6. Micro-goblet 2.75 pm in
diameter made by ion-induced CVD
of carbon [3] and an AFM image of 20
nm wide lines formed by oxidation of
Si using a biased AFM [4].

LASER CONTROL OF LIQUIDS AND SOLIDS
Laser control of deposition from vapors was cited in the last section. Lasers are also used
for direct writing of materials that begin in the liquid or solid phases, or as suspensions. In
general, the several methods in this category are limited to micrometer resolution by diffraction.
However, the use of two-photon or very intense femtosecond (fsec) pulses can produce submicrometer and sub-wavelength features, as shown in figure 7. Characteristics of laser-guided
direct-write processes for materials that start as liquids or solids are given in figure 8.
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Figure 8. Spatial and other characteristics of direct-write processes in which lasers control
the deposition of materials from liquids, including suspensions, or from solids.
WRITING, DISPENSING, JETTING AND FLOW PROCESSES
A wide range of direct-write processes involves the mechanical or other transfer of
materials onto a work piece in a pattern, often by using pressure or capillarity as the driving
force. Their primary features are summarized in Figure 9. Of these, only the dip pen method
offers nanometer-scale resolution in the produced patterns. It employs a proximal probe in an
AFM to guide the placement of a liquid onto a surface. As is the case for other nanometercapable methods, the dip pen writing rate is relatively slow.
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Figure 9. Characteristics of processes for patterned writing, dispensing, jetting and flow
transfer onto a work piece of materials from liquids, suspensions or other particles.
SUBTRACTIVE PROCESSES
The additive processes noted above are complimented by a collection of direct-write
techniques that can etch material from a work piece, as summarized in Figure 10. It is possible
that AFM guided etching will produce nanometer-scale lines, as do the ion beam processes.
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SELF AND DIRECTED PROGRAMMABLE ASSEMBLY PROCESSES
The hallmark of all functional engineering systems on any scale is their heterogeneity.
Homogeneous materials do find many uses based on diverse properties, including electrical
(conductors), magnetic (rotors in motors), optical (lenses) and mechanical (strength for
structures). However, the devices and systems that characterize the modem world, ranging from
integrated circuits to complex electro-mechanical systems, such as video recorders, to
communications satellites, all get their abilities by dint of having many different components
consisting of diverse materials that are made by numerous different processes.
The abilities to both make components and to assemble them characterized the industrial
revolution of the 19th century. Assembly on fine scales, such as watch movements and surgical
devices, was greatly advanced in the 20th century. Stepwise fabrication of many devices in
parallel, notably for production of integrated circuits, was one of the new and characteristic
technologies of the last century. It is widely predicted that self-assembly of nanometer-scale
structures will be very important in making leading edge technologies in the 21st century. Such
structures will still contain large numbers of atoms, which translates to long fabrication times for
slow direct-write methods. Self-assembly may be fast enough to be practical for production of
nanostructures in heterogeneous devices and systems, if it can be properly controlled. That is, a
combination of self-assembly and direct writing may be commercially viable.
The need for heterogeneity in functional devices and systems seems to clash with the
fundamental character of self-assembly, namely its operation independent of external inputs.
However, there are three ways in which self-assembly can be controlled. First, if the elements
that are assembling are made appropriately, then they will assemble in the desired fashion.
Second, the operation of self-assembly requires not only the proper materials, but also the
appropriate media and conditions. Finally, limiting the number of elements that can assemble
serves to control the size of the resulting structure. Each of these approaches has some
advantageous features and some limitations.
Current abilities to produce complex molecules with desired shapes and surface energies
enable control of the sub-micrometer and larger structures into which they will self assemble.
Whitesides and his colleagues have made geometrical units, with sizes as large as millimeters,
which have functionalized surfaces [7]. When put in liquid media and agitated, the units will
assemble according to the dictates of the designed surface energies. They term this strategy
"programmable" self-assembly, because they control the geometry and surface characteristics in
ways that will result in desired structures.
The fact that self-assembly requires the proper conditions, as well as the right material
units, can also be used for its control. Here, direct-write technologies might play an important
role in controlling what happens on the nanometer-scale. If the pH of the aqueous medium in
which self-assembly is occurring is critical to its operation, then jetting or other direct means of
delivering acidic or basic solutions could start, speed, slow or stop self-assembly. If the selfassembly process is light sensitive, then the programmable employment of focused laser beams
could provide control. In a similar fashion, beams of light could be used to increase the
temperature of the medium and hence the rates of self-assembly.
Finally, limiting the number of units available for self-assembly is another means for
control of what results. Putting picoliter droplets of dilute suspensions of the units of interest in
the correct position at the right time during the production of a device or system might be
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possible using jetting technologies. Laser "tweezers" might also be used to control what is put in
which location prior to a self-assembly event.
In short, self-assembly must be directed, modulated or other wise controlled to achieve
functional components and systems, which are always inhomogeneous. The required control can
be exerted in three possible ways: (a) at the unit level by proper design, (b) by control of
conditions or (c) by limiting the number of units that can assemble. It can be asserted that all
three of these means of controlling self-assembly are "programmable" because each of them can
be flexibly sequenced to produce the structure of interest. Which means of control will prove to
be useful and robust for specific units and particular target structures remains to be determined
from future experiments and simulations.
The inevitable feature of any method involving self-assembly is that the size of the
structures within the units will determine the finest achievable structures. Millimeter-sized units
with micrometer-scale features will result in assembled components having features only as fine
as micrometers. However, there is an aspect of this approach that might lead to finer features.
Employment of very thin patterned surface films, which would have both the appropriate overall
energies for the self-assembly operation and also in-plane functionality, could yield structures on
the nanometer-scale in at least one dimension.
Hopes for production of three-dimensional nano-structures follow from the fact that
natural proteins and other complex organic molecules, which have nanometer-scale structures,
both self assemble into their characteristic shapes (by complex folding) and then assemble with
each other (by aggregation or crystallization). Hence, designer proteins, possibly made by living
organisms on the basis of man-made DNA instructions, offer the possibility of making
heterogeneous structures on the nanometer scale. DNA has been used to direct the assembly of
nanoparticles [8]. Living cells are already being co-opted for the production of drugs and even
inorganic materials [9] It seems likely that biological production of designer proteins and other
molecular units will be common place in the coming years.
It must be noted that directed-assemblyof structures into more complex devices and
systems, as has been done for most systems over history, is being extended to ever smaller
scales. The company Zyvex is developing small-scale versions of pick-and-place machines to
make structures of parts with micrometer-scale dimensions, with many assemblers working in
parallel [10]. Molecular pick and place devices have been envisioned by Drexler [11]. Proximal
probes have been used to move atoms and molecules on surfaces and to cut long organic
molecules. Another start-up company, Alien Technologies, is using a fluidic self-assembly
approach for putting active electro-optical components into surfaces [12]. Micro-fluidic means
of controllably delivering units to a work piece are being developed [131. They can employ
laminar flow to precisely control both the locations on a "growing" assembly at which the new
units arrive and their dwell times. Figure 11 is a sketch of a micro-fluidic system for controllable
mixing and jetting of nano-particles and -structures from reservoirs onto a work piece. Such a
system could also be used for programmed delivery of fluids without suspended particles or
parts. Which of these extensions of classic assembly will prove to be commercially viable
remains to be determined. It is probably necessary to find some niche uses for each approach in
order to sustain the companies developing them while the range of applications for a particular
approach is broadened.
The alternative to putting pre-existing parts in place by any means is to grow them in
place. Carbon nanotubes were initially made separately, and have been maneuvered into
position to form transistors and other devices. Later, it was learned that they could be grown in
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specified positions. Growth in place can be viewed as a form of directed-assembly. It is
expected that the two approaches to the positioning of nanometer-scale structures will each find
wide application.

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Figure 11. Layout of a micro-fluidic chip for programmable mixing and jetting of fluids from
the reservoirs labeled R 1-5. The fluids might be neat or else contain suspended particles or
parts for subsequent self-assembly on the surface of a work piece.
Sequential or hierarchical self- and directed- assembly, in combination with
lithographically-directed (templated) processes, are likely to be important for the production of
complex nano-devices and -systems. It is possible that the major challenge of connecting the
micrometer-scale world to nanometer-scale devices will be overcome by using combinations of
these many tools.
NEW MATERIALS
The availability of new materials, and new forms of old materials, will have a great
impact on the employment of direct-write technologies. This has already been demonstrated by
the recent availability of micrometer and nanometer scale particles of materials that can be put
onto work pieces in suspensions or by flow methods. Suspensions of quantum dots with
remarkable optical properties are now commercially available for use in direct-write processes.
New materials and units will influence assembly processes, as well as processes that do
not involve inter-particle forces and self-assembly. Many examples of the production of units
could be given. One of them from a recent paper is in figure 12 [14]. It shows particles of silver
with regular geometric shapes and closely similar sizes. These were grown by a chemical
process, which occurred in the presence of a polymer. Possibly, their surfaces can be
functionalized, just as has been done for quantum dots (to avoid agglomeration) and for
millimeter-sized units (for self-assembly).

Figure 12. SEM images of silver nanocubes.
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It is not clear now whether the capabilities of programmable technologies for making
structures will advance more by the development of new processes, by the refinement of existing
processes, or by the availability of new or modified materials for use in any of the processes.
Probably, important advances will be made in each of these arenas.
CONCLUSION
The collection of programmable, direct-write technologies for production of fine-scale
structures is relatively new. However, the methods already show significant practical promise.
More important, there are several clear avenues open for their growth in capabilities and
applications. Some of them could involve new ways to bring together the information, material
and energy that are inevitably required for direct writing of patterns and structures. The
employment of new materials and units was just noted. That alone is very significant. So also is
the fact that many of the direct-write methods involve only relatively low processing
temperatures. This enables structures to be made of organic materials, bio-materials and living
cells. It is expected that the production of devices made of organic electronic materials by a
combination of direct-write and printing technologies will be significant commercially.
In reviewing the capabilities of the various additive and subtractive direct-write
processes, it is seen that only a few operate directly on the nanometer scale in two or more
dimensions. Most of the direct-write methods, especially the flow technologies, are not
extensible to the nanometer range. It is not surprising that only those beam methods in which the
beam can be focused to spots well under a micrometer in diameter qualify for making nanostructures. This generally excludes lasers because of the diffraction limit of light, despite their
convenience of operating in air, except for some two-photon and high intensity operations.
Electron and ion beams do produce nanometer-scale lines and structures at the expense of
working in a vacuum. In general, the technologies that can produce nanometer-scale lines are
slow, that is, their linear speeds are low. It is possible to use micro-machining technologies to
make systems that have many parallel beams of electrons or ions, so that multiple patterns can be
written, or multiple structures produced in parallel.
Proximal probes, especially atomic force microscopes, which intrinsically function on the
nanometer scale, are also among the tools for programmable writing with dimensions well under
one micrometer. The emergence of devices having many such probes, so that numerous lines
can be written in parallel, is an important current development. This will ameliorate the
intrinsically slow character of direct-write methods using proximal probes. Examples are given
in figure 13 for lithography, dip pen nano writing and data storage.
There is great interest in assembly of units with dimensions on or smaller than the
micrometer scale. This is basically due to the requirement that devices and systems have the
right materials in the right places to achieve the desired performance. Self-assembly is expected
to permit the proper location of large numbers of moieties, with sizes ranging from atoms to
millimeter-scale parts. However, it is fundamentally necessary to control self-assembly, if
designed and functional structures are to be realized. Happily, there are three basic and broad
approaches to the control of self-assembly. Direct-write technologies might be useful for two of
the classes of control mechanisms, namely the determination of assembly conditions or the
dispensing of limited numbers of units for self-assembly. Meanwhile, new means of classic
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"directed" assembly are being developed for fine-scale parts. Hierarchical self- and directedassembly offer a diverse set of tools for the production of micro- and nano-scale structures.

^0

AAtOtor

ithognphyWrltk input

Figure 13. Left: Photograph of 50 piezoelectrically-actuated and piezoresistivally-sensed
proximal probes for lithography, and an enlargement of five of them [15]. Center: A 32
probe array (top) and an eight probe array for dip pen lithography [16]. Right: Optical
micrograph of some of the 1024 proximal probes in the "Millipede" data storage
technology being developed by IBM [17]. An array of 10,000 independently-controlled
proximal probe tips was reported recently [18].
In the larger view, there are four classes of methods for producing structures on the
micro-and nano-meter scales. They are (a) conventional lithography, with its associated
deposition and etching processes, (b) some programmable direct-write techniques, (c) selfassembly methodologies, in which the material units contain instructions for their arrangement, if
conditions are proper, and (d) directed or programmed assembly. It seems certain that tools
from each of these sets will be used as needed to make increasingly complex and capable devices
on the micro- and nano-scales for both research and for commercial purposes.
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ABSTRACT
Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) is a lithographic technique that allows direct deposition of
chemicals, metals, biological macromolecules, and other molecular "inks" with nanometer
dimensions and precision. This paper addresses recent developments in the design and
demonstration of high-density multiprobe DPN arrays. High-density arrays increase the process
throughput over individual atomic force microscope (AFM) probes and are easier to use than
arrays of undiced commercial probes. We have demonstrated passive arrays made of silicon (8
probes, 310 pim tip-to-tip spacing) and silicon nitride (32 probes, 100 pin tip-to-tip spacing). We
have also demonstrated silicon nitride "active" arrays (10 probes, 100 pim tip-to-tip spacing) that
have embedded thermal actuators for individual probe control. An optimization model for these
devices, based on a generalized multilayer thermal actuator, is also described.
INTRODUCTION
Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) is a recently introduced [1] method of scanning probe
lithography that offers significant advantages over other lithographic processes. In this method,
chemicals are adsorbed onto an AFM probe then deposited on a surface by diffusion from the tip
while scanning in contact mode. The most common probe is a silicon nitride AFM tip that has
been coated by dipping it in a chemical solution or by evaporation from a heated source.
DPN has been successfully applied to a wide variety of patterning tasks. It has been used to
pattern biological macromolecules such as thiol-modified ssDNA [21, collagen (via direct
patterning) [3], and rabbit immunoglobulin G (via selective adsorption onto 16mercaptohexadecanoic acid patterns) [4]. The meniscus that forms between the probe tip and
substrate in air has been used as a nanoscale chemical reactor to pattern sol-gel precursors [5], a
variety of metals [6,7], and conducting polymers [8]. Surface binding in the these demonstrations
ranges from strong covalent bonds, as in the thiol-gold [I] and silane-oxide [9] systems, to
weaker electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrophobic, and hydrogen bonds [10]. In some cases, the
covalent chemistries have been shown strong enough to act as masks in various substrate etching
applications [11,14].
The wide variety of tasks for which DPN has been used is an indicator of its potential for
commercialization, but success will require more than just robust chemistry systems. The real
power of DPN can only be unlocked with pattern generation capabilities that far exceed those of
single probe systems. The first attempt at multiprobe patterning [12] used a I-D array of undiced
commercial probes. Although this method works, the arrays are so wide (-1.5mm per probe) that
array-to-surface misalignment limits the array size with little gain in pattern density. We have
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developed a variety of high-density, one-dimensional, passive and active probe arrays that satisfy
the need for true high-density pattern generation.
PASSIVE PROBE ARRAYS
We have demonstrated passive high-density probe arrays [13] with tip-to-tip spacing that is
more than an order of magnitude better than what is achievable using commercial probes. The
arrays are easier to align with the substrate and function in a wide variety of AFMs. SEM
micrographs of the devices are shown in Figure 1. One design consists of silicon nitride probes
that are 375 pm long (base to probe tip), 50 pm wide, 600nm thick, and have a tip-to-tip spacing
of 100 pm. The probes have an analytically estimated spring constant of 0.018 N/m and have
been used for lithography and topographic imaging [13]. Another design uses silicon probes with
beams that are 15 pm wide and 5 pm thick. The tip-to-tip spacing is 310pm. The suspension is
folded to increase the beam's effective length and lower its spring constant to an FEA estimated
value of 0.315 N/m. They have been used in lithography and tapping mode imaging applications
[13]. Figure 2 shows examples of imaging and lithographic results from both designs. All
lithography was performed using 1-octadecanethiol (ODT) on a gold substrate.
The fabrication of these devices has been previously described [14] and is summarized here.
The probe tips are first formed by anisotropicly etching the surface of a <100> silicon wafer,
followed by oxidation sharpening [15]. For silicon nitride probes, the wafer is coated with low

Figure 1. (Left) A passive array of 32 rectangular silicon nitride DPN probes. (Right) A passive
array of eight folded-beam silicon DPN probes.

Figure 2. (Left two images) A contact mode calibration grating image and ODT pattern from a
passive silicon nitride DPN probe. The ODT characters are 5 pm tall and the line width is 260nm
(Right two images) A tapping mode calibration grating image and ODT pattern from a passive
silicon DPN probe. The ODT characters are 1.5 pm tall and the line width is 60 nm.
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pressure chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) silicon nitride and the beams are etched out using
reactive ion etching. The beams are then released by anisotropic wet etching from the front side
of the wafer. For silicon devices, the beams are etched out of an implanted boron etch stop layer
and the remaining silicon is removed by anisotropic wet etching.
ACTIVE PROBE ARRAYS
Active probe arrays contain actuators within each probe to lift individual tips off the surface.
This allows different patterns to be written by different probes when all probes travel the same
path. For our case, thermal actuation was chosen for its large deflection, fabrication simplicity,
and robust operation. The active probe arrays consist of a linear array of cantilever beams, each
having its own joule heater, silicon nitride/gold bimetallic thermal actuator, and tip. An SEM
micrograph of an array is shown in Figure 3 along with an illustration of its operating principle.
When the heater is energized, the probes are hot and the tips are lifted from the surface to
suspend lithography. When the heater is de-energized, the probe is cool, the tips are pressed
against the surface, and lithography is performed in contact mode. The fabrication process for
these devices is an extension of the process used to make the devices in Figure 1. The only
difference is the addition of steps to evaporate and pattern a chrome/gold layer before the final
release etch. This layer forms the heater, power leads, and actuator.
N-layer thermal actuator modeling
Although these devices are referred to as bimetallic thermal actuators, they are actually three
layer devices due to the need for an adhesion layer. Many deflection models have been published
on the bimetallic case [16-22] but we have found that approximating multilayer (>2 layers)
devices as bilayer devices can lead to significant error when estimating tip deflection. Most
practical devices need additional layers for promoting adhesion or electrical isolation. As a result
of this deficiency, we have created a more general model that characterizes cantilevers with an
arbitrary number of layers, each having its own width, thickness, modulus of elasticity, thermal
expansion coefficient, and intrinsic stress state. The beam radius of curvature is calculated by
summation across some or all of the layers of the structure and may be applied to uses beyond
-
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Figure 3. (Left) An array of ten 295 pm long, thermally actuated DPN probes.(Right)
Thermally actuated DPN probe operation. Heated probes deflect away from the surface.
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this particular situation. An abbreviated derivation follows.
Given a beam with n material layers, numbered i=l to n, the first task is to find the location
of the neutral axis using the effective width technique [23]. After canceling the elastic modulus
of the reference material, the distance between the neutral axis and the bottom of the beam is
given by
I:Eiwiti|Li + Kt[

y=2

(1)

,
E1Eiwiti

where E is the modulus of elasticity, w is the width, and I is the thickness of the ith layer. The
outer summation (i) is applied over all layers while the inner summation (j) is over the layers
below layer i. The term in parenthesis is the distance from the bottom of the beam to the middle
of the ith layer. The flexural stiffness of the beam is found using the effective width technique
and the parallel axis theorem and is given by
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where E, is an arbitrary reference modulus.
The radius of curvature of the operating actuator results from four sequential processes: (1)
layer deposition with a preexisting stress, (2) patterning of all layers to a uniform length, (3)
relaxation following release from the substrate, and (4) heating or cooling to the operating
temperature. The stress state in each layer is the sum of a uniform component and an assumed
linear gradient and is, in general, unrelated to the stress in the other layers. The total strain in a
given layer i can be found by superimposing the strain due to uniform intrinsic stress, thermal
expansion, and the change in beam length
OiAunifT0-vi
Ei

-i

+ln+(~A
Lb,
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,

(3)

where v is the poisson's ratio, oifuis the biaxial hydrostatic stress, acis the thermal expansion
coefficient, AT is the change in temperature of the entire beam, Lpe,-,,ed is the patterned length of
the beam before release from the substrate, and Lbea,,, is the final length of the beam after release
and heating. Since the cantilever beam carries no axial load, the force exerted by each layer due
to internal stresses is given by P=Ewte and must sum to zero giving
EPi = In
i=1
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(4)

Equation (4) can be solved for the strain due to the change in beam length, given by
fln(Lb,,,m/-paen d). Substituting this result into (3) yields the total strain in layer i. The total strain
is then used to find the force and moment exerted by each layer on the beam. Summing these
moments gives the total moment within the beam due to thermal stress and uniform intrinsic
stresses,
n1
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A stress gradient may also be present in each layer resulting from changes in the film growth
conditions during deposition. Assuming that this stress gradient is linear and uniform in the plane
of the film, the total moment exerted on the beam by layer stress gradients is given by summing
the individual moments exerted by each gradient
Mgad =-E w itgrad(1-Vi )
6 j=1

(6)

where ign,,'dis the maximum value of the gradient stress. Thus, the radius of curvature, from
which the deflection can be calculated, is found from
R=

1fE,

MUnif +Mgrad

(7)

Equations (1,2,5,6, and 7) constitute a system that allows for the calculation of the radius of
curvature of a heated composite beam consisting of any number of layers, each with its own
material properties, geometry, and intrinsic stress.
This n-layer model has been compared with FEA simulations of uniformly heated
cantilevers having up to seven layers. The parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table I
and the results have been plotted in Figure 4. Case 1 and 2 represent a simple thermal actuator
layout and only differ by the addition of a 150A chromium adhesion layer. The effect of this
addition is to increase the tip deflection by 12%. This illustrates how significant errors can result
from the bimetallic approximation. Case 3 is an arbitrary 5-layer design that the n-layer model
estimates with less than 4.5% error from the FEA solution. Case 4 and 5 represent a 7-layer
design that clearly cannot be approximated as a bimetallic actuator. The two cases only differ in
that the first assumes no intrinsic stresses while second includes the stresses. The intrinsic
stresses result in a negative tip deflection at AT=O. The analytical solution is within 4% of the
FEA solution in both cases.
Array feasibility modeling
The task of modeling thermally actuated DPN probes does not end with the estimation of tip
deflection. In real applications, several additional issues must be accommodated to produce
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Table L.Geometry and properties of five test beams used in FEA simulations.
t) I w
Materia
E
a
014unif
Layer
()
(Am)
(GPa) (*10"6/C) (MPa)
Case 1: 400m log, v= .3

1

3000

[Si N

50

3

200

4

0

2.8

2
300
50
Au
80
14.3
0
Case 2: 4001im long, v= .3
1
3000
50
SiN
200
2.8
0
3 4
2
150
50
Cr
90
6.0
0
3
300
50
Au
80
14.3
0
Case 3: 10001jhloneg, v= .33
1
5200
100
Si
190
2.6
0
2
2300
90
Au
80
14.3
0
3
6100
130
SiO 2
67
.35
0
4
4800
120
Ti
110
8.6
.0
5
8900
110
SiO 2
67
.35
0
Case 4(without stress) and 5(with stress): 1000pm long, v= .3
1
6500
45
Au
80
14.3
40
2
500
45
Ti
110
8.6
0
3
5000
50
SiO 2
67
.35
-20
4
30000
50
Si
190
2.6
0
5
2000
40
Si02
67
.35
-52
6
500
25 1 Cr
90
6.0
0
7
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25
W
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Figure 4. Comparison of probe deflections found using the analytical model, equations (1,2,5,6,
and 7), and FEA deflection results. Each case represents a layout as defined in Table I. In all
cases, the analytical result differed from the FEA result by less than 6%.
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functional devices that will not damage the substrate surface. In most DPN applications, there are
at least four ways an array may fail to produce the desired result. The probe may be stiff enough,
or the tip sharp enough, to scratch the surface. The intrinsic stresses may be large enough to
excessively curl the beam after release. The actuator may not generate enough force to overcome
tip-to-surface adhesion. Or finally, the actuator may not generate enough deflection to overcome
the array overdrive. Overdrive is defined as the additional distance downward, beyond the point
of first contact with the substrate, that the array must be pressed to overcome array-to-surface
misalignment and irregularities in the tip-to-tip height.
To prevent these failures, the probe geometry and operating parameters can be changed.
Unfortunately, many changes will have an opposite impact on the various constraints. For
example, increasing the probe stiffness will increase the force it can generate but will also
increase the risk of scratching the substrate. The simplicity gained by eliminating the need for
individual probe feedback control is offset by the need to carefully evaluate designs before
fabrication.
To resolve these conflicting design issues, the n-layer beam model was combined with
simple relationships that describe Hertz contact mechanics and capillary adhesion [24] to create
an array design simulator [25]. The simulation iterates through a predetermined set of geometries
and calculates the probe shape, spring constant, actuator deflection, actuator force, tip adhesion
force, and maximum allowable tip down force. This information is used to estimate whether the
probe will fail any of above criteria. Designs that pass are plotted against their geometrical
parameters to graphically show the relationships between successful layouts.
The results of an example simulation are plotted in Figure 5. The box represents the range of
examined actuator designs (approximately 61,000 geometries that differ by length and actuator
layer thickness). Designs that pass all the selection criteria (in this case 3,549 or 5.8%) are
considered successful and plotted. Failing layouts can also be plotted to show their
interrelationships. The plots give a clear visual description of the performance of every design in
the design space and allow for a rapid visual evaluation of several optimization schemes.
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Figure 5. (Left) The simplified layout used in the example feasibility simulation. (Right) A 3-1)
plot of the successful designs based on the probe layout. Every geometry in the box was
simulated and the successful designs were indicated with a shaded dot. The shading indicates the
actuator force in percent excess of the minimum necessary to overcome tip-to-surface adhesion.
The plot clearly shows the relationship between successful designs and the probe geometry.
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Devices
The devices in Figure 3 represent a design that has been optimized across several criteria.
The maximum length was fixed at 300 pm to prevent wet release stiction problems. The
maximum allowable temperature was limited to 60°C to prevent oxidation of the ODT "ink".
Probe stiffness was limited to prevent scratching a gold substrate with a maximum allowable tipto-substrate angular misalignment of 1 degree. The final design parameters were adjusted to give
the greatest chance of a successful design despite minor process variations. To meet these
criteria, the devices in Figure 3 have a silicon nitride thickness of 9300 A and gold thickness of
3650 A. The probes are 80 pim wide, 295 pm long, and have a tip-to-tip spacing of 100 pm. The
analytically estimated spring constant is 0.154 N/m. The heater films have the same thickness as
the actuator films.
The thermal performance of the thermally actuated DPN probe is plotted in Figure 6. The
typical operating power is approximately 2.5 mW, corresponding to a tip deflection of 10 pm
during operation. Analytical modeling indicates that, at this power, the probes reach an average
temperature of -28°C above ambient, which is supported by uniform temperature testing. For
chemical inks that are sensitive to heat, the environment can be cooled to allow thermal actuation
without excessive temperatures. In our experiments, the binding and friction characteristics of
ODT were unaffected by these temperature regimes.
A demonstration of the use of an active probe is shown in Figure 7. In this figure, an active
DPN probe was passed through an identical figure-8 pattern several times. The actuator was used
to lift the probe from the surface, thus altering the resulting pattern during each run.
A final note concerns tip sharpness. In most AEM applications, tip sharpness is an important
issue. During fabrication of our devices, silicon "forms" are coated with silicon nitride to form
the tips, thus the tip radius is approximately equal to the nitride film thickness. This can affect
the minimum line width and would appear to be a major disadvantage, but we have found that
there are several benefits to consider. The overcoat method makes possible a simple and robust
fabrication procedure that does not require wafer bonding. The large tip radius also increases the
availability of ink near the contact point and greatly reduces the risk of scratching the substrate.
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Figure 6. Tip deflection vs. uniform temperature rise and heater power for the devices in Figure
3. Results from two probes are shown in the deflection vs. power plot. The large difference
between the vacuum deflection (<300mTorr) and deflection in air illustrates the impact of
convection heat transfer on probe performance.
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T11

41

Figure 7. (1-9) 6 pm x 4 pm patterns generated by a single thermally actuated DPN probe. Each
number was generated by passing the probe through the same figure-8 path and using the thermal
actuator to lift the tip as necessary to create the desired pattern. The ODT patterns are written on
gold at .3 pm/sec and imaged using lateral force microscopy with a commercial probe. (Lower
right) An LFM image of an 80 nm wide ODT line drawn on a gold substrate by an active probe
design at 20 pm/sec.
This, in turn, allows the system to tolerate greater tip-to-substrate misalignment. The line width
issue can be partially remedied by increasing the write speed. In our early testing, as shown in
Figure 7, we have achieved a minimum line width of 80 am at a write speed of 20 pin/sec. New
designs that combine these advantages with sharper tips are under development.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed high-density passive and active probe arrays for performing dip pen
nanolithography. The probes are produced using a simple and robust fabrication processes, and
are capable of producing patters with sub-100 nm dimensions. The active probes operate by
lifting the probe tip off the surface when their thermal actuators are heated. A performance
simulator was created, based on a new n-layer thermal actuator model, to optimize probe designs
for the lithography conditions. The resulting designs operate with a power of 2.5 mW per probe,
leading to an average temperature rise of approximately 28°C and a tip deflection of 10 prm. A
demonstration of pattern variation using a thermally actuated probe was also given.
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MTU Laser-Based Direct-Write Techniques: Recent Development and Nanoparticles
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ABSTRACT
Two laser-based direct-write techniques to guide particles from a mist source to a target
substrate by laser beams were recently developed at Michigan Tech. The laser-guided directwrite (LGDW) technique uses a hollow optical fiber, while the laser-guided microsensor
patterning (LGMP) technique uses a micrometer-sized aperture. The techniques are suggested to
be utilized for patterning microstructures made of nanoparticles that are either crystallized from
liquid precursors or directly deposited from nanoparticle-in-liquid suspensions. The
computational results based on the paraxial Fraunhofer approximation of a Gaussian beam
diffracted by a circular aperture and experimental measurements of corresponding deposition
rate under different conditions suggest several factors for setup optimization of LGMP. The
results indicate that among the most important factors are the aperture size relative to the laser
beam-waist size and the divergence of the beam near the aperture. Examples of gold-thiolate,
protein-coated polystyrene, and carbon-polymer composites deposition are presented.
INTRODUCTION
Laser-based guidance of nanoparticles is one of many techniques in the new emerging field
of direct-write technologies allowing effective and advanced patterning of various materials for
the fabrication of sensors and electronics (see an extensive review [1] for more details). Two
laser-based techniques have recently been developed at MTU, LGDW and LGMP [2-6]. Both of
the techniques use laser-induced optical forces to transport particles from a supply source and
deposit them on a substrate mounted on a translation stage. They are differentiated mainly by the
method of focusing the particles before depositing on the substrate: LGDW uses a hollow optical
fiber while LGMP an aperture and lens-controlled narrow laser beam. These techniques are quite
general and enable one to deposit almost any material that can be atomized to produce micron or
submicron-sized carriers, i.e. liquid droplets. Such droplets may be in the form of liquid
precursors, single-phase liquid solutions or colloidal suspensions of solid particles. Complex
structures can be patterned by repeatedly depositing individual particles on the translated
substrate. The techniques can operate over a wide range of particles sizes, from several nm to
about one micron. So far, a variety of structures have been constructed on different substrates
using metals, dielectrics, semiconductors, piezoelectric and ionic crystals, as well as living cells
and proteins [2-7].
Unlike well-known optical trapping techniques, the laser-based direct-write techniques
utilize optical transverse gradient forces to confine particles inside weakly focused laser beams
and take advantage of radiation pressure and absorption force to move particles axially. An
optical trap, on the other hand, sometimes referred to as an optical tweezer, see [8] for review,
makes use of a strongly focused laser beam with a very strong axial gradient to allow axial
trapping. This difference also illustrates the main advantage of the direct-write techniques over
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optical tweezers: their ability to transport particles from various particle sources onto substrates
to "write" on them. This paper briefly describes the setup and features of the MTU LGDW and
LGMP techniques and shows some recent examples of their applications in deposition of
nanomaterials.
MTU TECHNOLOGIES
The principal setup of the laser-based direct-write techniques is shown schematically in
Figure 1. It consists of a mist chamber (MC), source chamber (SC), process chamber (PC), and a
laser system. The mist chamber includes an atomizer and delivery system to make a mist of submicron sized liquid droplets that are precursors for the deposited material. The source chamber is
connected to a process chamber by a micron-sized hollow optical fiber (LGDW) or aperture
(LGMP). Typical fiber and aperture sizes are about 20 gm, and the droplets must be much
smaller than the fiber or aperture sizes, typically being of the order of a micron or less. The laser
beam is coupled into a fiber or aperture by an optical lens of low numerical aperture to allow
particle guidance to a substrate that is mounted on a translational stage. The supply chamber
provides an environment suitable for the deposition process and shields the particles from
convection currents that can deflect particles out of laser's confinement. More details can be
found in [2-4, 7] for LGDW and in [5, 6] for LGMP. The main difference between the two
versions is that LGDW utilizes the guiding optical fields in a grazing-incidence mode inside the
hollow fiber, while the guidance in LGMP is achieved by diffracted laser radiation.
As mentioned, the guidance efficiency depends strongly on the optical transverse gradient
force and, therefore, on the optical axial intensity. The intensity inside a hollow fiber decreases
exponentially with the distance, and the decay is usually characterized by a parameter zo or the
decay length. For a typical fiber of the inner diameter 2a = 20 pm, z0 g 8 mm, and it is size and
wavelength dependent, z, oc a3/ 2 [3]. The equivalent circular-aperture parameter is the
Rayleigh range ZR, or the border between the near-field diffraction region (at z < ZR) and the
"
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Figure 1. Schematic of laser-based direct-write techniques: source of droplets/particles
(atomizer, carrier gas supply and the mist chamber MC); laser system (laser and focusing lens);
supply (SC) and process (PC) chambers linked by either the high-power laser aperture (LGMP)
or hollow optical fiber (LGDW, shown in the offset); movable substrate on a translational stage.
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far-filed diffraction region (at z > zR). The Rayleigh range scales approximately as z, oc a2jA,
being typically shorter than z0 [9]; for instance, zR z1 mm for the 25-jim aperture. Unlike the
hollow fiber case, the intensity in the near-field region might be even higher than the incident
light intensity, decreasing only at z > z 0. Additionally, LGMP practically excludes particles
clogging and allows lower laser intensity; it also free from attenuation limits of LGDW due to
smaller hollow fiber size. On the other hand, LGMP is more sensitive to axial gradient forces,
especially for such nanoparticles as gold with a higher polarizability [10] and requires a better
optical design to avoid the inverse radiation pressure.
The computational results based on the paraxial Fraunhofer approximation of a gaussian
beam diffracted by a circular aperture [9, 11] suggest several factors for setup optimization of
LGMP. The calculations and experimental comparison of the diffraction patterns with the best
particle flux through the 25-gim aperture have shown that one of the most important factors is the
aperture radius a relative to the gaussian beam-waist radius w0 . It was found that the ratio a/wo
should be at least equal to or larger than 1.7. This number is larger than an optimum aperture
ratio of 1.125 (to obtain the maximum axial intensity in the far-field range) but closer to 1.57 for
> 99% power transmission [12]. The other important factor is the divergence of the beam ahead
of the aperture. A large divergence in the region near the beam waist (as utilized in the optical
tweezers [8]) can lead to reverse radiation pressure, especially for small particles << X [10].
Experiments with a setup (100-nm polystyrene spheres, 25-jim circular aperture and 30-mm
focusing lens) have shown that guidance exists at as low laser power as < 100 mW.
High accuracy is essential for direct write applications. Since it is determined by many
factors, systematic studies are required to estimate their contributions. Preliminary experiments
with five different materials [13] have shown that the deposition accuracy is inversely
proportional to the transport distance; it also strongly depends on the material properties of the
transported particles, such the refractive index and absorption, and relatively weakly on the laser
power when measured inside a low-power range.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All experiments discussed below were performed using a ew frequency doubled Nd:YVO 4
laser (Millennia 11, Spectra-Physics, X = 532 nm, 2.0 W, TEMOO mode) for deposition and an
AFM (Dimension 3000) for characterization. Glass substrates were cleaned using a standard
procedure (Alconox powder cleaner and ultrasonic bath). Some substrates were additionally
silanized.
Deposition of eold-thiolate nanoparticles
Synthesis of new materials, including nanomaterials, can take advantage of the laser heating
of droplets during their transportation and deposition. The techniques allow us in-situ melting of
deposited gold particles to form microelectrodes at the ends of nanoparticle depositions;
additionally, porous microstructures can result from evaporation of the deposited nanoparticlein-liquid droplets [5, 6]. Porous and relatively uniform microstructures can be fabricated using as
small nanoparticles as a few nm. Figure 2a shows spheres made of 7-nm hydrophobic gold
particles. The size of these spheres varies from about 200 nm to one micron, and the diameter of
the spheres is a direct consequence of the size distribution of the nanoparticle-in-liquid droplets
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(a)

2. Structures formed by
7-nm Au-S(CH 2)7CH 3 particles
deposited by at a laser power
of 200 mW on glass: (a)
scanning electron micrograph
of microspheres;
(b) transmission electron
micrograph of the partially
sectioned microspheres.

bFigure

generated by the atomizer and, to a lesser degree, the nanoparticle concentration in the droplets.
The hydrophobic gold nanoparticles pack together producing stable microstructures as a result of
the inter-particle van der Waals forces.
The transmission electron micrograph in Figure 2b reveals that the spheres are empty inside
as indicated by a bright area of the sectioned spheres. Such an inhomogeneity reduces the
strength of fabricated microstructures and causes a partial collapse of the shells. As a result,
small undulations are formed, as can be seen in Figure 2a. The formation of such shells is
assumed to be a result of combined effects of liquid evaporation and capillarity phenomena.
Indeed, when the laser beam heats liquid droplets, evaporation progresses easily through the
outer surface of the droplets. It is also initiated on the nanoparticle surfaces inside the droplets
via nucleation and growth of nanobubbles. As long as the density of nanoparticles in the droplet
is small, the bubbles can easily escape to the droplet surface. This is not the case, however, when
a dense structure of nanoparticles is created producing fine porosity through particle-to-particle
alignment. In this situation, a dense monolayer of hydrophobic gold nanoparticles has probably
already been formed on the surface of each toluene droplet at an early stage of the fabrication
experiment, soon after droplet generation. Gaseous bubbles cannot pass through such a dense
configuration of nanoparticles without disrupting its structure due to high capillary pressure
opposing this process. An estimate by the simplified Young-Laplace equation AP = 2y/R,
where (is the surface tension of liquid and R is the radius of capillary opening, shows that a
pressure of about 280 atm is required to force the gaseous-toluene interface to move through a
capillary opening of 4 nm in diameter.
It remains to be seen if the hollow microspheres made of gold and other nanoparticles
synthesized in our laboratory can found new application, such as capsules for the controlled
release of drugs and production of new catalysts with controlled porosity and specific surface
area.
Deposition of polystyrene nanospheres
Spherical polystyrene nanoparticles are attractive for patterning due to their availability in a
variety of sizes and their well-known surface properties. They are also commonly used as
carriers for proteins in biosensor fabrication. When deposited from water suspensions, both
polystyrene nanoparticles and polystyrene nanoparticles coated with avidin proteins form
spherical well-ordered structures. Additionally, avidin proteins remain active on the surface of
the carrier polystyrene particles after their deposition with LGMP [5]. Two examples of such
cluster-like structures made of 100-nm protein-coated and uncoated polystyrene particles (Duke
Scientific) by 200-mW power deposition are shown in Figure 3. Small irregularities of several
nm in width were observed only on avidin-coated polystyrene. They are assumed to be formed
due to incomplete coating of the polystyrene particles with protein layer(s). Proteins adsorb on
the hydrophobic surface of polystyrene from solution and can also be deposited through the
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(C)

()(b

Figure 3. (a) AFM 3-D topographic image of clusters of 100-nm avidin-coated polystyrene
particles deposited on silanized glass. (b) AFM topographic image of 100-nm uncoated
polystyrene particles deposited on untreated glass. (c) AFM phase image of the same particles.
liquid-solid-air three-phase line during its retraction when the volume of liquid decreases.
As our experiments indicated, LGMP opens an option to control the size and the shape of
the deposited clusters. At a higher evaporation rate (particles with strong absorption and/or a
higher laser power), the deposited particles carry no or little water, forming spherical clusters
similar to those shown in Figure 2. At a lower evaporation rate (particles with weak absorption
and/or lower laser power), deposited droplets are still liquid and spread polystyrene spheres to
form lens-like clusters, such as shown in Figure 3c. Thus, the shape and size of formed clusters
can be controlled by changing the substrate wetting properties (hydrophilic/hydrophobic).
Deposition of carbon-polymer composite
The resistivity of polymers is commonly changed by incorporating conductive particles,
such as carbon and metals, into the polymeric matrix. Such composites constitute an attractive
basis for sensing devices based on the absorption of organic pollutants by the polymeric matrix.
Contaminants absorption causes the polymer to swell, which increases the distance between
conductive particles and changes the conductivity of the composites. Chemical stability of such
composites combined with their good adhesion to many substrates are additional attractive
features in patterning of this type of materials over many other systems of weakly interacting
particles.
Fabrication of microstrips of carbon-polymer composites is currently explored in our
research using LGMP. Commercially available carbon nanoparticles of irregular shape (from 30
to 100 nm) are suspended in polyvinyl acetate-toluene solutions for atomization and deposition.
Our goal is to investigate the stability and controlled melting of such a composite under the laser
beam, as well as the phase segregation inside the deposited matrix. As an example, Figure 4
shows a cluster of carbon-polyvinyl acetate deposited on glass. Carbon nanoparticles (300 mg)
were dispersed in a solution of 3.2 g polyvinyl acetate in 50 ml toluene. Both AFM phase and 3D images reveal locations of a few carbon particles on the surface of polymeric cluster visible as
small dark and regular areas. They can also be distinguished from irregularities of the cluster
surface of 3D topographic image. Note that the body of each carbon particle remains immersed
in the polymeric matrix. The accumulation of carbon particles at the surface of a polymeric
droplet is a rare phenomenon since the carbon particles have a tendency to remain dispersed in
the polymeric matrix. This is the result of strong interactions between polyvinyl acetate and
carbon particles used in this study.
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ABSTRACT
Direct-write techniques allow processing in the nanometer range and have become powerful
methods for rapid prototyping of microelectronic circuits and micro-electro-mechanical systems
(MEMS). Chemical reactions are initiated by a focused beam leading to deposition of solid
material on literally any surface. We have used this method to deposit metals such as tungsten and
dielectrics such as silicon oxide using a focused ion beam (FIB) with 10 to 50 kV acceleration
voltage. Controlled guidance of the beam allows deposition of both-metallic and dielectric
material with features in the 100 nm range. The deposition of separate structures of metallic and
dielectric material deposited next to each other is shown on samples of different roughness. 3dimensional exemplary prototypes in the sub-pm range and multilayer structures demonstrate the
versatility of this method for prototyping and mix-and-match approaches with commercial
semiconductor devices. A characterization of the deposited material was performed to clarify
chemical composition and surface morphology of deposited structures. The deposition parameters
were found to influence the chemical composition and electronic properties of the material.
Direct-write deposition of dielectrics and metals by FIB allows fabrication of 3-dimensional
prototypes with custom-tailored material properties.

INTRODUCTION
Direct-write techniques have become increasingly important for rapid prototyping of
microelectronic circuits and MEMS as these direct-write methods allow access to the nanometer
range [1,21. These non-contact techniques typically use energetic focused beams to facilitate
processing on a locally confined space down to nanometer range. The focused beam makes it
possible to initiate chemical reactions leading to deposition of solid material on literally any
surface. In this work a focused ion beam (FIB) is used to deposit metals'such as tungsten or
dielectrics such as silicon oxide enabling the generation of prototypes for microelectronic
applications. With deliberate control of the beam position a point-by-point deposition of both
metallic and dielectric material is achieved 13]. The smallest features obtained with this directwrite method were below 100 rnm.
The advantage of the direct write technique is that it is a mask-less approach. Therefore,
prototypes can be realized quickly and cost-effectively. Unlike optical projection lithography no
photomask needs to be produced and changes of the layout can be implemented quickly. This
provides the long sought flexibility to device development. Furthermore, the feasibility to fabricate
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spatial structures extends the application range towards creation of 3-dimensional devices. With
beam-induced direct-write techniques the deposition of material is feasible regardless of the
roughness or prior structure of the sample and the suitability of these methods for mix-and-match
techniques is demonstrated in this work by direct-write deposition on commercial microchips.
With FIB-CVD individual structures of metallic and dielectric material may be deposited next
to each other. Several exemplary prototypes such as functional MIM (metal-insulator-metal)
capacitor structures and geometrical modifications of 3-dimensional substrates such as AFM
(atomic force microscope) cantilevers demonstrate the feasibility of this method for the generation
of functional multimaterial structures in the sub-pm range. The deposition parameters have a
strong influence on the chemical composition and electronic properties of the material. Therefore,
a chemical and physical characterization of the materials is performed. These material attributes
will impact the final performance of both electronic and mechanical devices. Direct-write
deposition allows for custom tailoring and fine-tuning of material properties. These direct-write
techniques show a future potential for prototyping of 2- and 3-dimensional components [4, 5].
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Direct-write deposition of layers and 3-dimensional structures of silicon oxide and tungsten
was performed by chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The CVD process was locally induced by a
focused ion beam (FIB). The silicon oxide deposition was obtained by decomposition and reaction
of a binary precursor gas mixture of siloxane and oxygen while the metal deposition was achieved
by local decomposition of tungstenhexacarbonyl precursor. The deposition chamber had a base
pressure of 1OE-7 Torr. Introduction of precursor gases increased the total pressure to the IOE-6
to 10E-5 Torr regime. Gaseous tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (TMCTS) and molecular oxygen
were coadsorbed at the substrate surface. The surface reaction leading to deposition of dielectric
material on the substrate surface was locally induced by an impinging Ga+ beam. Thus, the
deposited material is confined to a restricted area from 0.01 pm 2 up to 1 mm 2. Direct-write
techniques allow for arbitrary geometry relying only on the guidance of the focused beam. The ion
beam could be focused down to a diameter of 5 nm. Smallest features deposited were in the
100 nm range due to overspray effects by sputtering and redeposition of previously deposited
material.
The Ga ions were generated by a liquid metal ion source accelerated with 50 kV. An
electrostatic lens system for focusing and a deflection system for scanning the beam provided a
focused beam with an ion current adjustable between 4 pA and 2 nA. The pixel spacing during
scanning could be adjusted in the nm to the pm range. For deposition the ion beam was directed
perpendicular to the sample surface. Commercial Microchips or semiconductor materials such as
Si (100) or GaAs were used as substrates.
Topology of the deposited structures was investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
using a Digital Instruments 3100 in tapping mode. The chemical composition of deposited
materials was determined by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) using a CAMECA IMS 3f
sector field system. The SIMS-tool was operated in depth profiling mode to determine changes of
chemical composition with varying layer thickness. A 15 nA Cs+ ion beam was focused on a 60
pm diameter spot of the 150x 150 sample area. The recorded signal, as counts/min account for the
concentration in the deposited material.
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DISCUSSION

SDirect-Write Deposition with a focused ion beam was evaluated for its appropriateness for
practical applications. Therefore, the homogeny of the deposited material and the reproducibility
of the process were examined. For numerous applications the morphology of the deposited
material is essential so that the surface roughness of directly deposited material was investigated.
To display the suitability for practical applications prototypes for multilayered and 3-dimensional
structures were fabricated by FIB-Direct Write Deposition.
Chemical Composition
The chemical composition of silicon oxide deposited by FIB-CVD was investigated by
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). A depth profile of two individually deposited samples
shows the composition of the material with the proceeding deposition (Fig. 1).
The SIMS-spectra prove a homogeneous chemical composition of the FIB-deposited
material. This indicates a stable, robust process for the direct-write deposition of silicon oxide
However, previous studies have shown that, at the substrate interface, an intermixing layer is
formed under highly energetic ion bombardment [6]. During SIMS sputtering Si and 0 are the
dominant species and also SiO ions are found signifying the existence of silicon oxide bonds.
Furthermore, contaminations of C and Ga originating from the ion beam are observed. However,
the logarithmic scale of the ion counts suggests silicon and oxide as the main components of the
deposited material.
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Figure 1. Chemical composition and reproducibility of silicon oxide deposition. Depth profiles of
2 silicon oxide structures fabricated separately but with identical process parameters were
measured- the composition of the FIB-deposited material was analyzed by SIMS. The
concentration variations of single species were calculated for the material composition at 250 nam
sputter depth.
The comparison bf the two individually processed samples renders the FIB-CVD direct-write
deposition a highly reproducible process. The concentrations of all species are highly comparable
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between both samples. The ion counts of different species were compared for 250 nm sputter
depth. The standard deviation of most detected species is below 5% and signifies an excellent
repeatability. This allows employing direct-write deposition also for applications where a constant
material quality is demanded. However, the variation of process parameters allows to change the
chemical composition and to tailor material properties accordingly to meet specific requirements
[7].
Surface Roughness
For mechanical applications the surface morphology is a central characteristic. The surface
roughness of silicon oxide deposited by FIB-CVD was investigated by atomic force microscopy
(Fig.2). The selection of the pixel spacing was found to have a significant influence on the surface
roughness of the deposited material. All other process parameters such as total ion dose, dwell
time per pixel and composition of the gas atmosphere were maintained invariable so that only the
spacing between beam spot positions during a scan is responsible for the observed changes. With
a small pixel spacing a very smooth surface with a RMS roughness in the 3 nm range was
obtained (Fig. 2 left). With pixels positioned so close that neighboring beam profiles are
overlapping a very a homogeneous deposition over the entire surface was obtained. Large pixel
spacing resulted in a rough surface with a RMS roughness exceeding 10 nm. The large distance
between neighboring beam spots led to a locally inhomogeneous ion exposure facilitating slightly
different deposition rates in the sub-pm range.

Small pixel spacing
(Spacing =60 nrn)

RMS (Rq) = 3.2 nm
Thickness = 173 nm

Medium pixel spacing
(Spacing =150 nm)

Large pixel spacing
(Spacing =445 nmn)

RMS (Rq) = 4.0 nm
Thickness = 216 nm

RMS (Rq) = 10.1 nm
Thickness = 326 nm

Figure 2. Surface roughness of FIB-deposited material. The morphology of silicon oxide
fabricated by FIB-CVD was recorded by AFM. The process parameter pixel spacing - the
distance between beam spots during the scan operation - was varied.
The different thickness of deposited material obtained with an identical ion dose in all cases
has to be noted (Fig. 2). With ion induced deposition the resulting deposition rate is always in
equilibrium between depositing new material by the FIB-induced CVD reaction and removing
material again by ion sputtering. Large pixel spacing facilitates a more effective utilization of ions
for deposition while the negative consequences of sputtering are diminished. By widening the
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pixel spacing the deposition rate could almost be doubled. This indicates a higher efficiency of the
deposition process with large pixel spacing, but at the cost of a higher surface roughness.
Chemical analysis by Auger electron spectroscopy showed lower Ga-concentrations with large
pixel spacing, while the amount of Ga implanted in the deposited material was higher with a small
pixel spacing.
3-dimensional Structures
Direct-write deposition is a versatile tool for fabrication of 3-dimensional structures. An
experimental multilayer structure for interconnect modification of commercial microchips displays
the capability to rewire an integrated circuit using three additional interconnect layers (Fig 3).
With the multilayer interconnect metal lines were deposited by FIB-CVD to lay conductive paths.
The metallic features are separated by silicon oxide, that was deposited by FIB direct-write
deposition acting as interline and interlayer dielectric. Imaging by FIB allows aligning the
structure to be deposited on the substrate surface. Positioning of individual metal interconnects
can be performed in-situ during the fabrication process and without any necessity for a previously
fabricated mask.
Direct-write deposition is also a powerful method for prototyping of 3-dimensional devices
down to the sub-jain range. A structure with several pillars of lxI pm cross section was deposited
(Fig. 4). An aspect ratio height to side length of 30 could be achieved with the shown structures.
Also curved pillars were fabricated - a design that is not accessible with standard lithography
techniques. This versatility in the design renders FIB direct-write deposition an excellent tool for
development of new MEMS prototypes.

I0opm

Figure 3. Multilevel interconnect prototype. On the
surface of the commercial microchip a 3-layer
interconnect structure was fabricated by FIB-CVD
of tungsten (bright lines) and silicon oxide (thicker
dark lines). The conductive metal lines are well
separated by dielectric material.
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Figure 4. Two 3-dimensional structures
fabricated by direct-write deposition of
silicon oxide. The single pillars have a lxi
pm cross section and are up to 30 pm high
and are positioned on preselected spots.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the direct-write deposition utilizing a focused ion beam is a versatile
process that allows depositing metals and dielectric materials. The deposition process can be
influenced in manifold ways by adjusting the process parameters in order to tailor the material
properties such as chemical composition or surface roughness. The FIB-CVD process was shown
to be highly reproducible and provides material of a homogeneous chemical composition. The
capability to deposit conductive and insulating material renders direct-write deposition an ideal
prototyping technique for microelectronics. The feasibility to directly deposit 3-dimensional
structures of arbitrary shape down below 1pm feature size gives this method a high potential as
development tool of future MEMS prototypes.
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ABSTRACT
For laser nanofabrication using two-photon photopolymerization, a deep understanding of
the nature of focal spots that are related to two-photon excitation is essential for achieving a high
spatial resolution in three dimensions. Here we report the use of a technology we call ascending
scan for characterizing the three-dimensional size and shape of single polymerization elements
(voxels), and introduce several features of voxels that have not been fully noticed before. These
findings are important for tailoring nanofeatures according to design.
INTRODUCTION
Two-photon photopolymerization [1-7] has been recognized as an important technology for
nanofabrication. The current research effort is mainly devoted to the synthesis of high efficiency
photo initiators and sensitizers [4, 10]. However, as a new technology, a lot of work has been
done to establish it as a nanotechnology. Examples include the achievement of sub-diffractionlimit spatial resolution by the radical quenching effect [8, 9], improvement of fabrication
efficiency by using 3D vector scanning [9], 3D micro-diagnosis by fluorescent dye labeling and
twoIphotonconfocal scanning [11], micro-device functionalization [12], and so forth. Different
from conventional laser rapid prototyping, depicting micro-objects with SDL features needs a
deep understanding of characteristics of two-photon excitation related focal spots. This work has
not been done before. In this paper, we will introduce a 3D focal spot imaging technology,
ascending scan [13], and an investigation by using this technology on how basic laser parameters
influence the focal spot size and shape, and therefore the nanofabrication.
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
The experimental system was the same as we used before [12, 13]. ATi: Sapphire laser that
was operated at mode-lock and delivered 100 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz was
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employed as an exposure source (MaiTai, Spectra Physics). The laser wavelength was tuned to
780 nm. The laser beam was focused by a high-numerical-aperture (NA-I.4) objective lens into
a sample. A Galvano mirror set was used for moving the focal spot in two horizontal dimensions
and a piezo stage for up-down scanning, both synchronized and controlled with a computer. A
urethane acrylate resin, SCR 500 (from Japan Synthetic Rubber, JSR) was used for
two-photon-absorption (TPA) photopolymerization, of which the absorption peaks at UV and
extends to the visible range to 530 nm. The entire fabrication process was monitored in-situ with
a CCD camera. After fabrication, samples were developed in methanol so that unsolidified liquid
was removed. Finally samples were dried and imaged with a scanning electron beam
microscope.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL FOCAL SPOT CHARACTERIZATION
The 3D spatial resolution was conventionally characterized from a resin spot or line that was
polymerized on the surface of a substrate. By atomic force microscope (AFM) or scanning
electron microscope (SEM) measurement, the width and height of the spot were considered as
the lateral and longitudinal dimensions of a voxel, in other words, the lateral and longitudinal
spatial resolutions, respectively. Due to a truncation effect, the substrate surface recorded spot is
actually only a part of an entire voxel. The above simple measurement scheme brought a lot of
misleading conclusions. To get reliable spatial resolution information, a complete and isolated
voxel is needed. To reach this end, we scan the laser focal point from inside the substrate to an
above surface height, residing at a series of positions for exposure [Fig. 1(a)]. The left-side
voxels are truncated, and are utilized in conventional AFM or SEM observations. In the
rightmost region, voxels form but float away during developing. Only if the residing spot number
is reasonably large, there are always some voxels formed at the immediate substrate surface that
are not truncated and are weakly attached. After developing, these voxels remain where they
were polymerized and fall down [Fig. 1(b)]. From these voxels, both lateral and longitudinal
spatial resolutions are attained [Fig. I (c)].
VOXELS INFLUENCED BY LASER PULSE ENERGY, EXPOSURE TIME,
NUMERICAL APERTURE, AND POLARIZATION
Laser beams are described by their spatial, temporal, spectral and polarization distributions
in addition to coherence properties. As fundamental limits the beams can be diffraction and
bandwidth limited, linearly polarized and coherent. Usually these limits are not satisfied or even
required in applications.
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Figure 1. The ascending scan method for observation of the 3 dimensions of a voxel. (a) The
principle of the technology; (b) SEM image of the truncated (A, B, C) and overturned (D, E, F)
voxels; and (c) magnified images of a voxel.
In the current research, a 780-nm-wavelength laser with a 100-fs pulse width at a repetition rate
of 80 MHz possesses a spectral full width at half maximum (FWHM) of approximately 10 rum,
implying a time-bandwidth product of At.Ao = 0.493, near the transform limit of 0.441 of a
Gaussian pulse shape. A short pulse width (< 1 ps) is essential to provide a high transient power
in time domain to launch nonlinear optical processes and exclude thermal effects, which are
difficult to localize. The broad laser spectrum associated with the ultrashort pulse width brings
about the chromatic aberration, which has been overcome by use of apochromats. Also due to the
wide spectrum, the coherence length (1,) of femtosecondiasers becomes short, e.g. around 40 lm
in the current system as estimated by X-=0.624 X /AXFWHM, which is the major hindrance of
large-volume holographic applications. For single-color and single-beam focusing geometry as
we used in this research, the coherence condition for forming a virtual energy level that is needed
by two-photon absorption (TPA) is naturally satisfied.
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Comparing with the roles of temporal, spectral and coherence performances discussed above,
laser energy distribution and beam polarization directly determine the spatial resolution of
fabrication. By using the ascending method, we investigated how some basic laser parameters
influence voxels, including exposure time, laser pulse energy, NA and polarization. This
information is important because for tailoring nanostructures, not only the focal spot size, but
also its shape determine the accuracy and dimensions of target objects.

500 nm

Figure 2. Side-view SEM images of voxels formed under different NA focusing.
Figure 2 shows the side-view SEM image of voxels formed under the same laser power
exposure but beams focused with lens of different NAs. The longitudinal size increases as NA is
reduced within expectation. However, it is found the lateral size obtained at high NA is no
smaller than that at low NA. This contradicts theoretical results, but could be understood by
considering the threshold effect of TPA polymerization. In case of low-NA focusing, the laser
power is distributed to a larger volume, and the solidified front demarcated by the threshold
camber is vertically expanded and laterally shrunk. Therefore low-NA gives smaller lateral voxel
size. The gradient of light intensity distribution in high-NA focused light field is steeper and
energy is more concentrated to the center of focal spot, which facilitates pinpoint exposure at
smaller volume. Therefore smallest visible voxels by 1.4 and 0.8 NA are 120 nm and 260 rim,
respectively. Hence, for high-accuracy nanofabrication, a high NA objective is preferable.
Further research shows that near-threshold exposure condition, increasing exposure time and
increasing laser pulse energy causes different exposure dose-dependent voxel size. The former is
basically a logarithmic function that reflects the radical diffusion process, while the latter
dependence is from an enhanced two-photon absorption effect.
We also tested how polarization influences the voxel shape. We found that the voxel
cross-section perpendicular to the optical axis direction was not circular as expected, but an
ellipse with axis ratio of roughly 1.1. This is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Top-view SEM images of voxels produced with lasers of different linear polarization
directions.
The above phenomenon was explained by a depolarization effect that was predicted by
electromagnetic focusing theory. It is already known that, when the beam incident angle ox is
small, the focal field (Es, Ey, E.) is sufficiently described by a cylindrically symmetric function
IE(r), 0,0] with r= ;(x +y2), where the input beam is assumed to propagate in the z-direction
and be polarized along the x-direction. Nevertheless, when a > 400 (NA > 0.7), the symmetry is
broken and the field with significant Ey and E, component appears. More precisely, the electric
field can be expressed as:
E(tr,,, z 2 ) =

[10 + cos(20)1Ii
2 + sin( 20)2j + 2i cos OI
1kI

1-{

where i, j and k are the unit vectors in the x, y and z directions, respectively, variables r2 , z2 and
are cylindrical coordinates of an observation point. Io, 17 and 12 are non-zero variables [see
definitions in Ref.15]. Hence, it is clear that the electric field at the focal region is depolarized.
The calculated result is shown in Fig. 4. The fact that the orientation of voxels changes
corresponding to the polarization direction provides solid evidence for the origin of the ellipse
cross-section.

CONCLUSION
We propose an ascending scan method for imaging single voxels in three dimensions. By using
this technology we studied how basic laser parameters influence the shape and size of voxels.
This technology and our findings are important for understanding the two-photon
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photopolymerization nanofabrication technology. Also it can be utilized for evaluating newly
synthesized photopolymers to test their usability in 3D laser nanofabrication.
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Figure 4. Two-photon point spread functions at focal plane. The open symbols denote the
direction perpendicular to polarization (y axis) and solid symbols are within the polarization
plane (x axis).
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ABSTRACT
Tissue engineering tries to grow replacement tissues to repair damaged bones. In this paper,
the fabrication technology of Multi-nozzle Deposition Manufacturing (MDM) was adopted to
fabricate scaffolds of a tissue engineered bone at low temperature. The composite of
poly(L-lactic acid) and tri-calcium phosphate (TCP) was chosen to form bone tissue engineering
scaffolds. The new computer aided manufacturing process can make porous PLLA/TCP scaffolds.
A new surface processing technology of apatite coating on bone tissue engineered scaffolds was
also adopted. This digital forming technology was based on rapid prototyping (RP), in which a
digital droplets assembly technology was introduced. The MDM technology of 4 nozzles was
developed based on the layer-by-layer manufacturing principle of Solid Freeform Fabrication
(SFF) in our laboratory. The bone scaffolds made by the multi-nozzle deposition process in the
MDM system have good biocompatibility and bone conductive properties as a molecular
scaffold for bone morphogenic protein (BMP) in the implantation experiment of repairing
segment defects in rabbits' and dogs' radiuses.

INTRODUCTION
Tissue Engineering has been developed and applied widely recently for the ability to
provide medical implantations which repair, maintain and promote the function and morphology
of injured tissues or organs. As one of the keystrokes of tissue engineering, scaffolds are
important for the following functions: directing the growth of cells migrating from surrounding
tissue or of cells seeded within the porous scaffold and providing a substrate for cell attachment,
proliferation, differentiated function and, in certain cases, cell migration; for an article
cartilage/bone transplant, the scaffold must have the proper mechanical properties to support the
normal physiological functions. Research on scaffolds has been a hot arenall-5 1. The structure of
human bone is built up with multi-phase composites of cells. There are three kinds of main
structural elements: cells which constitute functional units, the extra-cellular matrix (ECM) and
bone scaffolds. Traditional materials such as metals, ceramics, polymers and composites are
always exotic materials in the human body. Implants with these materials could only replace
functions partially.
Traditional scaffold manufacturing technologies include fiber bonding, solvent casting,
particulate leasing, membrane lamination, melt molding and emulsion freeze drying. These can
hardly make customized scaffolds for different patients with specially designed functional
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gradient structure including gradient material structure and gradient morphology structure. Those
features of bone scaffolds are important for the regeneration of the structural tissue. After careful
consideration, this paper presents PLLA/apatite/Collagen as a materials system for Rapid
Prototyping and manufacturing of bone tissue engineering scaffolds16-81 . This system has the
ability to manufacture scaffolds with good bio-compatibility, bioactivity, higher strength and
workability. Chemical reaction methods are put forward to deposit apatite coating on scaffolds.
The hybrid structure of bone tissue engineering scaffolds was used in the PLLA/apatite/Collagen
system, and this structure was made by rapid prototyping and manufacturing for bone tissue
engineering scaffolds. Two kinds of collagen-apatite composites have been prepared with alkali
reaction and mechanical mixing methods. Collagen has been coated on the surface of PLLA/TCP
tissue engineering scaffolds through the vac-sorb method, and then apatite has been deposited on
scaffolds with an unbalanced reaction method, thus a hybrid structure of PLLA/apatite/Collagen
has been prepared. SEM observation shows that collagen sponges are adhered on the pores of the
scaffolds and apatite is deposited on the collagen sponge. Tests show that the hybrid structure has
good bio-compatibility.
In this paper, the rapid prototyping manufacturing (RPM) technology based on droplet
assembly has been adopted. There are two important characteristics for this RPM technology:
one is that bio-materials were deposited at low-temperature, and the other is that bio-materials
were deposited droplet by droplet precisely'9" 21 . This kind of bio-manufacturing method could be
used in some other fields, and there are some other researches and applications 3' 61 .We
introduce different RP technologies in different applied fields of bio-manufacturing.
MATERIALS SYSTEM FOR BONE TISSUE ENGINEERING SCAFFOLDS AND ITS
PREPARATION
Materials system
Fig. 1 is a list of some Materials of Bone Tissue Engineering Scaffolds. A scaffold should
exhibit the following characteristics (11:1) three-dimensional and highly porous structure with an
interconnected pore network for cell growth and flow transport of nutrients and metabolic waste;
2) biocompatibility and bioresorbability with a controllable degradation and resorption rate to
match cell/tissue growth in vitro and /or in vivo; 3) suitable surface chemistry for cell attachment,
proliferation, and differentiation; 4) mechanical properties to match those of the tissues at the site
of implantation; and 5) ease of processing to form a variety of shapes and sizes.
Biodegradable biomaterials, poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA), tricalcium phosphate (TCP) and
their composites, have already been used to fabricate bone tissue engineering scaffolds by many
Sdifferent fabrication technologies including fiber bonding, solvent casting, particulate leaching,
membrane lamination, melt molding, etc. PLLA grains with an average molecular weight of
approximately 53,000 were kindly offered by Institute of Chemistry, Chinese Academy of
Science. TCP powder was purchased from Forth Reagent Factory of Shanghai, China. Fig. 2
shows a Scaffold of large bone tissue engineering using rapid prototyping technology. Left is the
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Carrier scaffold of PLLAITCP with multi-pores on 3-D orthogonal directions (X30), and right is
the Carrier scaffold of PLLAiTCP for dog radio-bone (x5).
Rio-Ceramic
i-eac
Bio-Glass and so on

Abio-materials
SArtificial Composed)
Arta C
d
Materials

.
•
Synthesized polymer

PLA
PGA
Their Co-polymer
Composite of HA and PLA
Composite of HA and Collagen

.omposite

Composite of HA and BMP and so on
Derived Materials
from Nature

Natural Bone
Collagen
Coral Bone and so on
Figure 1. Materials of bone tissue engineering scaffolds.

x

(b)
(a)
Figure 2. Scaffold of large bone tissue engineering using rapid prototyping technology. (a)
Carrier scaffold of PLLA/TCP with multi-pores on 3-D orthogonal directions (x30). (b) Carrier
scaffold of PLLAJTCP for dog radial-bone (x5).
Surface coating processing
There are two methods of surface coating with tricalcium phosphate. In the first, PLLA is
put into simulated body fluid (SBF), and then TCP is deposited onto its surface. This is a
near-equilibrium chemical deposition process. In the second method, a film of scaffold material
PLLA is made and put into solutions of TCP, where deposition occurs by means of
non-equilibrium reaction (Fig. 3). The porous morphology of the scaffolds was studied by
scanning electron microscopy at20 kV. The dimension of macro pores is about 300-500 itm.
There is micro porous structure around the macro pores. The average dimension of the micro
pores is about 5 put. It is shown that the minute TCP particles are embedded in the PLLA walls
and can be distinguished.
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(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)
Figure 3. Multi-pore structure of PLLA tissue engineering scaffold and the surfaces of the
scaffold after dipping in solutions of TCP. (a) Horizontal section of the scaffold (x50). (b)
Perpendicular section of the scaffold (x50). (c) Scaffold surface after 3 Days (x2500). (d)
Scaffold surface after 10 days (x2500).
The PLLA film was cut into strips of 3 mm. Then, three kinds of solutions were obtained
with CaCI 2 and K2HPO4'3H 2 0. Solution A was of 1.12M CaC12 , solution B was of 0.56M
K 2HPO 4, and solution C was of 0.28M K2HPO 4 .KOH was put into solutions B and C, so that the
pH was about 14. A strip of PLLA was put into solution B for about 20 min, with the ratio of
solid against liquid being 1:30 (w/v). Then, it was put into solution A with a ratio of solid against
liquid of 1:50 (w/v) at 37 'C for a reaction time of 3 min, 5 min, 10 min, 15 min, 30 min, 1 h or 2
h respectively. The sample was then washed with de-ionised water. This is the so called Process
B+A. Processes C+A and A+C were similar to this process. Three samples were obtained for
each time. Fig. 4 shows SEM photos of processes B+A. The morphologies of this composite in
different times for process B+A were as follows: there is no deposition in 3 min; there are some
island-like depositions on the PLLA surface in 10 min; the surface is almost covered by
deposition material in 2 h and the size of the deposited particles is about 1 Pm. Fig. 5 is the
evolution of the mole ratio of Ca/P in the mineralization processes for processes C+A and B+A.
The difference is mainly in the first 1 h. Fig. 6 shows the morphology of the surfaces for process
of B+A for 10 min. It is known that a pre-process of isopropanol is suitable for deposition of
TCP.

(d)
(c)
(b)
(a)
Figure 4. Processes of B+A for: (a) 3 min (x3000); (b) 10 min (x3000); (c)2 h (x3000); (d) 2 h
(x3000).
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Figure 5. Evolution of mole ratio of Ca/P in the mineralization process.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. Process of B+A for 10 min; (a) without pre-process of isopropanol (x3000), and (b)
with pre-process of isopropanol (x3000).
FABRICATION BASED ON RPADOPTED DROPLET ASSEMBLY
Introduction to manufacturing systems for bio-manufacturine
Four kinds of bio-manufacturing systems are built up in the Center of Laser Rapid Forming,
Tsinghua university (Fig. 7). The fabrication methods for these four systems are based on RP
adopted droplet assembly. There are a lot of different bio-materials for each bio-manufacturing
system. Fig 7(a) is a platform for bio-manufacturing, and a lot of experimental results were
obtained from this platform. For example, the particles of bio-materials could be deposited with
their droplets transformed from solid state to liquid state based on a spraying technology. Fig 7(b)
is the MedForm equipment. It is for repair a skull defects with polymers by means of melted
extrusion modeling technology using bio-compatible materials. Fig. 7(c) is a desktop RP
machine. It is for bio-manufacturing of ear bone for microtia patients. Microtia should be
corrected or reconstructed with biomaterials, such as ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene,
which is similar to the cartilage of ear. There are four nozzles on the TissForm system in Fig.
7(d). Droplets solidify and assemble at room temperature or low-temperature one by one. Three
kinds of materials for bone tissue engineering scaffolds mentioned in this paper are provided and
came from three nozzles.
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(c)
(d)
(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Four kinds of bio-manufacturing systems in CLRF, Tsinghua: (a) Bio-manufacturing
platform; (b) MedForm system for materials with biocompatibility; (c) Open bio-manufacturing
system; (d) TissForm system for tissue engineering materials.
Bone tissue engineering process
The material slurry was formed into frozen scaffolds in a low-temperature deposition
manufacturing (LDM) system. Fig. 8 shows the structure of the LDM system. First, the material
slurry was fed into the material supply that has a soft pipe connected to a screw pump nozzle.
The diameter of the outlet of the nozzle is 0.3 mm. The LDM system built scaffolds layer by
layer, directly computer-driven by 3-dimensional digital models. This was accomplished in low
temperature environment under 0 'C in the refrigerator. The computer controlled the nozzle to
move in the X-Y plane, extrude the material slurry out and deposit it onto the platform in the area
defined by the digital models. The layer of deposited materials was frozen on the platform. Also
under the control of the computer, the platform moved down 0.15 mm in the Z direction after the
forming process of each layer. In this manner, the frozen scaffold was stacked up layer by layer.
To ensure the forming of the pores of the vertical cross section, the extruded material was
deposited into a series of parallel lines along the Y direction from the 1st to the 3rd layer while
moving parallel to the X direction from the 4th to 6th layer; the scanning direction of the nozzle
alternated every 3 layers as shown in Fig. 9. By changing the number of layers between changes
of scanning direction, and the distance between the parallel lines in each layer, the pore
dimensions can be adjusted. After the forming process, the frozen scaffolds made by the LDM
system were freeze-dried in an ALPHA1-2 Freeze dryer for 38 hours to remove the solvent. After
treatment by freeze drying, the scaffolds are in the solid state in normal atmospheric temperature.
Cells culture
The porous matrices were placed in 96-well tissue culture plates 5 mm in diameter and 2 mm
high. After being sterilized in 70% alcohol overnight, the matrices were rinsed extensively with
distilled water and washed by PBS and Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) medium
twice separately. L929 cell suspension was supplied by Jishuitan Hospital of Beijing. 100 P1
L929 cell suspension at a density of cells 5x10 5 /ml DMEM medium was dropped into each well.
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Then it was incubated in a humidified atmosphere with 37 °C, 5% CO2 .The culture medium was
changed after 1.5 days. After 2.5 days incubation, the matrices were fixed with 2.5%
glutaraldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) overnight at 4 'C.

Rerf

Uetr

Material stpply

Formed scaffold

Nozzle
Formed scaffold
Lg,

scrRefrigerator

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of LDM.

Figure 9. Illustration of the forming
process of scaffolds in the LDM system.

After thoroughly washing with PBS, the cells were dehydrated by graded ethanol and critical
point dried and examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Table I shows the results of
this experiment. The densities of different kinds of cells are almost the same. The densities of
samples No. 3 and 4 are smaller a little, but the density for sample No. 2 is somewhat higher. The
morphologies of cells growing on the surfaces of different materials were observed by
microscopy. It is known that the growing conditions are good enough on surfaces of sample No.
1-5. It is concluded that these bio-materials have no toxicity. The adhesion and propagation of
cells on the surfaces of materials are also good enough for samples of No. 1-5. But for the
sample of pure PLLA (No. 6), the situation is different completely. There is no adhesion of cells
on the surface of the material. This result shows that the bio-properties are improved for our
material system.
Table I. Serial Numbers of Materials, Processing Methods and Cell Density
Numberof

1#

2#

3#

4#

5#

6#

Processing

No pre-

No pre-

No pee-

Pre-processing

Pre-processing

On pore PLA

Method

processing,

processing,

processing,

in water,

with isopropanol,

coating

deposition in A

deposition in

deposition in

deposition in

deposition in A

for 15inin

A for 80min

Afor 12h

A for 10 mirn

for 50rin

5.6x10W

6.0,<10

3.9x15

3.2x10

Materials

Celt

5

Density

177

5

5.0410'

4.9x10
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CONCLUSIONS
Bone tissue scaffold technologies based on RP adopted droplet assembly were studied in this
paper. In summary:
1.A new bio-material system was given for bone tissue scaffolds. This is the porous PLLA/TCP
composite with BMP.
2. The fabrication technology of Multi-nozzle Deposition Manufacturing (MDM) was adopted to
fabricate bone tissue engineered scaffolds in low temperature.
3. The cell culture experiments show that the bone scaffolds made by us have good
bio-compatibility and bone conductive property as a molecular scaffold. It also gave good
results in the implantation experiments for repairing segment defects in rabbits' and dogs'
radiuses111 -2 ].
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ABSTRACT
Collagen scaffolds have been produced that incorporate predefined internal channels. The
scaffolds were obtained with the aid of sacrificial moulds that have been manufactured usinga
rapid prototyping technique. A computer aided design file of the mould was created and then
realised using an ink-jet printer. A dispersion of collagen was then cast into the mould and
frozen. Ethanol was used to dissolve the mould leaving the collagen, which was then freeze dried
'to produce the final product. The scaffold was then analysed using X-ray microtomography
(XMT) to determine whether the desired internal structure was obtained. It was found necessary
to add saturated potassium iodide (KI) solution to the scaffold in order to analyse it satisfactorily
by XMT. The resultant images indicate that the desired internal structure was obtained.

INTRODUCTION
The new multidisciplinary field of Tissue Engineering has arisen to satisfy the demand
for biological substitutes to repair living tissue [1]. Tissue engineering involves the growth of
relevant biological material into the required organ or tissue. However, unaided cells do not grow
into the required orientations and therefore the resulting tissues are not of the correct shape: A
solution is provided by the use of three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds acting as guides for cellular
growth. Tissue engineered scaffolds are porous structures usually made from bioresorbable
material containing appropriate factors to induce cell adhesion and growth. This allows the
attached cells to migrate and colonise the whole scaffold. During the scaffold degradation, cells
proliferate and occupy newly liberated spaces to create a viable tissue replacement [21.
Biodegradable and bioresorbable polymers and ceramics have been used to make 3D
scaffolds [3 - 5]. Both synthetic and natural polymers have been used. The material used in this
investigation is the natural polymer, collagen. Collagen is an abundant protein present in the
connective tissue (and extra-cellular matrix in bone) of mammals.
Existing methods for scaffold fabrication are dependant on the generation
of pores within
the matrix; typical pore generators are salt particles and ice crystals. The distribution of pores
however cannot be controlled precisely. As a consequence, current techniques cannot produce
complicated internal features, e.g. channels that could act as an artificial vascular system. This
internal system is desirable because it allows the flow of a blood-like medium throughout the
construct, which supplies oxygen and nutrients to cells migrating deep into the scaffold.
Solid Freeform Fabrication (SFF), an outgrowth of Rapid Prototyping (RP), can have a
great impact on tissue engineering by producing scaffolds with tailored architectures. SFF
processes can deliver complex shapes with intricate internal features directly from computergenerated models [6]. In this paper, an inkjet printing technique has been used to produce a 3D
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mould, which is the negative shape of the desired scaffold. The collagen scaffolds were then
made by freezing an aqueous dispersion of collagen inside the sacrificial mould. This results in
the nucleation of ice crystals, which grow and force the collagen into the interstitial spaces,
thereby aggregating the collagen. The ice crystals are removed by sublimation using a
conventional freeze-drying technique.
As-produced collagen scaffolds have been analysed using X-ray microtomography [7-9].
This technique is favourable as it is non-destructive and also enables 3D analysis from a set of
cross-sections. Techniques such as scanning electron microscopy and mercury porosimetry are
destructive and only provide two-dimensional information that may not be representative of the
whole construct. This paper reports the results of using X-ray microtomography to analyse 3D
collagen scaffolds.

EXPERIMENTAL
The preparation of the collagen scaffolds used in this study is described in greater detail
elsewhere [2]. Briefly, moulds with the required negative-shape, were designed using
commercial CAD software and manufactured using the commercial SFF system, Model-Maker I1
(Solidscape Inc. Merrimack, NH, USA). Figures 1 and 2 show the mould design used to make
the collagen scaffolds and relevant cross-sectional areas of the mould respectively.
Outlet
(fluid 2)
Inlet

Section 3

(fluid 2)

/

S:s2•
Outlet
u

~

1)

Section 2
Section 1
Final mould

fl(fluid
I
(fluid 1)

Figure 1. The mould design used to make the collagen scaffolds (a) shows the internal
channel structure and (b) the final mould indicating cross-sections of interest; these are shown in
diagrammatical form in Figure 2.
The build material used in the mould was a proprietary low molecular weight polar
material (ProtoBuild, Solidscape Inc.). A collagen dispersion was then cast into the mould and
frozen at about -20 'C. The mould was then immersed in ethanol, which dissolved the mould
and the ice crystals. The collagen scaffold was then dried after solvent exchange with liquid
carbon dioxide. Figure 3 shows a typical mould and the collagen scaffold produced. Subsequent
moulds produced for this study were doped with KI and methylene blue dye. The collagen
scaffolds were also doped with an aqueous saturated potassium iodide (KI) solution.
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Figure 2. Cross sections of the mould design, which provides details of the desired internal
structure. (All dimensions are in millimetres.)
ý12
16. ý! 1

Figure 3. A typical Model Maker II produced mould next to a typical collagen scaffold.
The X-ray microtomographic system (XMT) used in this study was a HMX-225
radiography platform (X-Tek, Tring, UK) run under Tomahawk tomography software (AEA
Technology, Harwell, UK). The XMT works by placing a specimen in the path of X-rays. The
specimen can be rotated and also translated perpendicularly to the X-ray beam. In tomographic
imaging, a number of absorption profiles of the specimen are captured using a cone projection
for a complete rotation of the sample. Typ~ically, a radiograph is taken every 0.5°. From these
data, the 3D image can be reconstructed using a standard filtered back-projection algorithm [7J.
The system allows the X-ray voltage and current to be varied independently.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Initial observations of collagen scaffolds using XMT were disappointing due to poor
contrast because of collagen's low X-ray absorption. Subsequently a doping regime was
employed to enable the scaffolds to be detected using XMT. This involved applying a few drops
of a saturated KI solution onto a collagen scaffold, which caused the scaffold to reduce in
volume by approximately 50%. The necessary addition of the KI solution introduced surface
tension forces that caused the collapse of the fragile pore structure. Figure 4 shows the images of
slices taken in the xy direction of the KI doped collagen scaffold. When these two images are
compared with the diagram in Figure 2 it can be clearly seen that Figure 4a corresponds with
Section 3 in the diagram and Figure 4b corresponds with Section 1. That is to say that the
scaffold has the desired internal structure.

Figure 4. Images of slices taken in the xy direction of the KI doped collagen scaffold; (a)
corresponds to section 3 and (b) corresponds to section 1 in Figure 1 respectively.
These images are encouraging; however further examination of Figure 4a and the design
for Section 3 in Figure 2 shows a small mismatch. Section 3 consists of four discrete channels,
whereas Figure 4a suggests that the channels have collapsed in on one another. It is thought that
this apparent "merger" of channels is an effect of the KI doping. In the preparation of the
collagen scaffolds great care is taken to protect the scaffolds from water. This is because the
surface tension of the water would cause the collapse of the delicate porous structure [2].
However, in order to obtain XMT images it was necessary to add an aqueous solution of KI.
Therefore, the above images actually show the dispersal of KI throughout the collagen matrix.
Looking again at the diagram of Section 3 in Figure 2, it can be seen that the collagen separating
the four chambers is very thin. It is thought that this area of the matrix has not absorbed any KI
and therefore has not been detected by XMT. This is coupled with the collapse of porosity and
the reduction in volume of the collagen scaffold. Figure 5 shows images taken in the xy direction
of the scaffold corresponding to Section 2.
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Figure 5. Images of slices taken in the xy direction of the KI doped collagen scaffold
corresponding to section 2 in Figure 2.
It can be seen that the internal structure observed is a reasonable approximation to that expected.
There is a lack of segregation between the four channels observed and it is thought this is due to
the reasons stated.
I Figure 6 show images of slices taken in the xz plane. It can be clearly seen that the
desired internal structure has been obtained.

Figure 6. Images of slices taken in the xz direction of the KI doped collagen scaffold
corresponding to section 2 in Figure I.
This analysis shows that the collagen scaffolds do have the internal structure that has been
designed for them. However, the necessary addition of KI solution has made those scaffolds that
were analysed unusable. Various dopants were added in the preparation stage in order to remove
the destructive step of aqueous KI solution addition, including KI itself. However, none of these
dopants were detected by XMT.
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CONCLUSION
Collagen scaffolds have been prepared using SFF produced moulds. The moulds
incorporated a complex internal network of channels, which are necessary to the final function of
the collagen structure. The scaffolds were analysed using XMT to determine whether the desired
internal structure had been produced. Initially the scaffolds could not be imaged using XMT.
This necessitated the addition of saturated KI solution. This enabled the scaffolds to be imaged.
It could clearly be seen that the collagen scaffold has the internal structure that was designed.
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ABSTRACT
Tissue engineering aims to produce biological substitutes to restore or repair damaged
human tissues or organs. The principle strategy behind tissue engineering involves seeding
relevant cell(s) onto porous 3D biodegradable scaffolds. The scaffold acts as a temporary
substrate where the cells can attach and then proliferate and differentiate. Collagen is the major
protein constituent of the extracellular matrix in the human body and therefore an attractive
scaffold material. Current collagen scaffolds are foams which limit the mass transport of oxygen
and nutrients deep into the scaffold, and consequently cannot support the growth of thick-cross
sections of tissue (greater than 500 jim). We have developed a novel process to make collagen
and collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffolds containing an internal artificial circulatory system in the
form of branching channels using a sacrificial mould, casting and critical point drying technique.
The mould is made using a commercial rapid prototyping system, the Model-Maker I, and is
designed to possess a series of connected shafts. The mould is dissolved away and the solvent
itself removed by critical point drying with liquid carbon dioxide. Processed hydroxyapatite has
been characterised by XRD and FTIR analysis. Tissue engineering with collagen scaffolds
possessing controlled internal microarchitecture may be the key to growing thick cross-sections
of human tissue.
INTRODUCTION
Tissue engineering has the potential to significantly improve clinical treatment of damaged
human tissue, currently based on organ transplantation and biomaterial implantation, by
producing an unlimited supply of immunologically-tolerant 'biological substitutes' that can
repair or replace the defect site and grow with the patient. One of the strategies employed
involves the expansion of human cells in vitro on biodegradable porous scaffolds. This serves as
a substrate for cellular attachment and defines the macroscopic shape of the engineered tissue
II]. Proliferating cells are expected to occupy the freed space created during scaffold
degradation and eventually produce a completely natural tissue.
Most scaffolds used for tissue engineering are open-cell foam structures which have resulted
in the growth of thin cross-sections of tissue. For example, bone has been grown in vitro to a
thickness of 370-500[am [2, 3]. The small cellular penetration depth of scaffolds may be due to
the lack of nutrient and oxygen diffusion deep into the interior of the scaffold; cell colonisation
of the scaffold's periphery can become a barrier, or limit, to the diffusion of these essential
components. Thus cell migration and survival deep inside the scaffold is hindered.
Rapid prototyping (RP) can impact on tissue engineering by producing scaffolds with an
internal artificial circulatory system which can overcome the diffusion constraints of the foam-
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structured scaffolds. 3D Printing has been used to prepare poly(glycolic-co-lactic) acid scaffolds
with interconnected networks of channels allowing the dynamic culturing of hepatocytes [4].
Polycaprolactone has been extruded using fused deposition modelling and produced honeycomblike scaffolds used for the culture of bone and cartilage [5]. Similar structures have been
manufactured with the 3D BioplotterTM using alginate and fibrin to create hydrogel scaffolds [6].
Hydroxyapatite (HA) scaffolds with a series of radial and orthogonal interconnected channels
have been made directly with stereolithography, using HA-loaded photocurable resin [7], or
indirectly by casting HA-acrylate suspension into moulds made with stereolithography [8].
However, collagen scaffolds have yet to be made using RP technology.
Collagen is the major protein constituent of the human extracellular matrix and possesses a
surface that favours attachment [9], morphology, migration and in certain cases the
differentiation of cells [10]. We report a novel process to create collagen scaffolds with an
artificial circulatory system which is defined by RP technology. Collagen and collagen-HA
composite scaffolds have been manufactured.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Dispersion formulation
Collagen type I from bovine Achilles tendon (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to 0.05M acetic
acid aqueous solution, with pH adjusted to 3.2 by the dropwise addition of 0.5M sodium
hydroxide, to yield a 1%w/v concentration. The dispersion was homogenised on ice for 90s
using a conventional blender, and then exposed to a vacuum of lmbar at room temperature for
20min using a vacuum oven (Vacuum Oven, Gallenkamp). The dispersion was stored at 4°C in a
refrigerator (ER7610C, Electrolux) until required. HA particles (Captal® 60-1, Plasma Biotal)
were added to the collagen dispersion and mixed to uniformly distribute the particles.
The process
Sacrificial moulds, designed using commercial CAD software, were printed with the ModelMaker II (Solidscape Inc). The proprietary materials, ProtoBuildm and ProtoSupport , were
used to create the mould and support structures, respectively. The support material was removed
by immersion in the proprietary solvent, BioActm, for 30min at 50'C aided by gentle stirring.
The moulds were then washed with water and air-dried.
Collagen or collagen-HA dispersion was then cast into the mould and submitted to -20°C in
a freezer (EU7120C, Electrolux) for 24h. The samples were then immersed in ethanol for 3h and
transferred to a critical point drier (E100, Polaron). There, the ethanol was exchanged with
liquid carbon dioxide (C0 2) at 15-18 0C and a pressure of 50bar for 3h before the temperature
was increased to 33-36 0C, which turned the liquid CO2 into gaseous CO 2 that was then slowly
released from the chamber.
Internal scaffold morpholoity
Moulds containing frozen collagen and collagen-HA were immersed in liquid nitrogen for
several seconds and sectioned with a sharp razor blade to reveal the interior. Samples were then
dehydrated in ethanol for 3h and critical point dried for 3h. The sections were then gold-sputter
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Figure 1. Secondary electron image of processed collagen scaffold with channel running
horizontally.
coated (E5400, Biorad, Polaron Division) for 180s. A SEM (JSM-840F, JEOL) operated at
2.5kV was used to image the sectioned surface.
HA characterisation
HA powder (Captal® 60-1, Plasma Biotal) was immersed in ethanol for 3h and critical point
dried for 3h. The powder was analysed before and after processing with X-ray diffraction and
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy. The X-ray diffractometer (PWI710, Philips) was
operated at 35kV and a current of 50mA. Samples were scanned from 15-60' (20) at a step size
of 0.020 (20) and time per step of ls. HA samples for FTIR analysis were mixed with ground
potassium bromide powder and pressed into 13mm discs. Samples were analysed in
transmission using a FTIR spectrometer (Spectrum 2000 Explorer, Perkin-Elmer) at a resolution
of 2cm-' and 64 scans.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows a secondary electron SEM image of a collagen scaffold after processing.
The channel running through the full length of the scaffold is approximately 400gim in width.

Figure 2. Secondary electron image of scaffold showing interconnecting porosity of collagen
matrix and hydroxyapatite (HA) particles.
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Figure 3. XRD spectra of hydroxyapatite as received and after processing. The same HA peaks
are evident in both spectra.

The collagen is organised into an open-cell pore structure as shown in figure 2.
Furthermore, HA particles added to the collagen dispersion are also present after processing and
randomly distributed throughout the scaffold. XRD analysis of processed HA particles exhibited
no change in the spectrum compared to the material as received from the manufacturer as shown
in figure 3. Furthermore, FITIR analysis of processed HA particles revealed the phosphate vI, V2,
V3, V4 and hydroxyl stretching peaks of HA are present and at their characteristic wavenumbers
as shown in figure 4. A CO 2 peak at 2300-2400cm , absent in the spectrum of HA as received,
is evident in the spectrum of processed HA.
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Figure 4. FTIR of HA as received and after processing. The characteristic phosphate
vl, v2, v3, v4 peaks of HA are labelled accordingly. Processed HA reveals a CO 2 peak at 23002400cm'.
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DISCUSSION
The process, presented in this paper, is able to create collagen scaffolds with controlled
internal channels as shown in figure 1. The channels are intended to act as an artificial
circulatory system by permitting the flow of nutrient-rich medium and supporting the migration
and survival of cells deep into the scaffold. The channels have smaller dimensions compared to
the mould shafts used to define them [11]. This shrinkage of the collagen matrix is due to
critical point drying with liquid CO 2 [11 , 12].
Processing does not effect the tertiary structure of collagen [11]. Therefore, processed
collagen should retain its natural functions, such as cell attachment properties, as these are highly
dependent on protein structure. This however remains to be examined.
Freezing the aqueous component of the collagen dispersion results in the formation of ice
crystals that aggregate the collagen into the interstitial spaces to create an open-cell pore
structure [14] as shown in figure 2. However, the mould and ice crystals need to be removed to
expose the internal structures and this is achieved by dissolving in ethanol. Collagen is insoluble
in ethanol. The ethanol solvent need to be removed in order to crosslink, rehydrate and prepare
the scaffold for cell culturing. Critical point drying with liquid CO 2 serves such a purpose.
For bone tissue engineering, HA particles can be added to the collagen dispersion, as these
are the components that make up the natural extracellular matrix of bone. Figure 2 shows such a
composite scaffold. The collagen and HA should provide an environment familiar and
favourable for the growth of osteogenic cells. Processing does not alter the HA phase. XRD
analysis did not detect any phase change in HA after processing as shown in figure 3.
Furthermore, FTIR analysis revealed no evidence of changes in the characteristic peaks assigned
to HA as shown in figure 4. However, a new peak attributed to CO2 was revealed after
processing. This may be due to the CO2 used for critical point drying or environmental CO 2
present while acquiring the spectrumL
The greatest challenge facing the technology is whether residual mould material is present
on the collagen scaffold after processing. This is currently being investigated using electron
probe microanalysis. Research efforts are also aimed at printing a biocompatible mould
material, which would eliminate any fears of possible mould residues. The biological
performance of these processed collagen and collagen-HA scaffolds still remains to be
examined.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a process to make collagen or collagen-hydroxyapatite scaffolds with an
artificial circulatory system. Moulds made using rapid prototyping technology define the
internal and external morphology of the scaffolds. Mould removal is achieved by chemical
dissolution and the solvent is removed by critical point drying with liquid carbon dioxide.
Channels with predefined dimensions and shape are incorporated into the open-celled collagen
scaffold. Composite scaffolds compromising of collagen and hydroxyapatite can also be
produced. The process does not alter the phase of hydroxyapatite particles.
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ABSTRACT
The world's first microstereolithography named "IH process" was developed by Ikuta et al. in
1992. Several types of micro stereo lithography including Hybrid-lH process, Super-Ifi process
and Two-photon IH process, have been also developed. Three-dimensional (3D) resolution has
reached to 140 nm in the two-photon IH process. The super-IH process and the two-photon
process enable direct writing of movable micromechanisms without assembling process or
sacrificial layer technique. The hybrid-lH process provides various types of composite devices
with other functional elements such as actuators and sensors. These IH processes can be widely
used for making polymeric microdevices. We have applied these techniques to create new
micro chemical device named "Biochemical IC Chip" proposed by Ikuta et al. in 1994. Il
process enables to make the biochemical IC chip including real 3D micro fluidic channels.
Various kinds of Biochemical IC chip such as micro pumps, switching valves, reactors,
concentrators, have already been fabricated. In chip cell-free protein synthesis has been
demonstrated by using biochemical IC chips. The biochemical IC chips will open new bioscience
and medicine based on innovative technology. In this paper, we introduce several types of IH
process and its application to biochemical IC chips.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional micromachining such as surface micromachining and LIGA process have been
widely used to make various kinds of sensors and actuators. However, these methods have
some limitations on fabrication of 3D microdevices demanded in recent applications such as
micro total analysis systems (ji-TAS) and lab-on-a-chip devices. On the other hand, we have
developed several types of microstereolithography to make truly 3D microstructures. The world's
first microstereolithography system called "Ill process" was proposed and developed by Ikuta
and Hirowatari in 1993 [1]. The IH process made possible the layer-by-layer process of 5 gtm
thickness with modifications to both the optical system and the characteristics of photopolymer.
In 1996, mass productive microstereolithography named "Mass-Ill process" was proposed and
demonstrated [2]. Since this process uses an array of optical fibers to obtain multi-beam
scanning with high accuracy, we can fabricate real 3D microstructures under mass and low cost
production similar to silicon process. To fabricate functional microdevices, we have developed
two-types of IH process named "Hybrid-IH process" and "Multi-polymer IH process". The
hybrid-IH process provides a composite microdevice with functional elements such as chemical
microparts and actuators [3, 4]. The multi-polymer IH process can produce all-polymer
microdevices such as optical waveguides and microvalves using multiple kinds of photopolymer

[5].

Conventional microstereolithography systems developed by us and other groups are based
fixed surface methods [1, 6] and free surface methods [2-5, 7]. Since these techniques used a
layer-by-layer process, the depth resolution and yield rate are limited due to the surface tension
and viscosity of piling photopolymer layer. To improve both the resolution and yield rate of
microstereolithography, we proposed a novel method named "Super-IH process" [8]. This
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method is based on pinpoint inner solidification, which is generated by focusing a blue laser
beam inside a liquid photopolymer [9]. 3D scanning of the laser beam permits the fabrication of
any 3D microstructure without layer-by-layer processes. The 3D resolution has attained to 430
nm in our latest fabrication system [10]. To obtain further higher resolution and yield rate,
two-photon IH process was recently developed [11-15] and subsequently refined by other groups
[16, 17]. In the two-photon IH process, a near infrared pulsed laser beam is used to generate
two-photon-initiated polymerization, in contrast to UV or blue laser beam used in conventional
microstereolithography. Since the rate of two-photon absorption is proportional to the squared
intensity of light, the polymerization is strictly confined to a focal point. The resolution of the
two-photon IH process attains to 140 nm in our latest fabrication system [18]. The two-photon IH
process is also utilized for assembly-free, single-step fabrication of freely movable micro/nano
structures [5, 15, 18, 19].
For the practical use of these microstereolithography techniques, we have developed a
versatile microfluidic device named "Biochemical IC Family". The biochemical IC chip was
proposed by Ikuta et al [20]. Several types of biochemical IC chips including a reactor [21],
concentrator [3], homogenizer [22] and active valve and micro pump [4] have been already
developed. Recently, in-chip cell-free protein synthesis was demonstrated by using biochemical
IC chips [23, 24]. The palm-top protein synthesis devices are promising and powerful tools for
not only order-made medicine but also implantable/wearable medical devices in the near future.
MICROSTEREOLITHOGRAPHY
IH process (The world's first microstereolithography)
We proposed and developed the world's first microstereolithography named "IH Process
(Integrated Harden Polymer Stereo-Lithography)" [1]. The fabrication principle of the IH process
is based on the stereolithography which is used to make 3D mock-up model in macro size.
Fig.1 shows the schematic diagram of fabrication apparatus. This system consists of an UV (ultra
violet) lamp, XYZ-stage, shutter, lens and computer. To make a 3D microstructure, thin sliced
cross sectional shapes of the final product are drawn by UV beam focused on photopolymer
through transparent Z-stage. The cross sectional layers are piled up to fabricate the 3D
microstructure. Fig. 2 show scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a bending pipe
(100 x 100 x 1000 ptm) and a micro coil spring (diameter: 50 tim, length is 350 pm). The 3D
resolution of this process attained to 5 gm in lateral and 3 prm in depth.
Unique features of the IH process were as follows: 1) Real 3D structure, 2) High aspect ratio,
3) Simple and low cost apparatus 4) Micrometer resolution etc. These features are much
superior than conventional micromachining methods. The IH process has a great potential for
various fields of applications.
UVSource

Computer

(a)

xY~stage
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of IH process

(b)

Fig. 2 3D microstructures made by IH process
(a) Bending pipe (b) Micro coil spring
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Mass-IH Process
To improve the mass productivity of microstereolithography, we have developed a method
named "Mass-IH Process" [2]. Fig. 3 shows the fabrication system of the mass-rH process. The
main technology is the newly developed "Optical fiber Multi-beam scanning" which can satisfy
both simultaneous scanning and uniform accuracy on all area. The array of optical fibers (4lum in
core diameter) allows the multi-beam scanning. Fig. 4 shows a sample of 3D microstructures
fabricated simultaneously. Five micro pipes (220 jIm squire, 1150 gim high) with lateral windows
were made within 40 minutes. Although the resolution at this time is not high compared to that of
the lH process, feasibility as mass productive microstereolithography was verified. Increasing
number of fibers and optimizing experimental conditions enable further mass productivity and
higher resolution.
Super-IH process
Since conventional microstereolithography systems employ layer-by-layer process, the
depth resolution is limited by surface tension and viscosity of photopolymers. To overcome the
limitation caused by the layer-by-layer process, we proposed a new method named "Super-rI
process" that was based on pinpoint inner solidification by using a tightly focused laser beam [8].
Fig.5 shows the fabrication principle of the super-rH process. The liquid photopolymer is
solidified only at the vicinity of the focus, although that is solidified at the surface in the
conventional method. By scanning the focus along the shape of the desired structure, any 3D
microstructure can be made.
The pinpoint inner solidification results from the nonlinear response of photo polymerization
to optical intensity with sufficiently low exposure [9, 10]. It is well known that the liquid/solid
transformation of photopolymer is approximated by the threshold system. The photopolymer is
not solidified unless the optical exposure exceeds the critical exposure. Accordingly, when a laser
beam is highly focused inside photopolymer with optimum exposure conditions, the intensity
near the focus is sufficient to solidify the photopolymer, even though the intensity is insufficient
at out-of focus regions.
Step

....

Fig, 3 Schematic diagram of Mass-Ift process

Fig. 4 Micropipes made by Mass-In process
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Fig. 5 Fabrication principle of Super-1H process
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Fig. 7 Assembly-free, single-step fabrication process
of movable microstructures

Fig. 8 Microgear made by Super-IH process

Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of our fabrication system, which consists of an He-Cd
laser (Wavelength: 442nm), shutter, galvano scanners, xyz-stage, and objective lens (N. A.: 1.0 or
1.3). The beam from the laser is introduced into the galvano-scanner set to deflect its direction in
two dimensions, and then is focused into the liquid photopolymer with the objective lens. As the
beam scans laterally in the liquid photopolymer and the sample-cell stage vertically slides, any
3D structure can be formed in the photopolymer volume. The resolution of our latest fabrication
systems attained to 430 nm [10].
The most important feature of the super-IH process is assembly-free, single-step fabrication
of movable micromechanisms. In major microfabrication techniques such as surface
micromachining and the LIGA process, sacrificial layers are indispensable to make a movable
mechanism [25]. Even stereolithography needs supporting columns to hold movable components.
On the other hand, the super-IH process requires neither sacrificial layers nor supporting columns,
since movable microstructures can be fabricated merely by scanning a focus inside photopolymer
as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows an SEM image of movable microgear fabricated by the Super-IH
process. A microgear (diameter: 47 Vm) with an attached shaft was successfully fabricated.
Two-photon IH process
For the further improvement of resolution, we have developed two-photon IH process
[11-14]. In the two-photon IH process, a liquid photopolymer absorbs two photons of near
infrared simultaneously in a single quantum event whose energy corresponds to the UV region.
The rate of two-photon absorption is proportional to the squared intensity of light. Accordingly,
near infrared light is strongly absorbed only at the focal point within the photopolymer. This
virtue of the two-photon process enables us to fabricate a 3D microstructure by scanning a focus
inside the photopolymer.
The fabrication system of the two-photon IH process is similar to that of the super-IH
process except for a laser source. In the fabrication system of the two-photon IH process, a
mode-locked Ti: sapphire laser (wavelength, 710 nm; repetition, 82 MHz; pulse width, 130 fs) is
used, because extremely high optical density is required for generating the two-photon
absorption.
The two-photon IH process allows the fabrication of 3D microstructures directly from 3D
CAD models. Fig. 9 (a)-(d) demonstrate SEM images of complicated 3D microstructures. The
model of the microrobot (16 pm x 13 pm x 28 pm) and The micro V sign (10.4 Am x 10.4 Pm x
21 ptm) were solidified from the bottom to the top at an interval of 250 nm along the optical axis.
The micro beetle and micro locomotive are fabricated in 20 minutes. These results clearly
demonstrate the high efficacy of the two-photon IH process for fabricating 3D microstructures
with submicron resolution.
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(b)

(b)
Fig. 9 3D mierostructures made by two-photon IR process
(a) Micro V sign model (b) Micro beetle model
(c) Micro robot model (d) Micro locomotive model

Fig. 10 Movable micromachins made
by two-photon IH process
(a) Microturbine (b) Nanotweezers

Movable microstructures were also fabricated by using the direct laser writing method
shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 10, various types of micromechanisms including microturbine,
microgear train, and nanotweezers were successfully fabricated. The microturbine (external
diameter, 14 -tm) shown in Fig. 10 (a) was fabricated in only 13 minutes. The probe diameter of
the nanotweezers (Fig. 10(b)) is 250 run. These results demonstrate that two-photon I-I process
allows the rapid manufacturing of micro/nano machines.
In recent years, the two-photon 1H process has been widely used to make complicated 3D
microdevices such as photonic crystals and micromechanical components [16, 17]. We have
developed optically driven micromachines by using the direct writing of movable
micromechanisms. Our micromachines are driven by using a laser scanning manipulation
technique [15]. We have already fabricated several types of light-driven micromachines such as
microturbine, micromanipulators and nanotweezers [15, 18, 19]. The light-driven micromachines
are promising and powerful tools for MEMS and 1 i-TAS. Although P. Galajda et al. have also
used a two-photon process for making optical rotators in recent years [261, their rotators are
simple wire-frame types and only offer rotary motion with continuous irradiation of light.
Multi-polymer IH process
We have developed a novel microstereolithography method for producing a hybrid structure
using multiple photocurable polymers [5]. This method named "Multi-polymer IH process" has
the potential to provide all-polymer functional microdevices. To confirm the validity of the
multi-polymer IH process, we constructed a simple fabrication system with a single tank to store
multiple kinds of photocurable polymers. The fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 11. In this
case, a 3D microstructure is formed with the polymer A, and then particular layers are formed
with the polymer B. Each layer is leveled using a squeegee. By changing photocurable polymers
layer-by-layer, a 3D structure consisting of multiple photocurable polymers can be easily formed.
As an example of an all-polymer microdevice, we fabricated several optical waveguides
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Fig. 11 Fabrication process of Multi-polymer IH process
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Fig. 12 Optical waveguidcs made by
Multi-polymer IH process
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Fig. 13 Fabrication process of Hybrid-Il process.
Functional microdevices are produced without bonding process.

with two kinds of photopolymer having different refractive indexes. Fig.12 shows a prototype
of the straight waveguides and a curved waveguide. The width of the core was about 150 gm.
The clad and core were made of a low refractive index polymer (n: 1.51) and a high refractive
index polymer (n: 1.55), respectively. Both photopolymers are transparent to visible and near-IR
light. To verify the performance of the waveguide, we measured the propagation loss of a straight
waveguide by using the prism-coupling method with an He-Ne laser. The propagation loss of the
waveguide was about 14 dB/cm.
Hybrid IH Process
Another approach to make functional microdevices is to integrate existing elements such as
actuators and sensors into a polymeric microstructure. To perform the integration of microparts,
we have developed a simple method named "Hybrid-IH process" [3]. The fabrication process of
the hybrid-IH process illustrates in Fig. 13. Microparts such as microactuators and membranes
are inserted in a polymeric microstructure during the fabrication process. Unlike conventional
micromachining techniques, since this process doesn't need additional bonding process, leak-free
packaging is easily realized. This process is widely used to make transparent, functional polymer
microdevices. We have utilized this process to fabricate micro chemical devices such as
micropump [4], microvalves [4] and microconcentrators [3]. In the following chapter, we
introduce the micro chemical devices fabricated by using the hybrid-IH process.
BOCHEMICAL IC CHIP
Concept of Biochemical IC chip
The authors have been conducting unique biochemical micro devices named "Biochemical
IC" proposed by Ikuta et al. in 1994 [20]. This device originally named "MIFS (Micro Integrated
Fluidic System)" contains both miniaturized fluidic circuits made of polymer and silicon circuits
in one chip. Although the concept for miniaturization of chemical systems on a chip seems
similar to t-TAS and Lab-on-a-chip, the biochemical IC differs from these chips in various
meanings.
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Fig. 14(a) shows basic concept of the biochemical IC consisting of 3D micro fluidic
channels (upper part) fabricated by the III process and electric parts (lower part) made by silicon
process. Fig. 14(b) shows the modular IC concept of "Biochemical LSI" which satisfies more
complicated capability at higher level. [2, 271. The biochemical IC has the following features in
comparison with other micro chemical devices.
1) Modular device architecture
2) 3D micro integrated fluidic system
3) Containing micro fluid driving devices
4) Hybrid structure of polymer, silicon and other materials
5) User assembled chip-set family
6) Wearable/implantable applications
This biochemical IC is based on modular IC concept similar to the today's IC/LSI family
(C-MOS1TTL). Each biochemical IC chip in a disk (or cell) shape contains different functional
devices such as multiple micro valves, pumps, chemical concentrators and micro reactors. Users
can construct their own biochemical systems by using several types of biochemical IC chips.
Since active fluidic devices such as pumps and valves are miniaturized in chips, the biochemical
IC chips will be applied to wearable and implantable microdevices unlike general .t-TAS and
lab-on-a-chip.
Prototypes of Biochemical IC chips and experimental verification
By using the hybrid-IH process, we have already developed several types of biochemical IC
chips including a reactor [21], concentrator [3], homogenizer [22] and active valve and micro
pump [4]. In this section, we present fluid driving chips such as pump and active switching valve.
Fig. 15 (a) shows a prototype of a micropump chip (size: 14 x 14 x 3.0 mm) containing three
micropumps driven by shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators. Each pump designs are
reciprocating pumps, consisting of two check valves, a deformable chamber and a SMA actuator
as shown in Fig. 15 (b). Pump rate for water are in the order of 10 jd/min.
Fig. 16 (a) shows a prototype of a switching valve chip to select direction of flow
dynamically. This valve chip is actuated by two SMA actuators as shown in Fig. 16(b). This
valve design is one inlet-two outlet connection valve, consisting of two silicone rubbers as valves
and SMA actuators. The switching time in active phase was better than 0.5 seconds and the
response time of the opposite way in the passive phase was about 2 seconds.
Micro pump chip

•::.•

Calculation circuits
Micrereactor
micropump

Mico valve chi
M

vIahp
---

Microconcentrator chip

microreactor chip

Electrical bus

Chemical bus
(a)

TScp

(b)
Fig. 14 Basic concepts of Biochemical IC chip and Biochemical LSI
(a) Bicochemical IC chip (b) Biochemical LSI
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To demonstrate the validity of these chips, a simple experiment of neutralized reaction using
sodium hydroxide and phenolphthalein was demonstrated. Fig.17 (a) shows an experimental
setup using biochemical IC chips. The first upper layer is a micro pump chip to supply sodium
hydroxide through the inlet. The second layer is a micro reactor chip. The third layer is a micro
switching valve chip to switch to another outlet. The fourth layer is a connector chip. Fig. 17 (b)
shows biochemical IC chips held in a holder unit. Each chip is connected with thin silicone
rubber films, and held by spring force. Our original coupling method named "silicone rubber
coupling" enables good sealing under high pressure (>400 kPa) [28, 29].
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Fig.18 is the sequential photos for the demonstration while the neutralized reaction is
proceeding in transparent biochemical IC chips. Phenolphthalein and sodium hydroxide were
supplied by using the micropump chips, and then they were mixed in the reactor chip. Finally, the
mixed reagent was successfully divided into two outlets by using the switching valve chip. The
experiments indicates the validity of the modular concept of the biochemical IC chips.
Recently, we have developed a high performance micropump chip that can flow not only
liquids but also gases (12 dtl/min, 25kPa for water, 11 jl/min., 5 kPa for air) [30]. Fig. 19(a)
shows a prototype of the micropump chip. Two micropumps are included in a chip. To achieve
such high performance, we improved the design of SMA actuators, check valves and chamber.
The modification of the SMA actuators are illustrated in Fig. 19 (a). The SMA cantilevers can
push down the spacer stably compared to the former design shown in Fig. 15.
Cell-free protein synthesis by using biochemical IC chips
Cell-free protein synthesis is one of key technologies in post genome research and tailor
made examination. We have first demonstrated cell-free protein synthesis from DNA by using
biochemical IC chips [23]. A luminous protein of firefly called "Luciferase" was synthesized
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without living cells in 8 hours. In the first demonstration, however, we used external pumps to
supply reagents. Recently, we succeeded in developing a micropump chip for cell-free protein
synthesis [24]. Since the micropump chip used new check valves with double silicone rubber
films, it has sufficiently long lifetime for protein synthesis.
Fig. 20 shows the basic design of biochemical IC chip-set for cen-free protein synthesis.
This synthesis system is constructed with six types of biochemical IC chip: connector chip,
reservoir chip, micropump chip, reactor chip, reactor chip for sensing, photosensor chip. The
micropump chips supply reagents from the reservoir chips to the reactor chip. The reactor chip
includes an ultrafiltration membrane to synthesize protein, which is then introduced into the
reactor chip for sensing with the micropump chip. The protein is optically detected at the
detection chip, which has a built-in a avalanche photodiode, by mixing an assay reagent for
luminescent detection. Fig. 21 shows the prototype chips. By using the hybrid-IH process,
micropart such as an ultrafiltration membrane, silicone rubber, SMA actuator, are hybridized with
a polymeric structure.
To perform the experiments, each chip is set in a holder unit. Since each chip is connected
with thin silicone rubber films by using our proposed silicone rubber coupling method [28, 29],
dead volume is minimized without any leakage. Fig. 22 shows the entire experimental setup for
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Fig. 23 Experimental result of cell-free protein synthesis

DNA-originated cell-free protein synthesis. Solution A (DNA, S30 Premix, Amino acid complete,
SW) and solution B ( S30 Extract) are mixed in the reactor and synthesized. Luciferase is filtered
through the ultrafiltration membrane (YM 100). An assay regent is mixed to measure the protein '
concentration via luminous intensity. Fig. 23 shows an experimental result of Luciferase synthesis.
We succeeded in synthesizing protein in 7 hours by using the built-in micropumps. The palm-top
protein synthesis device is promising tools for not only tailor made medicine but also bioscience
researches.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed several types of microstereolithography such as the Ill process, the
super-IH process, the two-photon IH process and the hybrid IH process. The resolution of the
microstereolithography techniques are scalable from 100 gim to 100 nm. By using these
techniques, we can fabricate functional polymer microdevices such as the biochemical IC chips
as well as micro/nano machines such as microgears and nanotweezers. We have already
demonstrated the validity of our modular approach of biochemical IC chip with chemical and
biochemical experiments such as cell-free protein synthesis. In the near future, the biochemical
IC chips should contribute not only the biomedical applications but also basic science.
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ABSTRACT
Advanced and novel fabrication methods are needed to build complex three-dimensional
scaffolds that incorporate multiple functionally graded biomaterials with a porous internal
architecture that will enable the simultaneous growth of multiple tissues, tissue interfaces and
blood vessels. The aim of this research is to develop, demonstrate and characterize techniques for
fabricating such scaffolds by combining solid freeform fabrication and computational design
methods. When fully developed, such techniques are expected to enable the fabrication of tissue
engineering scaffolds endowed with functionally graded material composition and porosity
exhibiting sharp or smooth gradients. As a first step towards realizing this goal, scaffolds with
periodic cellular and biomimetic architectures were designed and fabricated using selective laser
sintering in Nylon-6, a biocompatible polymer. Results of bio-compatibility and in vivo
implantation studies conducted on these scaffolds are reported.
INTRODUCTION
Tissue engineering [1, 2] is an interdisciplinary field that combines engineering and life
sciences to develop techniques that enable the restoration, maintenance or enhancement of living
tissues and organs. A majority of these techniques utilize three-dimensional scaffold structures
composed of natural or synthetic polymers [3-10]. These scaffold structures are typically
endowed with complex internal architecture, channels and porosity that provide sites for cell
attachment and proliferation, as well as for conveying cells, growth factors and biomolecular
signals to promote tissue regeneration at an implantation site. The composition of most tissue
engineering scaffolds is such that the scaffolding material is biodegradable, and it erodes away
over time after implantation, eventually being replaced by newly formed tissue.
Recently, solid freeform fabrication (SFF) [1ll methods have been employed for
fabricating bioimplants and tissue engineering scaffolds [12-20]. In principle, SFF methods are
capable of constructing three-dimensional scaffolds with complex architectures incorporating
multiple, functionally graded bio-materials and porosity. The overall goal of our research is to
develop homogenization theory based computational design techniques and laser sintering based
freeform fabrication methods for constructing such heterogeneous tissue engineering scaffolds
using multiple biomaterials. This goal is to be achieved via the following three research
objectives. First, computational techniques are being developed to locally optimize scaffold
architecture, material composition and mechanical properties yielding three-dimensional digital
representations of functionally tailored scaffolds. Second, solid freeform fabrication techniques
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based on laser sintering are being developed that can construct such scaffolds using multiple
biomaterials possibly with the incorporation of drugs or bioactive factors in-situ. Finally,
mechanical and biological (in vivo, in vitro) testing and CT/MRI image analysis is being
conducted to evaluate structure and function of both scaffold materials and regenerate tissue. As
a first step towards realizing this goal, we have chosen to investigate monolithic Nylon-6 as a
scaffold material for tissue engineering applications.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Scaffold Design Methods
Scaffold design requirements should be addressed on both macroscopic and microscopic
scales. On the microscopic scale (100 gm-I mm), the scaffold internal architecture must fulfill
temporary tissue function, enhance tissue regeneration and vascularization, and facilitate
nutrient/biofactor delivery. On the macroscopic scale (> 1 mm), the scaffold's external shape
must replicate human anatomy. These two scales must be integrated to produce a single design
that can be embodied in a format appropriate for SFF. In our studies, we have used both periodic
cell-based designs and biomimetic designs to construct scaffolds using SLS.
Periodic Cell-Based Desi2ns
In periodic cell-based designs, a unit cell with specific microstructure is repeated to
create an entire scaffold. This technique can be used in combination with topology optimization
methods to design microstructures with effective physical properties matching native tissue
properties. Additional details of homogenization theory based topology optimization techniques
for bioimplants are available elsewhere [21,22]. Figures I a,b show 8 mm cubic and 8 mm
diameter cylindrical periodic scaffolds with 800 gim orthogonal channels and 1200 Am pillars
that were designed using such optimization methods. These designs result in scaffolds with a
pore or void fraction of approximately 53.7%.
Biomimetic Designs
The design of biomimetic scaffolds relies on micro-CT, micro-MRI or confocal
microscopy data to assemble scaffold architectures. In biomimetic designs, scaffolds mimic
natural tissue structure and seek to replicate all aspects of tissue structure and function. We used
micro-CT derived architecture of human proximal femur trabecular bone as the basis for creating
biomimetic scaffolds in Nylon-6. Figures lc,d show a volumetric rendering of human trabecular
bone micro-CT data along with a faceted representation appropriate for use in SFF machines.
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Figure 1. (a) Cubical and (b) Cylindrical periodic scaffold architectures. (c) Volumetric
rendering of trabecular bone microstructure derived from micro-CT image data for biomimetic
design. (d) Corresponding triangular facet data for SFF.
Scaffold Fabrication
The choice of Nylon-6 as the material for fabricating scaffolds during this study was
prompted by Risbud and Bhonde's recent data [9] on the biocompatibility of polyamide 6. Their
aim was to develop polyamide 6 membranes blended with gelatin (a natural polyamide) and
chondroitin sulfate (a biopolymer) using the phase precipitation method and to evaluate their in
vitro biocompatibility. A large collection of biocompatibility test data demonstrated that such
polyamide 6 composite membranes are biocompatible and prospective candidates for tissue
engineering. Several other studies have documented the use of Nylon in suture materials and for
dialysis membranes [23], in burn dressings [24], and as cell culture substrata for a variety of cell
types 125-271.
Two types of Nylon-6 powders were used in our study. Honeywell Capron 8202 (10-100
gin particle size) was used for fabricating periodic cell-based designs while Atofina Orgasol
1002 ES4 (38-42 urm particle size) was used for fabricating biomimetic structures as well as
disks for biocompatibility testing. These powders were processed in a Sinterstation 2000
commercial SLS machine using 2009 C preheat, 7 Watts laser power, 49.5 in/s scan speed and
100 urm layer thickness. Porous specimens of both cylindrical and cubical periodic geometry
(figure 1), as well as biomimetic architectures (figure 3b) derived from micro-CT data were
fabricated. Solid disks (11 mm diameter, 2 mm thick) were also fabricated for biocompatibility
tests. The parts were cleaned post-process by simple brushing and careful removal of powder
trapped inside the porous channels where necessary.
Biocompatibility Testin2
In vitro biocompatibility was determined using the CellTiter 96" A
One (Promega
Corp, Madison, WI) assay, which provides a measure of cell viability related to the level of
mitochondrial respiration. This assay is analogous to the MTT assay commonly utilized in
biocompatibility studies [28], with the exception that the colored product produced is water
soluble [29]. The cells utilized in this study were porcine bone marrow stromal cells (isolated
from marrow extracts) and were limited to passage 5 through 8. Additional details of the
biocompatibility test procedures are available elsewhere [30].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2a shows an 8 mm cube with 800 pm channels and 1200 jim pillars fabricated in
Nylon-6 by SLS. These specimens will be used for conducting uniaxial tests in unconfined
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compression inside a micro-CT machine. Complete 3D strain fields in the scaffold under testing
will be computed by comparing images before and after deformation. These tests will provide
effective failure stress and local strain values at failure. The results of these studies will be
published elsewhere [31]. Figure 2b shows an 8 mm diameter, 6 mm high cylinder with 800 jAm
channels and 1200 jtm pillars fabricated in Nylon-6 by SLS. This scaffold geometry was
designed for surgical implantation and histology assessment. Figure 2c shows implantation of
cylindrical scaffolds into a Yucatan minipig mandible. These scaffolds were subsequently
removed after 6 weeks and assessed for mineralized tissue formation by micro-computed
tomography (micro-CT). Figure 3a shows a volumetric rendering of the micro-CT scan
conducted on the removed scaffold, showing the ingrowths of mineralized bone tissue into the
pore channels of the scaffold. Quantitative image analysis of the micro-CT data revealed that
new bone tissue occupied 43.2% of the pore volume. This value is consistent with the range of
pore occupation fractions (50.3-65%) attained with hydroxyapatite scaffolds of identical pore
geometry implanted for the same 6 week time period at the same site [32]. The lower value of
pore occupation for Nylon-6 is likely due to loosely bonded particles on the pore walls causing
an adverse cellular response as discussed below, although further experiments are yet to confirm
this hypothesis.
Biomimetic architectures derived from CT/MRI data of bony structures are difficult to
fabricate by SFF as resolved tissue structures (10-100 jtm) are often smaller than the resolution
of the SFF machine. Alternatively, these structures can be scaled up and then fabricated to have
optimal porosity for bone tissue regeneration (typically 300-1200 jAm) [32] while retaining
biomimetic architecture. Shown in figure 3c,d are the volumetric rendering of a section of human
proximal femur trabecular bone micro-CT data and the corresponding Nylon-6 replica scaled 4X
fabricated using SLS. In addition to biological testing of these scaffolds by implantation, we will
visualize 3D deformation and failure modes under compression during micro-CT and compare
them with failure modes of real bone. These results will be published elsewhere [31 ].
Biocompatibility tests conducted on the SLS fabricated Nylon-6 disks and their leachable
products indicated that cell viability was considerably higher for the cells subjected to the
conditioned media containing leach-out products. The results indicated that neither early nor late
leaching products were detrimental to the cells. However, cell viability relative to controls
dropped when the cells were in direct contact with the media in the presence of disks (CoCulture
group). While the level of cell viability was slightly less than 70%, on average, the result still
indicates a relatively low level of cytotoxicity. One possible explanation for the reduction in cell
viability in the CoCulture group is that the solid free form fabrication method utilized, SLS,
resulted in some residual Nylon-6 particulates that were not fully bonded to the construct. This
particulate matter may have initiated a detrimental cellular response in the CoCulture group.
Particulate matter has been shown to cause osteolysis in vivo [33] although this is yet to be
confirmed experimentally. The results are still very promising as the fabrication and postfabrication preparation for biological usage can be further refined and improved. Further details
on biocompatibility testing results can be found elsewhere [30].
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Figure 2. (a) 8mm cubic periodic scaffold fabricated in Nylon-6. (b) 8mm diameter, 6mm high
periodic cylindrical scaffold fabricated in Nylon-6. (c) Scaffold implantation into Yucatan
minipig mandible.

Figure 3. (a) Volumetric rendering of scaffold micro-CT scan. (b) Volumetric rendering of
human trabecular bone micro-CT data. (c) 4X scaled replica fabricated in Nylon-6 by SLS (scale
in mm).
CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates an approach combining computational design, freeform
fabrication and testing of tissue engineering scaffolds. Scaffolds with periodic and biomimetic
internal architecture were fabricated in Nylon-6 using SLS. Implantation and subsequent
histology of scaffolds show presence of regenerate mineralized tissue, consistent with pore
occupation fractions attained using monolithic hydroxyapatite scaffolds. The biocompatibility
tests show that Nylon-6 scaffolds fabricated via SLS support cell viability quite well.
Biocompatibility may be improved by better methods of post-fabrication cleaning or treatment of
SLS fabricated scaffold constructs to eliminate loosely bonded polymer particles. Although not
bioresorbable, such Nylon-6 scaffolds are biocompatible and could serve as drug/cell delivery
devices as well as models for future work on bioresorbable polymers. This work sets the stage
for construction of functionally tailored tissue scaffolds in a single step via SLS of multiple
materials. Scaffolds incorporating graded architectures with multiple biopolymers and their
composites with calcium phosphate ceramics are being explored using a newly designed multiple
powder deposition system.
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